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ABSTRACT 
TRANSFORMATION OF EDUCATION IN A TRANSITIONAL ECONOMY: 
THE EDUCATION REFORM IN CHINA IN THE 1980S 
MAY 1995 
GAO CHANGAN 
M.A. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Ed.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by Professor David R. Evans 
Within the conceptual framework of Marx’s historical analysis, this dissertation 
studies the changes in China’s educational system in the 1980s. The study is structured 
in two layers. In the first layer, education is examined in overall social and economic 
contexts from a historical perspective. Educational systems are the outcome of social 
and economic development of their times. Education reform in the 1980s was much 
influenced by the changes in economic infrastructure and economic growth during that 
decade. 
Although development of economic structure plays a decisive role in determin¬ 
ing the educational system in ultimate analysis, the educational system gains its own 
dynamics and becomes independent from the economic base on which it is established. 
Once it becomes independent it may impact back on the economic system. Therefore, 
in the second layer, intrinsically, the thesis examines the transitional educational 
system in the 1980s as an outcome of the historical development of the system itself. 
The transitional system also needs to be studied in substructures, which were also 
influenced by two factors: their own history and the current conditions in which they 
were interwoven with each other. 
v 
Difficulties and problems in educational reform during the 1980s reflected the 
different rates of transformation of economic infrastructure and the educational system. 
Also, differences between policies and implementation reflected discrepancies among 
the substructures within the educational system. Policies were adopted to meet the 
demand for social and economic development. But implementation was often 
problematic owing to different rates and directions of development of substructures 
within the educational system. The inconsistency between rapid institutional expan¬ 
sion and shrinking government educational budget owing to transition from state plan 
to market economy was a good example. 
Difficult as it was, education reform during the 1980s in China was more 
progressive than reactionary and destructive. Incongruity among sections was 
attributed to different rates of change of structures in the progress, rather than hostile 
resistance, and therefore discrepancies were mediational. This conclusion is based on 
the historical analysis of the relationships between economic development and 
tendency of changes in educational system. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Study 
This dissertation is an attempt to study the educational system during overall 
economic and social changes in China in the 1980s. It is intended to analyze the 
influence of the changes in China’s social and economic infrastructure on its educa¬ 
tional policy making and implementation. 
The previous studies on China’s educational system suffered from a lack of 
insightful analysis of the educational phenomena. These studies are fundamentally 
superficial or descriptive, primarily focused on two themes. One is on the achieve¬ 
ments and characteristics of China’s education, and the other is on sociological and 
political structural changes in terms of class relations in education under socialism. 
There are good reasons for this. The Chinese educational policies and structure 
underwent tremendous upheavals and oscillations in the first three decades after the 
communists came to power in 1949. Up to the end of the 1970s education was 
claimed to serve politics (and to be integrated with productive labor). The educational 
planning, policies and implementing mechanisms followed the political track, swinging 
unpredictably. In the 1980s many studies of Chinese education turned their focus to 
economic perspectives. For example, the World Bank’s aids and loans to China’s 
education project were largely based on economic inquiry into the educational change. 
Their emphasis on economic inquiry understandably reflects their concern of monetary 
respect. These studies, however, have accounted for changes in the economic arena in 
which educational reform was involved. 
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Since the end of the 1970s, the need for a serious commitment to economic 
modernization has brought China to new education policies and structural change. The 
new trend in the educational arena in Chinese society reflects the Chinese leadership’s 
fundamental changes in philosophy and economic thoughts, from the orthodox Marxist 
theory which advocates that class struggle is the motive force for social advancement 
to pragmatic approaches. The traditional analysis of imperialism was also rejected, 
which indicates that owing to the capitalist exploitation in the world order, the center 
represented by the industrialized world and the peripheries by the less industrialized 
countries are perpetually in antagonism. The orthodox theory of imperialism adopted 
the strategy that the peripheral countries simply deny the practice of capitalist coun¬ 
tries. In the 1980s, the Chinese leadership turned to adopting pragmatic approaches to 
economic development. Unlike Mao, who was well-known for his idealistic revolution¬ 
ism, Deng Xiaoping, who is characterized as pragmatic, defined technology and 
management of the capitalist countries to be neutral and value free. The new condi¬ 
tions have created the need for new theories and approaches to these new policies and 
structural changes. 
Since 1979 dramatic reforms have been adopted primarily in economic and 
managerial fronts. In agriculture, the responsibility system was encouraged, in which 
land and other productive materials were contracted to the peasant household and the 
peasant household obtained more autonomy in production while taking more account¬ 
ability for their economic activities. Peasantry showed tremendous enthusiasm for 
increasing agricultural production in this system. By the end of 1982, collective 
farming had been dismantled. The successful reform in agriculture encouraged the 
leadership to implement bolder reforms in the urban areas. Responsibility and private 
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practice were introduced to industry, and attracted foreign investors; joint ventures 
started to emerge on the horizon. All this development on the economic front created 
need for administrative and managerial professionalization. China’s elaboration on 
educational reform was based on the reassessment of the old system and the demands 
for a structural change in accord with these changes in economic infrastructure. 
The changes in education in the 1980s can be considered consequences of 
economic reform from two perspectives. On one hand, educational policies and 
institutional structure were changed in the policy making process, in order to meet the 
demand for economic growth. On the other hand, from the implementation perspec¬ 
tive, education was affected by the economic reform in financing, staffing, teacher 
education, student admission and employment after graduation, curriculum and so on. 
Then, problems arose involving the relationship between the theoretical thinking on 
which educational policies were processed and implementation of these policies. 
The student movement of 1989, and "the tragic aftermath captured the attention 
of people around the world" (Englesberg, 1992, p. 1). Since then, not only have the 
majority of China studies focused on the immediate events, but concentration on 
political struggle and ideological differences have restricted other perspectives in the 
studying the changes in the 1980s. For example, the trend toward political democra¬ 
tization was taken for granted as an important contributor to the student demonstration 
in a large number of studies on this topic. Dissatisfaction sparked by the problems in 
the process of reform, especially in the economic aspects of educational reform, has 
been widely neglected. 
In this social, political and economic context, the purpose of this study is to 
investigate and analyze the relationship between the changes in socio-economic 
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infrastructure and the changes in educational policies and implementation since the 
1980s in China. 
Problems to be Investigated 
As a historical inquiry into the relations between economic transformation and 
the changes in education, this research is intended to answer the questions as to how 
and why policies and reality were interrelated in such a way as they were. It is 
correctly understood that impact of the economic reform is not only economic impact, 
it is also political and social. It is also important that the economic reform in the 
1980s had twofold influence upon education, both on rhetorical policies and on educa¬ 
tional reality. 
Taken as context for educational transformation, changes in economic infra¬ 
structure need to be elaborated. In order to analyze the gap between the policies and 
reality of implementation during the 1980s, this study explains how the educational 
policies were formulated from the policy makers’ view and how they were carried out. 
It explains the relationship between these educational policies and the social and 
economic context in which these policies were made and implemented. However, 
education was not only influenced by economic changes, but also through cultural 
heritage and social relations. Therefore, a series of questions can be asked such as: 
What would the policy makers expect to achieve in formulating the educational 
policies for the reform in the 1980s? How were these policies related to the economic 
infrastructural changes and other social political factors? And how committed are the 
implementers to the policy makers’ view in carrying out these policies under the 
economic conditions and in the social and historic context? 
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In the new political and economic situation, the Chinese leadership faced the 
similar problems and issues in education most of its counterparts elsewhere in the 
world, those of the less developed societies in particular, also have to cope with. The 
most striking problem in the less industrialized societies is illiteracy, which reflects the 
contradiction between the need for education for the economic growth, and the cost of 
establishing and maintaining mass education. The other problems faced by developing 
countries include school allocation, financing and funding, "brain drain", the controver¬ 
sial curriculum, equity and equality, and so on. 
The decision makers of previous generations in China had struggled with the 
same problems. But the policies and practice in education became very politicized as 
the struggle among cliques within the party became intensified. The educational 
changes in the 1980s initiated by Deng Xiaoping presented a different conception and 
approach to China’s "socialist modernization". If China’s educational structure has 
been undergoing depoliticization along with transition in economic infrastructure, how 
would policies and practice of education be compatible to each other in the 1980s? 
Purpose of the Study 
This dissertation focuses on a historical turning point both in China’s practical 
life and in philosophical thinking. It is based on a number of questions. The first 
question is whether the reform in economic infrastructure had some influence upon 
changes in educational system during the 1980s, and what was the relationship 
between the changes in economic infrastructure and those in education. The second 
question is what changes took place in educational policies, and how they were related 
to the changes in economy. The third question lies in the process of carrying out 
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these policies in education, linking the implementation with social and economic 
development. 
Based on these questions, the general objective of this study is to explore 
whether changes in economic development during the 1980s were the major stimuli to 
education reform. The hypothesis is that changes in economic infrastructure propelled 
the changes in educational structure, regarding both the government policies in 
education reform and implementation of these policies. 
It could also be hypothesized that the government’s new policies were carried 
out concurrently with the development of social and economic transition. Therefore, 
the next objective is to explore the government policy changes in the context of socio¬ 
economic transformation during the 1980s, to study the linkage between the economic 
changes and the education reform. The third objective is to analyze the actual 
implementation of these government policies to explore how the policies were carried 
out under the influences of actual social, political and economic circumstances. In 
analyzing the process of implementation of government policies with the efforts to 
change the educational structure, this objective focuses on the relationship between the 
dynamics of development in the educational system itself and the socio-economic 
changes in historical contexts. The changes in the educational system were based on 
two grounds. One was its past, and the other was the social and economic context of 
the time being. China’s educational system was not generated from nowhere. It was 
the outcome of a system, initiated and developed in the past. Therefore, another 
objective of this study is to understand the evolution of the educational system in a 
historical context. The historical analysis of China’s educational system not only 
demonstrates the linkage between various educational systems and the social and 
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economic development in a theoretical framework, but also provides a historical 
background of the educational system itself. 
In summary, this study is intended to investigate the relationship between the 
changes in economic infrastructure and the development of the educational system 
during the 1980s, under the hypothesis that educational development was influenced 
by the transformation in economic infrastructure. The internal mechanism of the 
educational system itself needs further exploration. Under sub-hypothesis that 
structures within the educational system came into incongruence and even contradic¬ 
tions under the impact of overall social and economic reforms, the relationship 
between the education policies and implementation is to be studied in the process of 
social and economic transition as historical context. The historical inquiry may 
provide insight on whether and how the education reform was related to the current 
economic and social reforms, but also on how the changes in the educational system 
were influenced, stimulated and constrained, by other factors, such as the dynamics of 
substructure within education. 
Theoretical Framework 
The theoretical framework is delineated by studying the development of party 
and government policies in education, and the problems and issues encountered in the 
process of policy implementation on the ground of overall social and economic 
changes. 
Although the Chinese leadership replaced the traditional socialist ideology in 
educational policies with emphasis on economic development, the adoption of 
economic thinking confirmed and reinforced fundamental principles of Marxist 
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philosophy and theory of political economy. The traditional socialist education 
policies emphasized proletarianism in ideology, class struggle in politics, and central 
planning in economic management while the Marxist thinking of education is confined 
within the fundamental framework of superstructure^ase analysis. In this framework, 
education, which is considered as part of the superstmcture, is determined by the 
economic substructure. When understanding that economic substructure is the 
determinant of the educational infrastructure and its development, one must be careful 
not to impose on Marxist theory the misconception that education is influenced by the 
economic substructure through level of production in a passive manner only (although 
it is influenced through this level). The Marxist thinking on education looks into 
educational structure in the process of production and ownership of means of produc¬ 
tion, through which people are involved in social relationships. 
Ironically, the traditional socialist educational practice, in spite of its rhetorics 
of materialist philosophical orientation, overemphasizes the supportive role of educa¬ 
tion in economy and social transformation. In the past decades, education was 
believed to serve economic development, as well as ideological remolding and political 
struggles. Socialist education resulted in a tendency for most of the literature in 
China’s education studies to look into China’s educational structure and its develop¬ 
ment from cultural, or political, perspective. 
Indeed, in the history of Chinese education, the formulation of educational 
structure, educational policy making and implementation have been determined, to a 
great extent, by politics. Education policies were brought out and their implementa¬ 
tion were realized in the political arena as part of the content of political struggle. 
The brutal battle and tremendous upheavals had cultural and historical explanations. 
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But the final analysis still goes to the society within which people are related through 
the process of production and ownership of means of subsistence production. The 
theoretical framework is rooted to Marxist historical materialism. 
Dialectical materialism originated in post-Kantian German philosophy. Marx 
created his theory of history as a translation of Hegel’s theory of dialectical thinking 
into materialist form, which Marx succeeded from Feuerbach. For Hegel man is spirit 
in the process of self-alienation and self-realization. As Marx remarks "For Hegel 
essence of man -- man -- equals self-consciousness" (Marx, 1978, p. 113). Man is self- 
abstracted and it is "raised in its pure abstraction to the level of thought" (ibid, p.113). 
Materialists, as Feuerbach, reverse it as saying that instead of seeing man as self- 
alienated God, we must see God as self-alienated man. When man projects an 
idealized image of itself into heaven as "God" and worships the imaginary heavenly 
being, it becomes estranged from itself (Marx, 1978, p. 120; Tucher, 1978, p. xxii). 
Therefore, religion, wealth, state-power, etc. are but "the spiritual entities" and "the 
estranged world of human objectification" (Marx, 1978, p. 111). Meanwhile, with a 
dialectical understanding, Hegel considers that the "movement of self-genesis and self¬ 
objectification of consciousness is the absolute, and hence final, expression of human 
life" (ibid, p. 121). And the "movement, in its abstract form as dialectic, is therefore 
regarded as truly human life" (ibid, p. 121). 
Marx summarizes that the major achievement of Hegelian epstimology consists 
of two parts: (1) Absolute mind is a general estrangement process of human thoughts; 
and (2) it was Hegel who has brought all these together and presented them as a 
transitional process in abstraction (ibid, p. 122). So the history of human society in 
Hegelian philosophy is presented as movement of consciousness. Spirit is self-creature 
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energy imbued with a drive to become fully conscious of itself as spirit. For idealists 
as Hegel, nature is spirit in its self-objectification in space and human history is its 
self-objectification of cultural heritages. The Hegelian philosophy of history is reduced 
to "pure thought" (Marx, p. 166). The epistemology of Hegelian philosophy mystified 
its dialectic concept. As Marx observes: 
The mystification which dialectic suffers in Hegal’s hands, by no means 
prevents him from being the first to present its general form of working 
in a comprehensive and conscious manner. With him it is standing on 
its head. It must be turned right side up again, if you would discover 
the rational kernel within the mystical shell (Marx, 1947, p. xxx). 
In Hegelian system, social man was spiritualized, and the movement and development 
of history is covered by a mystical shell in the form of thought process. In contrary to 
Hegel, Marx thinks one could discover social reality, the reality of the human predica¬ 
ment in history, by revealing the material foundation on which all these has taken 
place. For Marx, as for Feuerbach, man is not the personification of absolute con¬ 
sciousness, instead, consciousness is the thought process taking place in man. At the 
same time, history was not the thought process in the form of culture and whatsoever. 
Rather, thought process was a reflection of actual movement of history. So history is 
not consciousness in its self-objectification as culture, and therefore cannot have its 
final explanation in culture. Man is first of all a product of material world and in 
human history man is essentially a producer; and material production is the primary 
form of this producing activity. Marx thinks the production of ideas is first of all 
related to material world. Marx remarks: 
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... The same applies to mental production as expressed in the language 
of politics, laws, morality, religion, metaphysics, etc. of people. Men 
are the producers of their conceptions, ideas etc. (Marx, p. 154). 
Then, man produces double products in the process of production. On one hand, there 
is material outcome of his production. On the other hand, he produces a certain social 
structure in which he is inevitably involved into relationship with others. The sum 
total of these relations in the process of production forms the economic substructure of 
the society, on which lie the state institutions, legal conceptions, politics, science and 
ideas of arts, etc. as Marx observes in A Contribution to the Critique of Political 
Economy, first published in 1859: 
In the social production of their life, men enter into definite relations 
that are indispensable and independent of their will, relations of produc¬ 
tion which correspond to a definite stage of development of their 
material production. The sum total of these relations of production 
constitutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation, on 
which rises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond 
definite forms of social consciousness (Marx, 1978, p. 4). 
Once the social structure is formulated, the relationship between the economic 
substructure and the political and ideological superstructure can be reversed, as the 
state power stands out with legal and ideological structures above all else. 
The history of societies had, hitherto, been described as history of politics, 
transition of state powers and cultural development. The development of production, 
and economic development were taken as subordination to the history of political and 
cultural development. As in the Hegelian system dialectic "is standing on its head", in 
studies before Marx, history had stood on its head. It should be turned back up as 
Marx remarks: 
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The mode of production of material life conditions the social, political 
and intellectual life process in general. It is not the consciousness of 
men that determines their being, on the contrary, their being that deter¬ 
mines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their development, 
material productive forces of society come in conflict with the existing 
relations of production, or what is but a legal expression for the same 
thing with the property relations within which they have been at work 
hitherto (Marx, 1978, p. 4). 
The materialist thinking of history in Marx’s epistemology appears awkward and 
vague for non-materialists, and was difficult to defend for his followers, especially for 
those who outgrow the determining function of economic structure in the relationship 
between economic sub-structure and political and ideological superstructures. It is 
likely to be target of attack. In historical inquiry, Marxian materialism advocates that 
ultimately the mode of production of material life is the foundation on which the other 
social, political and cultural activities are conducted. This rebuts many non-materialist 
ideologies that economic activities and political, cultural and ideological activities are 
reversely linked or irrelevant in development of human societies. In many cases in 
history, power struggles, polities, legal structure, or ideological systems played 
decisive roles in forming the economic structure. Therefore, Engels thinks it some¬ 
times difficult to prove that political and legal structures imposed on a certain society 
are "due to economic cause" (Engels, 1978, p.763). 
The outgrowth of Marx’s materialist view of history lies in its attempt to 
defend materialism. These materialists, both Marx’s followers and opponents, propose 
that the economic structure is always the most active element and the only determining 
factor in social changes. Marxist stand, however, differs from both idealism and 
mechanical materialism in historical study from two perspectives. On one hand, the 
mode of production, economic infrastructure, conditions the structure of social, 
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political and cultural life. This often involves a longer period of development. On the 
other hand, in a process of constant change between and within all social structures, 
none can always dominate or be dominated. At no point of development should the 
relationship between the structures be viewed static, but in the process of constant 
change, i.e. in their historical contexts. Engels clarifies Marx’s and his stand on this 
topic to be clearly understood: 
According to the materialist conception of history, the ultimately deter¬ 
mining element in history is the production and reproduction of real life. 
More than this neither Marx nor I have ever asserted. Hence if some¬ 
body twists this into saying that the economic element is the only 
determining one, he transforms that proposition into a meaningless, 
abstract, senseless phrase. The economic situation is the basis, but the 
various elements of the superstructure: political forms of the class 
struggle and its results, to wit: constitutions established by the victorious 
class after a successful battle, etc., juridical forms, and then even the re¬ 
flexes of all these actual struggles in the brains of the participants, 
political, juristic, philosophical theories, religious views and their further 
development into systems of dogmas, also exercise their influence upon 
the course of the historical struggles and in many cases preponderate in 
determining their form (Engels, 1978, p. 760). 
Using this theoretical typology, the relationship between economic substructure and 
educational structure as part of ideological superstructure can be analyzed within the 
larger social framework. The relationship and interaction between economic develop¬ 
ment and educational structure, which is part of ideological superstructure, can be 
summarized into three major forms as those between state power and economic 
development: harmony, opposition and compromise. 
Supportive Relationship between Economy and Education 
Although the education system is involved in providing a work force for 
production of substantial materials, education is not at root a production institution. 
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Education and other institutions, such as church and mass media constitute the state 
ideological apparatus. The difference between schools and other ideological apparatus 
lies in the fact that the major function of school is to provide people with adequate 
training of skill and knowledge for production in order to maintain social equilibrium. 
But this is not all about scholastic institution. It also propagates value and attitude 
towards a specific social order. In Marx’s theory, the economic system determines the 
political and ideological stmcture as discussed earlier. However, the political and 
ideological structure exerts influence back upon economic foundation to perpetuate the 
existing structure. The state apparatus generated upon a certain economic structure is 
likely to exert all means, political, ideological and economic, to perpetuate the struc¬ 
ture, i.e. the interests of the dominant group in the structure. The schools supply men 
and women with sufficient skills and knowledge, as well as attitudes and value, to 
sustain the existing social and political order, and therefore maintain the economic 
status quo (Kwang, 1979, p. 8). 
In respect to analysis of the long term relationship between educational system 
and economic infrastructure, the supportive linkage indicates a reciprocation that each 
structure functions as requisite to the other. In a fully established, politically stable 
society, for instance, the educational system is under the control of the economically 
dominant class, serving its interests by providing adequate amount of education, 
including knowledge of and positive attitude towards the social, political and economic 
orders. The administrative structure of education is also under control of the dominant 
class, assuring education will support the economic foundation from which it arises. 
In a normal case, the state apparatus has control of the economic system itself, to 
provide economic support to maintain the status quo. 
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The harmonious and supportive relationship between social and economic 
structure and the educational system is well illustrated in ancient China before the 
mid-19th century. For a period of more than two thousand years, the economy had 
been in stagnation, with no fundamental structural change nor productivity improve¬ 
ment. On the basis of a family centered self-sufficient agriculture economy rose the 
highly centralized authoritarian state power to protect the weak economic structure. 
Chinese education had generated its own tradition in a long period of development. 
Under these social and economic conditions, education was developed with emphasis 
on humanity and neglect of applied knowledge and skills, lack of systematic structure 
and formalistic teaching method and learning process, with a huge gap between 
academic activity and production. Education then served the social and economic 
structure for thousand of years in response. The two structures played a reciprocal 
supportive role to maintain the status quo of the overall social structure. 
Confrontational Relationship between Economy and Education 
Pastoral harmony can not last forever. The harmonious relationship between 
educational system as a whole and the economic infrastructure is likely to break up 
when fundamental changes occur in either system, especially in economic structure. 
In such a case, education can challenge the trend of change in economic infrastructure. 
Just as conflicts exist between economic infrastructure and superstructure in all the 
societies, there exist conflicts between education and socio-economic framework in all 
the societies in the period of transition. This is simply attributed to the facts as 
follow: (1) Established structures of both economic base and social and political 
superstructure have their own dynamics. (2) Never in any society are all the social, 
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political, ideological and economic structures transferred at the same rate; (3) It is 
likely that within any structure two or more modes of production co-exist in this 
transitional period, modes of production for instance. And (4) never are the require¬ 
ments and needs of any two modes entirely compatible. Therefore, some elements are 
transformed and some resist change. The relationship between education and social 
and economic structures at different points of history presents different trends of 
development, because of the different combinations of social structures. 
Confrontation between the economic structure and education does not happen 
only in the process of dramatic transition in economic base, it happens when 
one structure is undertaking fundamental changes while the other resists change, or 
when there is lack of control to promote concurrent progress in either structure. 
Coercion may be necessary either to constrain advancement of the developed structure 
or accelerate the laggard one. The relationship between the economy system and 
education in China in the 1950s and 60s is a good example. After land reform and 
agricultural collectivization, the old educational system remained in institutional 
structure, curriculum and methods of teaching, etc. The economic and educational 
structures were suddenly at odds. The conflict was resolved by, on one hand, 
building up new educational institutions on a new economic foundation, on the other 
hand, depriving the private owners of the old schools and transferring them into the 
new system. 
There always exist differences and therefore conflicts. But confrontation 
occurs only when the conflicting factors turn into extreme antagonism. In most cases, 
different modes of production co-exist, with one being dominant over the others, and 
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the dominant mode of production derives its control and tries to perpetrate its superior 
position through state power and the ideological structure that rises upon it. 
The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas: i.e., the class 
which is the ruling material force of society, is at the same time its ruling 
intellectual force. The class which has the means of material production at its 
disposal, has control at the same time over the means of mental production, so 
that thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of those who lack the means of 
mental production are subject to it. The ruling ideas are nothing more than the 
ideal expression of the dominant material relationships, the dominant material 
relationships grasped as ideas; hence of the relationships which make the one 
class the ruling one, therefore, the ideas of its dominance (Marx, 1978, p. 172). 
The hegemonic power in the relationship is usually realized in two ways: by force in 
form of state power and the legal system, not necessarily through coercion and brutal 
suppression but "democratic" persuasion, or ideological means. 
Mediational Relationship between Economic Base and Educational Superstructure 
The mediational relationship between economic base and political-ideological 
superstructure, and also among other structures, lies in the co-existence of different 
classes within a mode of production, and often lies in the co-existence of difference 
modes of production in the process of social transition. 
The co-existence of different social classes which have their own interests and 
the conflicts of these economic and social interests require an entity above the society 
to play a role of mediation. This requirement of the entity creates the state power. In 
order that the "classes with conflicting economic interests might not consume them¬ 
selves and society in fruitless struggles," state is a power apparatus, "seemingly 
standing above the society, that would alleviate the conflict and keep it within the 
bounds of order" (Engels, 1962, pp. 318-9). 
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"Seemingly standing above the society," the state is an organ of class mle. 
The state order is legalized to perpetuate a class domination over another in social 
relations of production by possessing the means of production. The ideological 
differences reflect the relationship between classes in social and economic structure. 
The official legitimate ideology is "nothing more than the ideal expression of the 
dominant material relationship." and therefore "the ideas of those who lack the means 
of metal production are subject to it" (Marx, 19789, p. 172). 
This relationship is important in state political structure of a complex combina¬ 
tion of ideological groups. This analysis has shed light on the mystery of how 
different ideological groups can co-exist under the same state. In this relationship, the 
dominant ideology, usually the official and legitimate ideology which represents the 
class domination in socio-economic structure, contributes to the policy guideline. 
Implementation is usually realized by the subordinate classes. There may be differ¬ 
ences among segments within the same ideological group, a political party for 
example. Their political guidelines are basically the same, and if they are in political 
power, the policy frameworks the different segments in the group can offer are 
basically the same. Theoretically, the differences among these segments within 
ideological group are no more than those among classes which represent different 
interests in one productive mode. 
Policies are usually constrained to some extent by substantial conditions in 
implementation, as well as by the ideology of subordinate groups. Although the 
dominant group adopts policies, such as directions for educational development, it 
needs to recruit a work force to carry out the directions and policies, to run schools, to 
teach in the classroom, to compile texts, etc. The subordinate groups may have their 
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independent ideologies if not hostile ones. The conciliation process lies in co-exis¬ 
tence of differences between these ideologies within the same structure in the whole 
process from decision making to implementation. The decision makers not only need 
to perceive the need, and requirements for social and economic development, and 
possible outcome, but also to balance the power structure among the different groups 
etc. 
Implementation is usually realized through two approaches: coercive measures 
and ideological imposition. Ideological imposition plays a decisive role in persuading 
the subordinate sections to accept policies and carry them through. Ideally, this 
process reinforces or modifies the ideology of the decision makers and their decisions. 
In the 1980s, semantic policies might be made with the ideology of the 
authority. But the people applying the policies at various levels had both their own 
ideology with roots in tradition and their own community, and their own interests to 
defend. The structure of this relationship contributes to the explanation of the gap and 
contradiction between the decision making process and implementation. In China in 
the 1980s, the old educational system became inadequate to serve economic develop¬ 
ment. High drop-outs in rural areas resulted from the adoption of the household 
responsible system and dismantlement of collective farming in the rural areas. Short 
of professional personnel was severely felt due to inappropriate curriculum allocation, 
and domestic brain drain resulted from imbalanced economic growth. Educational 
policies were formulated by the Party and central legislature according to the demand 
they perceived in order to meet the dramatic changes in economic infrastructure. The 
difficulties occurred when realizing these policies. A lack of financial mechanism to 
support education was the primary problem, in terms of the cost of building and 
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maintaining schools for the increasing number of school aged children, especially in 
the rural areas after the decollectivization in the agricultural sector. Considering 
opportunity cost of sending children to school and almost no opportunity for rural 
youths to be employed in the non-agricultural sector created high drop-outs in the rural 
areas. 
In the urban areas, rejection of full employment and decentralization in 
enterprises management left many high school graduates unemployed, the large 
majority of whom had been engaged to academic track education. This was exacerbat¬ 
ed by millions of returning youths who had been sent to the countryside during the 
Cultural Revolution. While there were millions of unemployed, specialized personnel 
was in serious shortage for the emerging industries. 
Specialized vocational training was in urgent need to meet market demand. 
Regular high schools became vocational schools. Lack of vocational training, teachers 
shortage was a serious problem both in qualitative and quantitative terms. Teachers 
were overall under-qualified in knowledge and skills, and there were not sufficient 
teachers in number. Teaching staff seemed demoralized due to low income and 
deteriorated social status. 
The mediation process between policies and implementation, between decision 
makers and implementers, and finally, between education and economy, are undertaken 
by the state with mandate measures, ideological compromise and practical adjustments 
after assessing economic and educational conditions. The linkage between the educa¬ 
tional system and economic infrastructure in one or all of the three forms is well 
demonstrated in China’s educational history. 
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Significance of the Study 
This study provides a critical approach to the question of how the Chinese 
efforts to change educational structure in the 1980s were related with their economic 
reform. By doing this, the inquiry into political economy enunciates a theoretical 
framework for a profound understanding of not only the educational change but also 
social transition as a whole. Educational transformation in the 1980s had its political 
orientation, but it was not motivated by politics. This can be seen more clearly now, 
over a decade after the reform and four years after the tragic political turmoil in 1989. 
Neither was it by cultural transformation. Dramatic changes in economic spheres in 
China during the 1980s had a decisive impact upon the educational policies. And 
policies for education were worked out to meet the need for economic growth while 
economic impact on educational changes occurred incongruously with the policies. 
All these have pronounced a need for a more comprehensive theoretical framework for 
guiding this study. 
Regarding the readers, this study, as most other academic projects, has at least 
two large audiences. The first group is comprised of those who feel associated with 
the topic, such as scholars and students who are working with or will investigate the 
same or related topics. This group may be concerned with building up new knowl¬ 
edge and new perspectives on the literature of Chinese education studies and the 
already existing body of knowledge of educational reform in China in the 1980s. This 
group may include those who are interested in building up new theoretical framework 
for understanding and investigating the educational reforms across the world. 
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The larger group of the two audiences may include those who, though they 
may not work on the topic scholastically, may feel influenced by the results of this 
study. The attempts to reform the educational structure have resulted in both positive 
and negative results. 
The major significance of the study is to provide a historical perspective, 
especially in the academic sphere, on efforts which have been made in educational 
reform as part of China’s modernization project. China’s attempts to modernize its 
educational structure in the past need to be reconsidered. The recent educational 
reform characterized as decentralization was of crucial importance, for it was the 
consequence of the overall economic reform and intended to serve the modernization 
efforts, which was a turning point in China’s development. 
This study is more important to the Chinese themselves. For the Chinese 
community at large, it may be interesting to investigate how the changes in the socio¬ 
economic infrastructure have interacted with education in the past decade or so. The 
historical inquiry would shed light on the new challenges the leadership faced in the 
1980s, not only in the economics terms of management and technical problems of 
planning and governance, but also in political openness and social democratization. 
The educators, teachers, students and their parents, and the public, will also need to 
learn to adjust themselves to the changing educational structure and the socio-eco¬ 
nomic circumstances. Not only is a progressive educational system critical for the 
modernization process, it is also important that economic growth and social advance¬ 
ment are balanced. 
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Methodology 
Historical Study 
The education reform is to be explored in a historical context of the develop¬ 
ment of social and economic infrastructures. 
Historical research is a process and method to search for the events that hap¬ 
pened in the past and to analyze and interpret these events. Historical study is widely 
considered to be part of the qualitative research for it is also engaged, as qualitative 
method, to natural or holistic investigation rather than laboratory experiments. 
Historical research depends on the whole process of evolution of the event being 
studied. 
Historical method is defined by Louis Gottschalk, a historical methodologist, 
as: 
The process of critically examining and analyzing the records and 
survivals of the past is here called historical method. The imaginative 
reconstruction of the past from data derived by that process is called 
historiography (the writing of history)... (both of which are frequently 
grouped together simply as historical method). (Gottschalk, 1969, p. 
49) 
Historical research is not an exact science, it is an ongoing process, an approach. 
According to Borg and Gall, historical research of education can be defined as a 
method and process to search for facts concerning educational activities that happened 
in the past and the endeavor of historians to analyze and interpret these facts. (Borg & 
Gall, p. 806). As a process, historical inquiry is not only about understanding history 
itself. To find facts of the educational transformation which happened in the past and 
analyze them correctly will shed light on the educational programs of today. 
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Then what is the difference between analytical (interpretative) historical 
research and historiographic research? The emphasis of interpretation of historical 
facts is the major difference between the research of contemporary historians and that 
of previous generation of researchers. The historiographical works tried to cover as 
much as possible the details. Unlike the historiographical studies, analytical and 
interpretative studies try to understand the connections between the facts that hap¬ 
pened. Instead of exhaustive detail, contemporary historians subordinate the data to an 
interpretative framework within which they are given greater meaning and significance 
(Borg, & Gall, 1989, p. 807). Therefore, his research is a conceptual study to pursue 
a comprehensive understanding of the educational reforms in China during the 1980s. 
Historiographical research focuses on events that happened in the past, while modern 
historical study works on the causes and connections of these "facts". Historical 
materialism explains historical development in a framework that historical events are 
interrelated with the social, economic and cultural conditions, in which economic 
structure ultimately plays the most decisive role. 
The Objectives of The Study 
The objective of this study is to bring to light, first, the connections between 
the economic reforms in China in the 1980s and educational changes a few years later; 
and secondly, the connections between rhetorical policies and reality of implementing 
these policies under the impact of economic reforms. The events which happened in 
Chinese education can be viewed from various perspectives. So can they be studied in 
various fields with various type of inquiry approaches. A lot has been written about 
the changes in China during the 1980s in all the social sciences. Historians and 
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political scientists have investigated China’s post-Mao policy changes from a dialecti¬ 
cal approach to class struggle to a more pragmatic one. In economics, many books 
and articles have been written on China’s attempt to modernize its economy during the 
past decade. In the study of Chinese education, there is also a huge body of literature 
on the reforms of the 1980s. But few have looked at the educational changes within a 
historical context of political economy. Perhaps this is because economists are not 
interested in historical perspectives of educational change, nor are educational histori¬ 
ans interested in economics. 
The Approach 
The approach of the study is determined by the objective of the research. The 
purpose of this research is to investigate China’s efforts to reform its educational 
system during the 1980s as a historical event. Combining analysis of educational 
changes with historical perspective will contribute to a deeper understanding of the 
educational modernization campaign, because history is a flow that cannot be cut 
short, especially in Chinese society with a long history and strong cultural heritage, 
which shapes a particular path of modernization. Historical event cannot be viewed in 
isolation. In a historical context, China’s enforcement of reform in the 1980s to 
modernize its education was a continuation of its educational history. Only historical 
research is able to explain historical events, not only because historical research views 
the event vertical in chronological flow but also because it brings cross multi-dimen¬ 
sional perspectives. 
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Process of Data Collection 
In discussing the process for data collection, again we need to review the 
purpose of this study. This is an interdisciplinary study based on historical research 
and socio-economic analysis. This study needs to investigate and analyze: (1) the 
Party and government policies and decisions on changes in education which were 
promulgated during the 1980s, and their objectives; (2) the changes in socio-economic 
infrastructure as a background to the educational reforms; (3) implementation of the 
policies, a practical process in which educational reforms were actually carried out, 
and some of the problems and issues in the implementation process of the reforms; 
and (4) some theoretical thoughts. 
The research process primarily depends on library sources. These include large 
body of publications in academic journals and books on the educational reform in the 
past few years. These publications carry various perspectives. They also contains a 
number of surveys and reports with useful data. In the wake of privatization in 
economic spheres and the "open door" policies, a large number of documents of the 
Chinese communist party and government and speeches of crucial figures are open to 
public. Statistical yearbooks of various fields are being openly published, and almost 
all are now available in the United Sates, although their authenticity is often in 
questionable. Although substantial limitations still exist for people to obtain relevant 
government and Party documents and authentic data about the decisions and policy 
making process, especially after the 1989 incident, the society is no longer closed as it 
was ten years ago. The documents needed for this study are either in government 
archival file, or available in libraries in the United States. 
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Abundant secondary resources are very helpful for historical inquiry when 
primary sources are not accessible. Besides literature on the Chinese Educational 
Reform in the mid 1980s, literature on the contemporary state of Chinese education 
and on China’s economic structure are also a must. It is widely accepted that changes 
in economic infrastructure and economic growth were major motive forces for 
educational transformation. In turn, and changes in education produced strong 
economic impacts. 
Historical study of educational changes in China from a socio-economic 
perspective is affected by many factors. Regarding my methodology, I benefitted from 
a broad range of literature, a period of personal experience during recent educational 
changes, and comparison of various perspectives in studies of structural changes in 
education as well as in other fields. The substantial materials needed for this study 
can be obtained through the following channels: 
library'. Libraries were the major channel through which I obtained data. 
There is a fairly good collection of Chinese educational studies, and other books and 
publications needed for this study as well, in the library of the University of Massa¬ 
chusetts and the Five College library network. Yenching Library of the Harvard 
University also has many journals published in Chinese in China. The libraries of 
Columbia University and Princeton University maintain the major Chinese newspapers 
and the Chinese statistic yearbooks. Beijing Library and the Information Center of the 
People’s University in China are now available for all the materials that have been 
published and distributed nationwide. 
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personal collection: Some of the data were in personal collections. Some of 
the most important government, Party documents and speeches of the prominent 
figures I needed for this study were already in my personal collections. 
interview: Since this study does not depend on direct survey and observation, 
interview does not play an important role in collecting data. Some interviews with 
Chinese students who had come to study in the United States were done on university 
campuses or through telephone conversations in order to gain a more profound and 
accurate understanding of the situation in China. Because this group of overseas 
Chinese tend to be successful academics and professionals, they cannot represent the 
general population in China. But since they came from learning institutions, through 
their own experience they can provide some knowledge of the Chinese educational and 
pedagogical structure for this study. These interviews were done in an atmosphere as 
informal talks between intimate friends. During the conversations, the author obtained 
valuable data in some aspects, such as teachers’ income compared to that of their 
peers in other walks of life, and students’ motivation, placement and employment in 
the changing economy. The interviews did not provide significant information about 
educational financing mechanism and its function. The information these interviewees 
could provided was limited to higher education. Few of the people I interviewed 
expressed interest in, or access to, basic education. 
correspondence: I have a few written connections with higher education in 
China. Some "interviews" are conducted through personal letters. The updated 
information about high school was primarily gained by mail. Having worked in a high 
school which was affiliated with a famous university, and having written for a 
newspaper and a local radio station, I established friendship with many teachers and 
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staff in high schools, and I keep in touch with these friends. In general, since the 
beginning of the 1980s, basic education has been more community financed than 
higher education although the government still has some control over it. Since this 
study is mainly qualitative and historical method, contingent efforts to search for new 
data or methodology were needed in the process of research. 
Apart from the connections with old friends in China, I also have many postal 
connections with Chinese nationals in the United States and other countries. But most 
of the people I interviewed face to face were academics and professionals. 
Process of Research and Chapter Outline 
The process of research coincides with the order of chapters. Chapter I, the 
introduction, discusses questions such as: the problem to be studied, the conceptual 
framework in which this study is conducted, the methodology and the structure of the 
study, etc. The second chapter is a review of the previous literature on this topic or 
relevant topics. 
The following chapters are of substantial contents. 
Chapter El is a historical review of the Chinese educational system. This 
chapter discusses the social and economic aspirations of the Chinese education under 
socialism in the period from 1949 to 1985. 
Chapter IV delineates economic and social changes that provide the context for 
educational reform. The relationship between these changes and the Education Reform 
during the 1980s is studied with the assumption that the transformation of the econom¬ 
ic infrastructure in the 1980s exerted a strong impact upon the educational arena. 
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Chapter V focuses on the efforts to change the educational structure in the 
1980s, including an analysis of the two documents of the Party and the legislative 
body respectively. The first document is the decision of the communist party central 
committee that was passed in 1985. The next is the educational law promulgated in 
1986, which was to promote a compulsory nine year basic education. This chapter 
analyzes the government’s perception of the need for a change and their scenario of 
the educational reform. 
The next two chapters focus on implementations of policies for the reform by 
analyzing the real socio-economic conditions. In the 1980s, the economic transfor¬ 
mation cast its influence upon education in two directions: rhetorical policies and the 
reality of implementing these policies. These two chapters explore the relationships 
between educational practice and government policies as seen under the influence of 
changes in economic infrastructure. To study the economic impact of education in the 
process of economic structural change, I start with an analysis of financing mecha¬ 
nisms in education in Chapter VI. The structure of financing mechanisms in education 
can be revealed by archival inquiry and through literature. In the changing economic 
conditions, localities and institutions obtained more autonomy, as well as accountabili¬ 
ty, in budgetary and financing matters, though the government still endorsed weighty 
financial support for education. The leaders faced a budgetary crisis in education 
when revenue was reduced while economic structure had been decentralized, in 
addition to the problems of distribution of the governmental education budget on 
education, which had always exited. Furthermore, inequality among localities and 
institutions increased, owing to disparity of natural and human resources. Changes in 
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educational financing mechanisms, in turn, immediately influenced the quality of 
teachers and facilities, and therefore, of education. 
Intellectuals’ real economic and social status was affected by the financial 
situation in the process of transition. The traditional patronage of the Chinese literati 
was paralyzed by decentralization in economic structure and privatization, in spite of 
the policies in favor of intellectuals, which put the government policies of intellectuals 
into a perplexed situation. 
Chapter VII analyzes the impact of employment system in the economic 
transformation on school allocation and curriculum structure, access to education and 
student recruitment, etc. 
Chapter Vin, the final chapter serves as a brief conclusion. 
Limitations 
Like most of theoretical research this study primarily depends on library 
resources. My lack of on-site survey and immediate observation is a limitation. I 
certainly wish to provide more details about the historical events in China in the 
1980s. This research can be considered as an exploratory study for more research in 
the future. 
My other limitation is proof of authenticity of data, especially secondary data. 
People use multiple sources of data to check one another, which is called triangulation. 
For this purpose I have not only done a great deal of reading but also conducted and 
will conduct interviews, hoping to be updated through postal connections with some 
on-site resources. 
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More specifically, although this study is intended to examine national policies, 
I have to claim that it cannot nearly cover all aspects of the policies nor the differenc¬ 
es among regions, including the enormous regional differences in social and economic 
development. While the Chinese central government has recognized the differences 
and has verbally taken the variations into account in decision making, schools operate 
fundamentally under the same system everywhere in China. I try to analyze how the 
decision makers at the national level deal with these differences with uniform policies, 
and their problems. My limitation in this respect is that I am not able to discuss all 
the regional differences in school operations. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Historical Materialism and Its Application 
This study draws upon its theoretical framework primarily from Marx’s 
German Ideology whose analysis of history is based on study of economic activities 
through which people are involved inevitably into social relations. Marx’s theory of 
dialectical materialism is rooted in two traditions of German ideology: Hegalian 
dialectics and theory of materialism from Feuerbach. Marx’s contribution is that, 
succeeding Hegel’s dialectical thinking, he interpreted Hegelian dialectical thinking 
into materialist form and meanwhile he used materialism in analysis of human history. 
Materialism bases spirit on substance of material life. So instead of seeing man as 
creature of God, God is creature of man. Man created an idealized image of itself into 
heaven as God and worships the estranged image of itself. Therefore, human society, 
in idealist ideology, is spiritualized as identity of consciousness. And the history of 
human society is analyzed as self objectification of cultural heritage. 
For materialism, man is not the personification of spirit, instead, spirit is the 
thought process taking place in real man. For Marx, history was not the thought 
process in the form of culture and heritage, instead, culture and historical heri¬ 
tage were thought process and reflection of actual development of human society as 
history. 
The production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness, is first based on the 
material production, interacted with material activity: In the process of social produc¬ 
tion, people enter social relations that correspond to a specific stage of development of 
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material production. The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the 
economic structure of society. The same applies to mental production as expressed in 
the language of politics, laws, morality, religion, metaphysis, of a people. 
Although in German Ideology, Marx did not use terms such as "economic 
base" and "ideological superstructure", he clearly analyzes the foundation of the human 
civilization: the economic life on which the human history is developed. 
History is nothing but the succession of the separate generations, each 
of which exploits the materials, the capital funds, the productive forces 
handed down to it by all preceding generations, and thus, on the one 
hand, continues the traditional activity in completely changed circum¬ 
stances and, on the other, modifies the old circumstances with a com¬ 
pletely changed activity (Marx, 1978, p. 172). 
In historical analysis, Marx’s criticism of Hegelian philosophy of history lays in its 
fines expression of all German "historiography" in the form of success of pure 
"thoughts" (Marx, 1978, p. 166). As a materialist thinker, Feuerbach, as Marx 
criticizes, understands neither dialectical thinking nor history. 
(A)part from the fact that he only conceives him as an "object of the 
senses," not as "sensuous activity," because he still remains in the realm 
of theory and conceives of men not in their given social connection, not 
under their existing conditions of life, which have made them what they 
are, he never arrives at the really existing active men, but stops at the 
abstraction "man," and gets no further than recognizing "the true, 
individual, corporeal man" emotionally, i.e., he knows not other "human 
relationships" "of man to man" than love and friendship, and even then 
idealized. He gives no criticism of the present conditions of life (Marx, 
1978, p. 171). 
The historical materialism sheds light to historical analysis. Compared to historigra- 
phic methodology, which lays in detailed description of historical events, Marxist 
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historical analysis tries to explain the causes of historical development of human 
society. 
In the literature on the Chinese educational system and its development, The 
Chinese Education in Transition is significant in applying the analysis of political 
economy to the study of educational structure. Julia Kwong studies the changes of 
China’s educational system by exploring the relationship between economic infrastruc¬ 
ture and educational system, from the beginning of the People’s Republic of China to 
the year when the Cultural Revolution began in 1966. Within framework of material¬ 
ism, Kwong deliberates to avoid overgrowth of materialism in the study by putting the 
changes and development of the Chinese system in its own historical context and 
cultural circumstances. 
The book is an example of applying the theoretical form to analysis of the 
drastic changes in China’s education in the process of social and economic transforma¬ 
tion. The introduction discusses the philosophical background of the new system, the 
institutional structure of the system, and the social and economic parameters in the 
few years after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China. Then the rest of 
book analyses the interrelationship between the socio-economic substructure and the 
development of educational system. In the development of system transition, history 
of all the structures in the society, political power struggle, constant division and 
reorganization of political groups, social and cultural traditions also played significant 
roles in influencing the formation of the new system. 
This study also draws upon theoretical framework and methodology from other 
areas of study in the previous literature. 
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History of The Chinese Education 
A great number of books and articles have been written on the Chinese 
education in a descriptive manner. This body of literature in Chinese education is 
dedicated to either description of a fragment of the educational system (Cheng, K 
1980; Gu; Hu and Pitman 1991; Hu, 1981) or a period of its development (Saywell, 
1985), or on overall development of the system (Rosen 1986; Gao 1985; Pepper 
1990). 
"China Education Almanacs", abridged by Rosen, focuses on the development 
of administrative structure in education during the period from 1949, when the 
communists came into power, to the early 1980s. The importance of this almanac lies 
in the summaries of the party’s and government’s decisions and policies during this 
period. 
The History of The Modern Education in China written in Chinese by Gao Qi 
is characterized by presenting prominent educational figures and their major contribu¬ 
tions to China’s modem education since the May 4th Movement. The May 4th Move¬ 
ment launched by students and scholars in Peking (now Beijing) (primarily from 
Peking University) on May 4th, 1919 is considered as the starting point of China’s 
new cultural movement advocating vernacular language in literature and education 
against old classical style, promoting modem education of science and democracy 
against Confucian doctrine of feudal ethics. Chronological presentation of these 
figures and activities, including the educational systems, policies and implementation 
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in both the communist areas and the areas under the nationalist government, reflects 
the evolution of the education in modern China. 
In studying the development of the Chinese Educational Reform in the 1980s, 
the theoretical framework and methodology draw upon the historical and cultural 
analysis of an internal evolution, to work out the logical implications of its intensifica¬ 
tion or resolution as in the above body of the literature of Chinese educational history 
studies. The literature also gives special consideration to the development of the 
Chinese educational system in the global community. In the development of the 
Chinese educational system and its reorganization there is a linkage between the roles 
played by the Chinese system and the world community upon each other. To under¬ 
stand the Chinese educational system and its development, it is necessary to consider 
both the internal and external aspects of the system. In China *s Universities and the 
Open Door, Hayhoe tries to explore foreign influence upon Chinese universities by 
tracing back the roots of the major universities with the influence of the foreign 
powers from the missionary times in China more than a century ago. "It is universi¬ 
ties and other higher institutions as a knowledge system that are now responding to the 
massive flow of knowledge coming into China" (Hayhoe, 1989, p. 3). The approach 
to the inquiry of the relationship between the Chinese universities and the outside 
world provides an insight to look at the conformation of the technological know-how 
and the desire of the Chinese for economic growth on one hand, and the confrontation 
between the traditional cultural and modernization project on the other hand, from a 
historical perspective. The relationship between the Chinese educational system and 
global community is analyzed with the focus on Chinese aspect, "contrasting the 
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possibilities of a conformist as against a transformative role for China within the world 
community" (Hayhoe, 1990, p. 86). 
In contrast, another typology tries to put Chinese educational experience into a 
global perspective and discuss how far "China’s leaders responded in distinctive ways 
to widely shared problems of the post World War n period" (Holmes, p. 2). Samoff 
tries to locate education into the project of social transformation in the transitional 
society "on an unreceptive and hostile international terrain" (Samoff, 1991, p. 2). 
Two Major Theories in Historical Study of Chinese Education 
Most of the studies of the less industrialized societies focus on their develop¬ 
ment of education and changes in educational policies, primarily because the leaders of 
these societies attribute great importance to education as the means of achieving social 
advancement and economic growth. The common assumption is that education is 
positive catalytic agent for social development. Education is seen in these societies as 
a route to success in all things. It is considered to be the primary vehicle for develop¬ 
ing and training skills to ensure that the next generation in the society is adequately 
prepared for the specific tasks that the society expects of it. Education is also 
expected to develop appropriate ideas, values, and worldviews necessary for building a 
modem society. 
In historical studies of Chinese education, there are two major sociological 
theories that have guided the inquiry into different typologies: the theory of internal 
class conflict and international imperialism in world order, versus the structural 
functionalist theory. The first is rooted in Marx’s class theory of ideology, as Marx 
clearly states: 
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The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas: i.e, the 
class which is the ruling material force of society, is at the same time 
its ruling intellectual force... The ruling ideas are nothing more than the 
ideal expression of the dominant material relationship,... (Marx 1978 
pp, 172, 173) 
The social reaction to this capitalist dominance is class conflict and the formation of 
socialist ideal. (Heilbroner, pp. 101, 121, 122; Sweezy, pp. 311, 312). A number of 
books and articles were written about the proletarianization in China’s educational 
practice to repudiate the capitalist domination and the struggles in educational policies 
and practice for the interest of different social factions (Kwong, 1979; Pepper, 1990; 
Chen, 1981; Hu & Pitman, 1992). 
In regard to social development, Marxist school, classic Marxism and neo- 
Marxism alike, acknowledges that imperialism is the inevitable accompaniment of 
advanced capitalism. Capital, the surplus capital of large monopolies, means that 
imperialism is necessary to satisfy the interests of the international monopolist class. 
So the world order is also described as capitalist domination which is a worldwide 
system perpetuating international power and economic imbalance. (Adams, 1986, p. 
13; Frank, 1984; Santos, 1983). Therefore, the world educational structure is also 
unbalanced because of the international relations between the center and periphery in 
imperialist world order. Samoff, in an editorial essay, Socialist Education? from an 
international perspective simply observes that in recent history "socialism has often 
provided the rhetoric of opposition" (Samoff, 1991, p. 5). 
Unlike in Marx’s theory of social conflict, the functionalist school which pre¬ 
vailed in international policies especially in the United States in the 1960s and early 
70s was "rooted in a biological metaphor going back to Aristotle," (Hayhoe, 1989, p. 
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89), and the modem version developed by Durkheim. The theory of structural 
functionalism views society as organism "of determined nature to which mechanical 
solidarity corresponds" and in a growth process that involves a constant return to the 
state of equilibrium and stability, in stead of conflicts, from changes or even violent 
transformation that take place during growth. "What characterizes it is a system of 
segments homogeneous and similar to each other" (Durkheim, 1973, p. 69). 
Hayhoe’s analysis with functionalist approach to Chinese educational policies 
and their transformation provides insights. The emphasis of knowledge transfer in the 
sciences and technology and their application to the solution of technical problems in 
China is coincident with the functionalist assumption of scientific neutrality and of the 
dominant position enjoyed by advanced capitalist nations (Hayhoe, 1989). This 
approach reflects a shifting of the educational thought of the Chinese leadership. 
Research in Political Dimension 
It is necessary to consider political dimension, when discussing educational 
system, because virtually in all societies, "education is commonly accepted to be a 
public as well as private resource", and problems of education ultimately depend on 
the decision of governments and makers of public policies (Pepper, 1990, p. 1). This 
is especially true in China’s modem history of education when education was politi¬ 
cized as Pepper observes: 
In fact they had crystallized around different conceptions of what form 
China’s socialist modernization should take, tying them in the process to 
one of the destructive of all political power struggles... . As a result of 
this political dimension, educational development has probably been the 
subject of greater controversy in China than in any other country 
(Pepper, 1990, p. 6). 
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Viewed in political perspective, China’s modem educational development has demon¬ 
strated the following characteristics: First, educational achievements, failure and 
innovative impulses were closely related to political power struggles, which is 
expressed as the "two line struggle" within the hegemonic Communist Party. China’s 
modem education has a history of no more than 100 years, beginning with the 
democratic revolution in 1911. The starting period was flashy with endless wars. The 
present Chinese education is a combination of two separate systems inherited from 
both the Communist ruled Red areas and from the areas under the ousted Nationalist 
government before 1949. Since the Communist Party became the hegemonic group in 
terms of educational policy making as the Party came into political power, history of 
the educational system and its performance in social and development in the Commu¬ 
nist areas, and the political vibration starting during the Yanan days are of significant 
interest in historical study of the Chinese education. 
The second characteristic is that the antiestablishment critique of the educa¬ 
tional system had often been confused with political power struggles. This is because, 
on one hand, those involved in the power struggle have often confused the class-based 
revolution with the antiestablishment critique of the conventional educational system. 
During the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976 for instance, the attempt to 
restructure the entire educational system on the basis of "irregular" antielitist, work- 
oriented norms was undertaken with the most brutal and destructive power struggles in 
the Party between Mao and his political opponents. Therefore, as soon as power was 
lost at his death, all his rivals, both political opponents and personal enemies, united in 
repudiating his political line as well as his specific policies. On the other hand, the 
Chinese modem educational system had undergone serious politicization in power 
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struggles. In the post Mao years the political counter-attack was carried out along 
with reforms in various fields. It is necessary to take the political context into 
consideration in assessment of the educational reform. Educational structure, however, 
should be distinguished from class-based social and political transition, especially in 
China and from power struggle between political factions in the Communist Party. 
Owing to the nature of the Chinese educational system, it has been widely 
discussed in political dimension, primarily engaging in policy analysis. Suzanne 
Pepper analyzes the policies and issues appearing during the 1980s’ Educational 
Reform against their historical background as a political struggle. The educational 
issues that must be faced by all the political leaders everywhere, are discussed in a 
political dimension, the "two line struggle" in a Chinese communist phrase, which 
Pepper thinks to be "one of the most destructive of all political power struggles" 
(Pepper, 1990, p. 6). 
As a political scientist, Stanley Rosen brings depth analysis to changes in the 
Chinese educational system as repudiation of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). 
Concentrating on reforms at the secondary level, he discusses some major problems 
commonly concerned everywhere in the Chinese contexts after the Cultural Revolu¬ 
tion. He discusses the policy difficulties in education by highlighting problems and 
issues in the transitional system that illustrate where quality was stressed over equality. 
There are two basic problems that cause the unbalanced structure of secondary 
education. The first problem is that the overwhelming majority of the high school 
students are put in regular, academic track classes, and scarcity of resources are 
concentrated on the keypoint elite high schools to prepare high quality students for 
universities. But only small percentage of graduates are sent to universities. The 
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second problem lies in the fact that expansion of basic schooling and vocational 
education are stagnated by lack finance and enthusiasm of the localities (Rosen, 1984, 
pp 65-92). 
In his study The Formal Education System and Modernization: An Analysis of 
Developments Since 1978, which consist of one of the chapters in a book, Jurgen 
Henze is concerned with three major issues: (1) a clarification of the relationship 
between present concepts of modernization and education for the period from 1977 to 
1990, (2) an identification of initiated and implemented educational reforms, and (3) a 
discussion of unintended by-products of these reforms and their potentially advanta¬ 
geous or disadvantageous impact on future developments in education. With the three 
concerns, Henze analyzes Chinese debates over the meaning of modernization as 
China moved beyond the purely economic dimensions of the initial "four modernizati¬ 
ons" formulation. He offers fascinating insights into what Chinese scholars see as the 
main obstacles to modernization and their efforts to conceptualize modernization in 
Chinese terms. 
Jean Robinson attempts, in her article Stumbling on Two Legs: Education and 
Reform in China, to address issues in four areas in China’s present education: "rural 
education, teacher training and maintenance, educational financing and ideological 
problems." (Robinson, p.178) The article consists of two parts. The first part 
discusses the general situation in China’s education after the late 1980s reform. The 
situation and problems are summarized that in respect of state of education, "China 
remains at a very low level" (ibid, p. 178). Owing to discrimination against rural 
education in state funding and many other policies, striking urban/rural disparity exists. 
It may make economic sense to give priority to key point schools than to rural 
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education. For the same reason, the state gives more priority to higher education than 
to basic education. But the efficiency of China’s higher education remains very low 
because of low faculty/student ratio. Compared to the American rate in public institu¬ 
tions of 1:20 in 1983, China’s average ratio was less than 1:4 (ibid, p. 182). The 
newly emerging local funded, and even private, higher education may be the solution 
of low efficiency. This pertains to the issue of state and social needs and interests. 
In contrast to the low faculty/student ratio in high education, at all the other 
levels of China’s education, teachers are in serious shortage because of "low pay, 
falling status and meager benefits" {ibid, p. 185). Robinson thinks the 1980s reform 
"only intensified already existing problems" {ibid, p. 186). 
The second part of this article observes some of the dilemmas existing in 
education after the reform: (1) To balance quality and equality, the Chinese education 
"must educate sufficient number of highly talented people with the requisite skills to 
enhance modernization efforts, while providing basic but functional schooling for all 
citizens" (ibid, p. 186); (2) The second problem the Chinese decision makers face is 
that they want to keep the doors open to international knowledge inflow, and also 
want political control. 
So the tension remains: an educated population is desirable and neces¬ 
sary for modernization, but both the potential political costs and the real 
economic costs mean that education for the elite and education for the 
common citizen is hamstrung, (ibid, p. 189) 
These problems and dilemmas are discussed in depth and details in Volume 35 of 
Comparative Education Review published in November of 1991. In "Adult Literacy for 
Social Equality or Economic Growth? Changing Agenda for Mass Literacy in China 
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and Tanzania", the author presents a comparative perspective to analyze the literacy 
efforts in the two transitional societies. "Politicization, Hyperpoliticization, and 
Depoliticization of Chinese Education" tries to deal with the dilemma that the state 
needs "to deepen economic reform while maintaining a high degree of repression 
against dissenters or repress dissent while depoliticizing or deideologizing education" 
(ibid, p. 684). "State Patronage of Intellectuals in Chinese Higher Education" focuses 
on the intellectual policies. Almost all of these researches focus on the policies rather 
than policy implementation. 
Cultural Dimension in Research 
Just as Pepper remarks that educational policies, problems and issues take 
political dimensions, Hayhoe looks at educational system in a culturally historical 
dimension. In her book China *s Universities And The Open Door, Hayhoe tries to 
portray the Chinese intellectual culture and its origins, evolution and forms, with 
which China’s modern higher education came into being. From cultural perspective, 
the book suggests that the Chinese leadership has shifted their view of world order 
from a radical approach to a more practical structural functionalism, and has faced 
major problem emerging in the process of transformation as a dilemma that the need 
for transfer inflow modem knowledge from the west countries is often in conflict with 
the traditional culture. Hayhoe observes that 
China cannot be seen as a cultural blank sheet upon which the capitalist 
world is printing similar patterns to those imposed on other third world 
nations. Rather it is a nation whose rich cultural tradition has shaped a 
particular form of modernization over the past century. This culminated 
in a socialist regime that is still subject to contradictions arising from 
the persistence of traditional cultural values (Hayhoe, 1989, p.100). 
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Probably because of Hayhoe’s, as she herself remarks, personal appreciation for 
Chinese culture and its traditional and modern achievements, she opts to engage to 
approach to China’s educational system from cultural perspectives. This approach, as 
in most of her works, traces the evolution of new educational institutions in the 
twentieth century which were to meet the requirements of being both modern and 
Chinese. 
It is interesting to take a historical look at China’s efforts to modernize its 
school system in the 1980s, in three dimension. In historical dimension, the present 
Chinese educational structure is the results of constant efforts to modernize the system, 
which is analyzed on the basis of equilibrium. In terms of geographical participation 
in national intellectual life, balanced involvement was a notable characteristic in the 
Chinese tradition by introducing a regional quota system into civil service examina¬ 
tions. This system declined and was finally abolished along with invasion of the 
Westerners and rapid development of modem school system in the coastal areas. 
Endeavors to resume the geographical balance distribution of educational resources in 
most of the century, from Nationalist government to socialist planning mechanism are 
now under threat. The chart of historical geographic distribution of intellectual 
resources in China shows that the direction has repeatedly swung between balance and 
imbalance in the new modernization drive. 
The gender map shows an opposite direction of the development of educational 
resource distribution system from traditionally imbalance to an attempt for achieving 
equal participation of both man and woman in education. Equal participation came 
under threat due to new circumstances in the 1980s. 
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The knowledge patterns in Chinese education system has not changed as much 
as in institutional structure. Chinese intelligentsia stressed humanity of Confucianist 
system, which through long history had been hollified as "national study". Although 
the remnants had persisted after the official system as imperial examinations, modern 
curricular pattern in both social and natural sciences have never been actually dominat¬ 
ed over again. Only the organizational structure changed back and forth from 
European and American patterns to the unanimous Soviet pattern, and back to 
European and American patterns (Hayhoe, 1992, pp. 47-50). 
Despite these different characteristics, in a view of structural functionalism, all 
the three traditional patterns of educational structure had long contributed greatly to 
harmony and equilibrium of the society, which had been determined by the demands 
of social structure. In traditional family centered agricultural society, geographical 
disparity was not as significant as it was later when capitalist economy invaded the 
coastal areas by the Westerners. In the traditional economy, all individual families 
were under the control of the state and contributed levy as well as human resources to 
support the state and, in turn, relies on the powerful state’s protection. Beside the 
social and economic reasons, technically, since there were not systematic teaching 
mechanisms in traditional Chinese education. Teaching and learning were more 
arbitrary individual activities than systematic social behavior, so unified national 
examination was the only way to measure learning achievements. In imperial China, 
it was to be fair to introduce regional quota into national examinations. 
Men had been dominant over women in this social structure. Women partici¬ 
pation in education as well as social life was only inspired by the concept of equality 
and ideology of democracy which both had been imported from the West, and also by 
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utilization of new technology which had dramatically reduced the biological difference 
between men and women in production. So China’s modem intellectual life occurred 
and was concentrated in the Eastern coastal cities almost simultaneously along with 
capitalist production and struggles for women participation. Looking from a cultural 
perspective, there have been two paramount issues that have faced Chinese educators 
in the century: The need for a new ideology to support modem institutions as well as 
the modernization process, and the resistance of old psychology against reform 
(Hayhoe, 1984, pp. 26, 27). 
The industrial Revolution in England an rising of the third class in the Europe¬ 
an continent during the 18 century left China’s civilization far behind. Especially after 
Peking’s door was burst open after the Opium War between Chinese and British 
troops in 1848, the need for a change and modernization, by degrees, grew. Despite 
its own rich traditional thought, for China, a century modem ideology and moderniza¬ 
tion been equivalent to Western ideology or westernization. And the Chinese have 
engaged in borrowing foreign ideology and practice. In education, the Japanese, 
American, European and later Soviet institutional patterns were all tried in succession. 
Although the traditional institutional structure of Confucian system collapsed, the 
traditional values have persisted. Therefore, China’s modem educational system has 
undergone constant vibrations and conflicts, between all attempts to modernize the 
educational system and persistence of indigenous cultural value. If the ideology and 
practice, educational institutional pattern to be more specific, forged and implemented 
during the Yanan period was a conscious reaction to westernization which had been 
imposed to China for some decades, the Cultural Revolution could be understood as 
passionate rejection of foreign implants, including that of Soviet pattern. 
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Although Mao’s ideology and educational system which reached its ultimate 
during the Cultural Revolution was widely considered a failure, the system forged in 
Yanan was taken as the only ideal type of fully developed modern system in China 
that owed little to foreign influence (Hayhoe, 1984, p. 28). As a cultural phenomenon, 
Yanan pattern bore some unique features in its eduction. Unlike the traditional 
education, knowledge structure of the Yanan period encompassed both natural and 
social sciences to serve revolutionary purpose. Integration of theory with practice was 
emphasized. Although modem knowledge of both natural and social sciences was 
learned from the West, Mao and his comrades emphasized adaption, or Sinologization, 
rather than adoption and transplantation, of educational structure from modernized 
societies. 
In terms of institutional structure, education of the Yanan period was clearly 
divided into two levels. The lower level was featured as mass education which aimed 
at literate campaign and mobilization of grassroots mass to participate collective 
production and revolutionary warfare. Cadre training was very closely linked to the 
civil and military bureaucracy. 
Curricula were designed to fit the wartime need and civil construction in the 
base areas. Based on the principles of "combining theory with practice" and "seeking 
truth from facts", teaching and learning were simplified and freed from the rigid, 
complicated and formalistic process in the traditional mainstream education. 
Some features of the pattern, such as informality and liveliness of teaching 
style, the elaboration of integrating book knowledge with social and productive reality, 
and even mutual respect between teaching staff and learners, could be traced back to 
the shuyuan tradition. However, they were demonstrations of what were modernity, 
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democracy and revolutionary innovation Mao and his comrades understood, rather than 
tradition of a sub-educational system in history. Ironically, when these features forged 
during the wartime Yanan period were imposed into education in the 1960s, the 
system was reversed back to rigid bureaucratic control and obstacle of innovative 
ideas. It was only on surface that the educational system in the 1960s still carried the 
features that were forged during the Yanan days. In fact, it turned bureaucratically 
rigid and these features became formalistic as in the old dynasties. The tragedy is that 
in the end they had fought in vain to get rid of the shackle of traditional culture. 
China’s Economic Changes 
Because of the economic boom in the 1980s, it is impossible to investigate the 
educational changes without knowledge of the economic transformation. Numerous 
books and articles have been written on Chinese economy of the 1980s. The World 
Bank country study China: Socialist Economic Development is a valuable research in 
gaining a better understanding of China’s economic problems and prospects. As a 
report after a overall investigation of China’s economic structure and its development, 
this report provides plenty of information and an extensive picture of the economic 
situation and evolution of its economic infrastructure. 
The Political Economy of Collective Farms by Peter Nolan is very interesting 
not only because it provides a full illustration of China’s agricultural development, but 
also because of its analysis of different theories of socialist development strategy of 
agriculture. The book retrospect to the debate between Bukharine and Stalin in 
development of farming, in favor of China’s de-collectivization movement in the late 
1970s and early 1980s. The author argues that although the collective farming under 
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Mao had achieved a great deal, such as relief of local poverty and construction of a 
rudimentary rural welfare system, and a fairly sufficient farm output to keep up with 
China’s fast-growing population, "over the long term China’s collective farms were 
unable to raise rural labour productivity or to achieve any growth in output per person 
for the whole Chinese population." (Nolan, 1988, p. 5). The achievements made 
during the collective farming were mostly only "through authoritarian control" (ibid, 
p.10), and it is a most serious problem that collective farming in China, as in the 
Soviet Union of the early 1930s, contains the potentialities for colossal errors to be 
made. The author concludes that collective farms are not a useful institutional form 
for poor countries. 
As continuity of agricultural reform, China’s urban economic reform proved a 
more formidable task, because urban economy was more sophisticated in both political 
and economic sectorial structure. The articles in China's Regional Development edited 
by Goodman provide both political and economic perspectives in China’s urban 
development strategy in the 1980s. In his article Political Perspectives Goodman 
argues: 
Apart from financial reforms and in addition to decentralization, there 
have been two fundamental administrative reforms during the 1980s 
designed to encourage the PRC’s regional development. One has been 
an increasing differentiation between the structures of economic man¬ 
agement and the state administrative hierarchy; the other has been 
urban-centred regionalization. (Goodman, 1989, p. 23) 
This book is concentrated on the discussion on economic sectors such as foreign trade, 
transport and communication, energy, development of Special Economic Zones, etc. 
Two books written by Chinese are of great significance for they provide the 
Chinese perspective. Reform of the Chinese Economic Infrastructure by Gao Shangq- 
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uan, who is a prominent economist and now director of the China’s National Com¬ 
mission for Economic Structural Reform, presents a Chinese official perspective of 
the overall economic reforms in China through the whole decade of 1980s. And 
Reform in China: challenges and choices edited by Bruce Reynolds is a summary and 
analysis of the survey conducted by a group of strikingly young and middle aged 
economists in the China Economic System Reform Research Institute (CESRRI). This 
institute was directly under the patronage of the ousted premier Zhao Ziyang. This 
book is critical of the past policies and practice, and is an enthusiastic defence of 
urban reform. In contrast to the traditional policy articles eulogistic to the decisions of 
the policy makers, where isolated single facts might be alluded to anecdotical example 
to support their arguments, these young people have marshalled millions of facts and 
put them to work. In the process they offer the readers an array of fascinating insights 
into how Chinese society functions, from the motivations of factory managers to the 
more familiar question of whether wives should work outside the home (Reynolds, p. 
xvi, 1987). In these studies of China’s economic structure and its changes in the 
1980s, there is no discussion about changes in China’s educational system. But they 
provide political and economic backgrounds for this study of the educational reform in 
the 1980s. 
Meanwhile a great number of books and articles have been written on China’s 
educational changes in the context of economic reforms. But little research has been 
done on educational themes from an overall socio-economic perspective, those by the 
World Bank for example, most of which are budgetary oriented. However, this study 
draw upon some typology from the study of other systems. 
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Economics of Education 
Bowen conducted a synthetical investigation in the field of economics of 
education. Being a human capital economist, he is one of the optimists about the 
value, as well as future of higher education. As he concludes in Investment in 
Learning, American higher education is well worth that it costs (Bowen, 1977, p. 448). 
Despite his efforts to investigate the effects of higher education on both individuals 
and society by bringing together a number of studies and literature, including history, 
sociology, philosophy, psychology, education and economics, and by providing 
information concerning knowledge in these fields accordingly, the measurability of 
efficiency of education in pure economics only remains untouched. As an economist, 
he lays more weight of economics on investment and outcome of American higher 
learning in the study. 
Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the Investment in Learning by Bowen 
is interesting because it covers various aspects of the subject more fully than any study 
that has yet appeared in China’s educational studies, and for its socio-economical 
perspective in educational studies. This book provides insights that suggest investigat¬ 
ing interrelationship and interaction between the Chinese efforts to restructure the 
educational system and the social economic changes in the 1980s. Other studies in 
this phase provide suggestions to the structure and focus of the study in educational 
financing, enrollment and employment, and changes in school structure and allocation, 
and curriculum, etc. (Robinson, Pepper, Li, et. al.) 
Changes in the financing mechanism were of fundamental significance in 
China’s efforts to reform education in the 1980s. The Chinese educational system had 
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been primarily centrally planned and financed until recent economic and educational 
reforms were imposed. The need for a change in the educational system was attribut¬ 
ed to the commitment for economic growth. But, changes in China’s economic 
mechanisms in educational structure proved to be very complicated and brought up 
some new problems and issues pertaining to budgetary, educational financing, and 
expenditure, etc. as the Chinese minister of education said that "all the contradictions 
in developing education are closely related with changes in the economic system" (Li, 
1988). 
Despite the expectation for economic growth and initial excitement at the 
prospect of improving the economic efficiency of education by reforming the educa¬ 
tional financing mechanism, these reforms suffered from harsh resentment within the 
academic community (Pepper, 1990). The Chinese faced a quandary that a market 
oriented economy boosted inflation that would depreciate the government budget 
which the whole educational system depended on. 
Robinson’s analysis of Chinese educational financing and budget is more 
favorable to the effort to change. As most of the studies on the same topic, critiques 
and analysis in her study are confined within the existing mainstream economic 
infrastructure (Robinson, 1991, pp. 178-184). 
Before the reforms in the 1980s, even though the financing, school allocation 
and student enrollment were under central command in a more or less egalitarian 
manner, there were still regional disparity and rural/urban inequality in education. 
One of the rhetorical objectives of the reform during the 1980s was to reduce such 
disparity and inequality. But the consequence of the reforms towards the market 
economy made it logical for the students and their parents to take foregone earnings 
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into consideration. In the rural areas, the agricultural responsibility system, then the 
decollectivization of agriculture persuaded the peasants to keep their children in the 
field and family enterprises. 
Other issues are addressed as disproportionate allocation of schools, also owing 
to the logic economic consideration, quality deterioration and quantitative decline 
owing to "brain drains" in the rural areas and basic education, and unfavorable 
enrollment policies against the graduates from the rural schools (Robinson, 1991, p. 
181; Pepper 1990, pp. 75-127). 
Except in higher education, at all the levels of China’s education, teachers were 
in serious shortage because "low pay, falling status, and meager benefits accounted for 
the unwillingness of students to enter the teaching profession" (Robinson, pp. 184,5). 
Low pay deteriorated the traditionally high status of teachers. Poor condition in 
teachers education and teachers training owing to the tight budget created low quality 
teachers, which further exacerbated the decline of teachers status. It is an urgent 
question of how to find people who are willing to be teachers, and how to keep good 
teachers with little money and almost no social prestige. 
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CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF CHINA’S EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
Mechanist thinkers and scholars, materialists and idealists alike, view the 
relationship between educational system and other systems in a simple plane dimen¬ 
sion, being determining or determined, dominant or dominated, or isolated from each 
other in static conditions. Historical study of the development of China’s educational 
system provides an understanding of the relationship between changes in education 
and the social and economic foundations. From historical viewpoint, the mode of 
production had a decisive impact on the development of the Chinese educational 
system. The development of China’s education has been related to corresponding 
stages of economic development. The traditional Chinese education was an outcome 
of the combination of self sufficient small scaled agricultural economy, and a rigidly 
centralized autocratic political culture. 
Traditional Education 
The Chinese traditional education evolved over a long period of time, almost as 
old as the ancient Greek’s. It had roots in the 2nd century B.C., which was fully 
developed and legitimated by the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.), continued to operate 
until 1905, and had strong impacts on the education systems thereafter. In regard to 
learning process, it was very much similar to the system that prevailed in classical 
Greece. However, in a period of almost two thousand years, the Chinese educational 
system became dominated by the imperial examination system. This was characterized 
by prolonged self-learning and preparation for a series of strict examinations in respect 
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to learning process; hierarchical bureaucracy in terms of institutional structure; and 
emphasis of the classical Canons of Confucianists, which focused on human relations 
and applied politics in official positions, in terms of curricular pattern (Ho, 1962). 
The characteristics of the Chinese educational system had been formulated in 
along process on the basis of self sufficient agricultural economy and highly autocratic 
hierarchy of social and political structure, which had contributed greatly to the Chinese 
civilization, and meanwhile had stagnated the advancement and changes of the mode 
of production, and therefore, the economy. 
Learning Process And The Institutions of Learning 
All the educational activities were concentrated on the imperial examination 
system in traditional China. There was no institutional structure in traditional Chinese 
education as a schooling system in the western terms. Instead, educational activities 
were institutionalized into two forms: self-education, in the early years of which, 
through tutoring at family "schools", where one scholar taught one or more children of 
a single family, or at clan "schools", as in most of the primitive societies, where 
children of the same clan were taught basic literacy and elementary classical studies. 
They reflected the family centered agricultural economy and clan based community 
tradition. The Confucianist moral, ritualism and political content of government which 
had been abridged into the ubiquitous Three Character Primer was uniformly taught 
throughout the country. Through a long period of time the teaching style had become 
formalistic and constrained in which children would leam the required text, no matter 
how, and recite it to the teacher, who gave corrections and evaluation. Corporal 
punishments varied according to mistakes the individual child made, mostly by 
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slashing palms with bamboo or birch. The other curricula concentrated on classical 
studies though contents varied in different localities and times. The curricula covered 
a good range of classical literature, from morality literature to popular literature, 
including vernacular novels, ballads, songs, drama. These were amusingly illustrated 
and suitable for the newly literate learners. 
The higher form of educational institution was scholarly society, known as 
shuyuan. They were private organizations, varying in functions in different periods of 
history, such as operating as libraries and as centers for collating and publishing 
scholarly texts; forum for scholarly debates and discussions. These societies grew by 
degrees into teaching institutions. Even then, they played a minor role as teaching 
institutions. These institutions were independent not only from the government control, 
but also from each other. Their reputation and standards varied greatly in different 
locations and periods of time, according to the prestige of their leading scholars and 
achievements of the participants in obtaining official positions through the imperial 
examinations. In most cases, the leading scholars in these shuyuan were retired 
officials or disfavored scholar-officials who were withdrawing from imperial service. 
The Official Structure of Educational Institutions 
The final goal of all the learning activities was to climb up the ladder of 
official positions in the government through a gruelling series of the imperial examina¬ 
tions held at the county, prefecture, provincial and the national levels. Success at the 
examinations resulted in higher social status. Those who passed the lowest level 
examination could gain high social standing in their community and qualified for 
teaching but not for government officialdom. The empire selected the lowest officials 
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through provincial examinations held at the prefecture level, and the rest, up to the 
higher official positions, according to performance on the examinations. The top three 
candidates in the highest examination held in the capital, with the Emperor himself as 
the examiner, would receive positions of highest rank. The most successful examinee 
would be accepted into the royal family as son-in-law if he was not married. 
As a consequence, all the government educational institutions were centered on 
the examination system. Corresponding to the examination system, the official 
institutions of education were eventually bureaux of education at the county, prefec¬ 
ture, provincial and national levels. They operated primarily as offices administering 
the complex series of examinations and carrying out ceremonies related to the 
Confucian rituals (Chang, pp.201-2, 1955). 
Traditional Curriculum 
The curricula were developed to emphasize human relationships and Confucian 
orthodox morals and rituals which were enshrined in Classical Canons. All other areas 
of knowledge and schooling were subordinate to the system, which had increasingly 
distanced itself from life and production. The areas of knowledge which the Chinese 
had reached a high level of development and outstanding achievements of ancient and 
medieval technology were developed primarily through apprenticeship relationships 
rather than systematic and scientific education. In China’s traditional scholar circle, 
science and technology that had related to practical production had been neglected and 
even held in contempt. Hayhoe, in her China’s Universities and the Open Door, 
observes: 
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The structure of knowledge in traditional China was thus characterized 
by a clear hierarchy of prestige with the pure knowledge of the classical 
principles of sociopolitical order holding absolute sway over such richly 
developed techniques..., the boundary between pure knowledge and 
technique was very strong, institutionalized by the civil service exami¬ 
nation system. Neither teacher nor student could make any contribution 
to the definition of the pure knowledge that both legitimized and reflect¬ 
ed imperial order. (Hayhoe, 1989, p.185) 
That many traditional Confucianist scholars had intellectual interests about applied 
science and technology, and encouraged research in applied science and its application 
to engineering projects, such as irrigation and bridge building, were more arbitrary 
than rational and systematic. China’s marvelous achievements in applied science and 
technology can be primarily attributed to the length of the history rather than its 
educational system and its mainstream cultural heritage. 
Segregation of Education from Production 
Education had been segregated from production in teaching/learning process 
and in curriculum in Chinese traditional education. Such segregation indicates strong 
Confucianist cultural influence and even the impacts of its traditional political struc¬ 
ture. China’s traditional political culture contributed to its educational and scholastic 
activities, so did its economic structure. For thousands of years the Chinese had 
developed a mode of production, which can be characterized as scattered, small-scale, 
self-sufficient agricultural production. In such an economic infrastructure, individual 
producers were vulnerable. It was necessary for a powerful and strong state to keep 
equilibrium in the society and in the economy. The traditional Chinese educational 
system reflected the mode of production, and the political structure and cultural 
heritage that rose on it. The scarcity of regularity and organization in teaching and 
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learning process was in concurrence with the scattered family-scale farming production 
while segregated curriculum from practical use in production and formalistic teaching 
and learning process were highly developed in the need of its socio-political structure 
of officialdom that had distanced itself from science and technology that were related 
to practical production. When the political structure had fully developed, and especial¬ 
ly when it reached its high point in the Tang (618-907, A.D.) and Song (960-1279, 
A.D.) dynasties, it started to prevent changes and innovation, in order to keep equilib¬ 
rium and social stability, therefore, had stagnated the social and economic develop¬ 
ment. 
Early Development of Modem Education 
Early modem schools were not indigenous products. They were transplanted 
from Western societies. The modem school system grew in concurrence with the 
growing process of foreign colonization and changes in social and economic structures. 
The first school in the sense of a modem educational institution can be traced back to 
1818 when an English missionary opened a Chinese school in Malacca. Later in 
1839, an American Christian couple opened an elementary school in Macaw. They 
employed a Chinese scholar to teach Chinese language in the school in addition to the 
other subjects the school offered, such as religion, mathematics, algebra, geometry, 
health and physiology, geography, history, English and chemistry. These were the 
early modem schools in China. 
After the Opium War in the 1840s, more schools were established in China by 
foreign missionaries. In all these schools, religion and the missionaries’ native 
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languages were always part of the curricula, in addition to Chinese, mathematics, and 
other more practical subject areas, such as sewing and embroidery in girls schools. 
Repudiating the traditional Chinese norms by which girls were not supposed to 
receive education, the foreign missionary schools opened to girls from the very 
beginning and put much emphasis on girls’ education. This was a revolutionary 
advancement in the history of Chinese education. Moreover, unlike the traditional 
Chinese schools which had a distinct boundary between pure classical knowledge and 
technique, these foreign missionary schools put more weight to applied sciences and 
modem technology (Wang, et al., 1987, pp. 275-8). 
These missionary schools become targets of hostility because they entered 
China around the Opium War between the Chinese and British armies which imposed 
unequal opium trading upon Chinese by force. The other major reason for the 
hostility lay in the religious subject areas they imposed on the curricula package in 
these schools. Since then, however, the Chinese education operated in a dual system 
with both traditional and modem educational structures and curricula, until the 
communists came into power. This also demonstrated the process of colonization and 
the dual characteristic of colonialization and feudal social and productive structures. 
Education in the First Half of the 20th Century 
The modern educational system of the early days was a combination of 
Western and indigenous systems that reflect the nation’s status as a combination of 
both colonial and feudal. In the past 100 years and so, China has struggled to gain 
both social development and economic growth. The Chinese leadership has suffered, 
as most of the counterparts in less industrialized countries, from a dilemma in which 
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they have had commitment to a change for economic development and meanwhile, had 
a concern for political and social stability and strong inertia of cultural influence. 
After the Chinese army was defeated in the two Opium Wars (1840 and 1868 
respectively), China was not completely colonized as many other underdeveloped 
countries, but the Western powers firmly held their influence over China in many 
aspects, such as policies on foreign affairs and international trade, and educational 
institutional structure and curriculum. It is correctly understood that since the 
occurrence of the first modem schools established by foreign missionaries, the 
contradiction between the inflow of knowledge, with which the Chinese expected to 
modernize their production, and therefore, their economy, and its cultural tradition 
developed chronologically. The need to repudiate the traditional culture and the 
increasing demands for modernization of the society were confronted by strong resis¬ 
tance of tradition. 
The surge of modem school development happened when the imperial exami¬ 
nation system was abolished in 1903, which was a milestone in the history of China’s 
educational system. It occurred in the rising-tide of political reform by the mining 
Qing dynasty. The abrogation of the imperial civil service examination and the boom 
of modem schools indicated the end of a system that had dominated Chinese education 
for over a thousand years. In 1902 the new system was constituted the first time in 
China’s history. A few years later the government established, also for the first time 
in China’s history, an administrative apparatus responsible for systematic educational 
management. 
Although a modern school system was legislated by the first parliament in 
history after the 1911 Revolution led by nationalists to overthrow the last monarchy in 
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China’s history, disparity of school allocation in both number and quality existed in 
educational structure. Schools were concentrated in the metropolitan areas along the 
coast where the westerners had more influence than in inland areas, which also had all 
kinds of natural advantages for economic and cultural development. Schools appeared 
much later in remote inland regions and remained in primitive forms as to institutional 
structure, learning/teaching process and subject areas. 
By the end of 1949 when the Communist Party proclaimed a new regime, 
school education had prevailed over the traditional form of education in the country. 
Chinese education is correctly understood to have been influenced by foreign models. 
But the influences were not passively accepted. The contradiction between the 
knowledge required for economic development intaken from the industrial countries 
and the Chinese tradition should first be explained within the Chinese structure instead 
of from outside. 
In the period from 1911 to 1949, the country suffered from endless wars first 
among warlords supported by different Western powers and Japan, and later between 
the nationalists and communists. Although the national government claimed its 
authority over the whole territory right after the 1911 revolution, the nation was never 
truly unified. Despite the central government proclamation, warlords were actual 
"self-governing through political institutions which had their roots within the territory 
for which they had jurisdiction" (Smith, 1985, p. 18). 
Except for the period of Japanese occupation, foreign influences primarily came 
from two traditions: the European and the American. The European system was 
characterized as a combination of conservative political culture and inspiration of 
technological and economic modernization, which was widely considered to be "reso- 
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nances with the Confucian knowledge tradition, ... within authoritarian political struc¬ 
tures" (Hayhoe, 1989, p. 14). The American tradition that had strong impact on 
Chinese modem education was more open and liberal in both technical sense and in 
politics. Up to the end of the nationalist period (1911-1949) in China, a great number 
of institutions of higher learning were founded, following either European or American 
models, many of which were even financed or headed by foreigners, especially the 
Americans. In cities like Beijing and Shanghai, many renowned schools, from 
elementary to tertiary level, were missionary schools. 
Influenced by European and American institutional traditions, the Chinese 
educational institutions developed either a reputation for high professional standards 
with strict hierarchical structure, or for their high knowledge criteria with social and 
political activism. The European based institutions emphasized the potential of the 
specialization and high professional criteria for supporting a rigid hierarchical structure 
which provided the regimes with well prepared graduates to perpetuate the status quo. 
The best example was Aurore University, a French Jesuit institution that produced well 
trained lawyers, doctors and engineers to serve in the high government positions. The 
Jesuit school continued even under the Japanese occupation during the Sino-Japan 
War. Graduates from Tongji University, which was founded and financed by the 
Germans, demonstrated high professional standards but an apathy to social and 
political issues. In contrast, Yenching University, which was an American influenced 
liberal arts institution in Beijing, provided students with outstanding knowledge of 
classics and modem scientific studies, and enthusiastic involvement in social and 
political issues. Ironically, in spite of the United States government support for the 
Nationalist government during the wars, the American related institutions provided a 
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good number of the staff and students actively involved in the communist movements. 
Their political activism contributed to the communist victory over corrupted National¬ 
ist government (Pepper, 1987, pp. 42-93; Hayhoe, 1984, p. 42). Some of these 
institutions sustained these characteristics almost up to the Cultural Revolution. 
The United States, of all the foreign nations, had the greatest influence on 
Chinese education in shaping of normative framework from which a modem educa¬ 
tional system was built up. In the early years of the Republic period, great number of 
students were sent to study in the United States, and many of them returned to serve 
China’s educational system. Meanwhile, a number of renowned American scholars 
visited China, which reinforced the impact of American values and institutions on 
China’s educational system. These scholars included John Dewey, Paul Monroe, 
Helen Parkhurst, and many others. Another characteristic of American influence on 
Chinese education was the emphasis on the development of individuality, universality 
of education and giving space for local initiative (Hayhoe, 1984, p. 38; Djung, 1934, 
p. 57). 
The Chinese institutional structure was reformed according to the American 6- 
3-3-4 model, in which curricula were designed in the primary education for a period of 
6 years, junior secondary education for 3 years, senior secondary education for another 
3 years, and higher (college) education for 4 years. In respect to curriculum, the 
Chinese schools followed the American formalism tradition represented by John 
Dewey, which insists that education should be student centered, and the goal and 
fundamental task of schools is to have children self-realized through teaching the 
purely formal skills despite subject-matter, in order to suit to all the children’s 
temperaments. Some educational philosophers consider that ignorance of content and 
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an emphasis on formal skills form the core of educational formalism which was repre¬ 
sented by Dewey (Hirsch, p. 118). At the college level during this period, institutions 
related to the American mode followed the pragmatic line which provided a frame¬ 
work for lively experimentation and innovation in the development of new courses in 
applied social sciences, such as journalism, library science and rural sociology. 
In spite of vigorous influence of modem educational models and philosophy 
brought from the industrialized Western powers, the Chinese education remained in 
low profile according to world standard. School system was penetrated in the coastal 
metropolitan areas, and only reached a very small percentage of rural population. 
Universities and colleges were even more concentrated in metropolises such as Beijing 
and Shanghai. Only during the Sino-Japan War from 1937 to 1945 did a few universi¬ 
ties move to the hinterland in the southwest and northwest, and helped to open a small 
number of new institutions of higher education in these regions. Secondary schools 
were concentrated in big and middle-sized cities. Compulsory primary education was 
planned in schemes, but never arrived at implementation. Even in towns and cities, 
primary education was considered a luxury for the few rich. Secondary education was 
also totally an urban phenomenon. In 1949 between 80 and 90 percent of the whole 
population was illiterate, and at the same time ratio of school-age children was 
extremely low. 
Besides the equity and equality problems, there were problems within the 
educational system itself. In contrast to the American formalist trend, which put more 
emphasis on vocational subjects than academic, the European model had clear 
resonances with the Chinese tradition, which stressed a high standard of academic 
training within a centralized and authoritarian organizational structure. Academic 
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subjects, instead of vocational ones, remained dominant in the curriculum of the new 
educational system. The most talented students were drained from the vocational 
schools and attracted to mainstream academic schooling. Promotion to a higher level 
of academic study was the prize by which way students climbed the ladder to higher 
official positions and social status. After the new curriculum was introduced into 
Chinese schools, Confucianism and canons by Confuscianists were still of critical 
importance to successfully passing examinations and reaching higher echelons. 
Curriculum at large was still segregated from practice and productive activities in all 
schools, with a few exceptions, such as Tao Xinzhi’s Xiao Zhuang School and Huang 
Yanpei’s China’s Vocational Education Society. 
Rooted in Dewey and his pragmatic educational philosophy, the Xiao Zhuang 
School was founded in 1927 to form a new educational system against the tradition of 
impractical education in the favor of the privileged rich. In Tao’s idea, education 
should be conducted through practical production and social life. He had devoted his 
whole life to literacy and basic education for the poor rural people. Inspired by the 
American vocational education, the China Vocational Education Society was estab¬ 
lished in Shanghai in 1917. The objectives that vocational education must commit to, 
according to Huang Yanpei, were (1) to prepare the individual for a livelihood, and to 
prepare the individual to serve the society, (2) to prepare for increase of the productiv¬ 
ity of the nation and the world, and (3) to make unemployed employed, and employed 
happy (Wang & et al, 1987, pp. 433-449). In addition to the problem of impractical 
curriculum and examination oriented pattern, China’s new education sustained the 
formalistic teaching style, which still emphasized the traditional recitation of classic 
canons by Confiicianists. 
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Education Under Socialism - An Alternative System 
The Yan’an Days—A Preparatory Stage for The New System 
The educational system formed and practiced in the areas under the Communist 
rule during the war time played the role not only as an alternative for the Chinese 
traditional education, but also a reaction to the new educational systems practiced 
elsewhere in the country, which had been imposed on China by Westerns. The 
educational system practiced after the Liberation was a continuation of that during this 
period in the Communist areas. Therefore, it is necessary to look into it closely. 
Political Economy of the Educational System during the Yan’an Days 
The educational system was first built up and developed in remote mountainous 
areas in Jiangxi province in the South in the early 1930s under the communist 
government. After being defeated and the 7,000 mile arduous Long March, the 
Communists brought the system to the Shaan(xi)-Gan(su)-Ning(xia) border region in 
the netherlands in Northwest China in the mid-1930s. The region was on the world 
malignant Loess Plateau, which was the poorest region in the country. It was named 
border region because the area was adjacent to the borders of the three provinces, 
which were eventually neglected by the nationalist government owing to its remote¬ 
ness, poverty and backwardness in economic development. Therefore, it was also 
under less military control by the nationalist government. When the Red Army arrived 
in the region in the mid-1930s, there was an 
"enormous abyss" educationally and in most other ways as well. It was 
predominantly rural, poor and sparsely populated. Towns were small 
provincial backwaters and social customs outmoded even by the stan¬ 
dards of rural China at that time. The literacy rate was the lowest 
reported for any region. When the CCP established its capital there in 
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the mid-1930s, there was no modem school system to speak of and 
therefore no interests to defend-not at least until the new arrivals began 
creating them (Pepper, 1992, p. 28). 
After the CCP arrived and established the Red capital at Yan’an in the region, they 
brought the educational system established in the CCP base areas in Jiangxi Province 
years earlier and made their efforts to set up a modem educational system. During the 
period from the end of 1930s and the beginning of 1940s, it attracted many thousands 
of educated young people to come to join the Communist-led resistance movement 
against the Japanese aggression. These educated young people became abundance 
resources for developing the new established educational system. 
Two Trends in Education 
During these Yan’an years (roughly from 1935 to 1949), there were two trends 
in the educational system development. One was intended to develop education in the 
dominant way in which schools were set up in a fast speed and by a high standard. 
Some measures were adopted to achieve this goal, schools being closed down in order 
to improve quality and regularize the system, for example. In the early 1940s, the 
number of schools were greatly reduced in the border region. So were the enroll¬ 
ments. The remaining schools were strictly directed to followed the rules and 
regulations promulgated by the Border Region government. Elementary education was 
only operated where all the necessary systems were established with unified texts, 
teaching materials, fixed standards, uniform teaching plans, regular schedules, and 
basic equipments, and students divided properly into grades and classes (Wen, 1940). 
To improve educational quality, the Border Region government concentrated resources, 
ensuring that they had more funds, the best teachers and administrators, complete 
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furnishings, and had met all the requirements, in order to run a few complete elemen¬ 
tary schools as model schools. 
The elaboration of the educational system in the border region by these 
educated people brought virtually the same educational philosophy and educational 
system that had been dominant elsewhere in the country. In running schools, it was 
natural that the educators appealed to the conventional educational view and method. 
For them, quality of education in respect to academic studies was always on the focus. 
Even in difficult times such as in the early 1940s in the border region, practical 
military and political situation, urgent productive needs and economic difficulty were 
overlooked. Since the late 1930s in Yan’an, rationales of how to operate a modem 
school system had appealed to academic quality, and professional Chinese educators 
had drawn upon the same ideas and measures to sacrifice mass education to achieve 
the goal of high quality education, "regardless of their political inclinations". Pepper 
argues that that was mainly because of "the influence of the conventional system. It 
had an international background and was linked with the whole of human knowledge." 
(Pepper, 1990, p. 37). The instincts of professional Chinese educators were "essential¬ 
ly the same whatever their political inclinations" (Pepper, 1990, p. 31). 
This trend of education failed because it was constrained within the dominant 
educational framework which had its roots in both the European, American and 
Japanese influences as well as the Chinese educational and cultural traditions. No 
matter how effective these education systems were, they were fundamentally peacetime 
products implemented at a high stage of capitalist mode of production, primarily for 
urban life. It was not suitable to the border regions in the early 1940s, where people 
lived in sparsely populated agricultural villages, with primitive modes of production 
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and equipment. There was no modem education to speak of, and at the same time it 
was dominated by war against the Japanese invasion and Nationalist blockades, while 
experiencing severe economic difficulties. Under these circumstances, the second 
trend of the educational policies practiced in the border regions illustrated a striking 
contrast to the situation discussed above, which led to the theory and style of educa¬ 
tion that was later identified as Yan’an way. 
The educational policy changes started in early 1944, two years after the Party 
rectification campaign in 1942, in which Mao promoted integration of Marxism with 
reality of China, and seeking truth from facts that had an overall effect on public life 
in many sectors in the border regions. In education, the new policy and practice in 
Yan’an provided examples of antiestablishment critique against the conventional 
educational pattern with the influences from the Western industrialized countries as 
well as traditional education. In contrast to the academic orientation of education in 
the conventional stream, education was now engaged to fulfill two urgent needs: 
education for the broadest masses, and education for the cadres to meet the immediate 
needs for the war and the expanding administration. Mass education was based on an 
elementary level that focused on the daily home and village life, such as sanitation and 
computation, which should enable peasants to participate more enthusiastically in the 
revolutionary struggle and productive process. The secondary level education was to 
train cadres to work at the county and district levels. Whatever these schools were 
named, middle school, training school, university, teacher training school, they were 
all basically at secondary level, and based their courses on the armed struggle and 
administration. 
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The Yan’an System 
For these goals, the system brought to carry distinct characteristics from the 
conventional system. First, the curriculum and standard of education became flexible, 
so that education was not designed to meet the classical academic requirements. 
Instead, it was designed with consideration of practical demands for war and economic 
needs. In this condition, academic inequality was thought as inevitable. 
Peasants were able and willing to send their children to school because the 
subject matter and timetabling were suitable to their needs and their economic and 
physical conditions. Then minban (people-run, in contrast to government-run) school 
was the answer to the shortage of funds and teachers. Schools were organized by the 
villagers themselves, under their village leadership. Some time when really necessary, 
the governments at all levels in the border regions helped in supplying limited funds 
or sending a teacher to the village school. In this school system, neither teachers nor 
students had to stick to a regular timetable as those in the conventional schools. 
Schools were operated in many forms according to people’s needs and their schedules, 
such as half day school, winter school and evening classes. Some scholars of Chinese 
education think the people’s school system in the 1940s had a root in the traditional 
education, at least in style. But they were different systems. The traditional education 
such as sishu and clan or village classes were ran by individuals for the purpose of 
passing the imperial examination. The system in the border region was based on 
collective efforts fighting illiteracy for the purpose of increasing production and 
improving living condition, and to mobilize the masses to take part in resistance 
against the Japanese aggression. 
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The hierarchy in the traditional educational system was declined along with the 
classical academic curriculum and requirement. Diplomas and degrees did not count 
as much as knowledge and experience in recruitment for new teachers. In this way 
only those who had actual experience and knowledge in the areas should be taken on 
as teachers to replace those who neither had interest, nor knowledge, nor experience in 
the fields. The aphorism was "To be a student as well as a teacher" or "To be a 
teacher as well as student". Emphasis on self study and group study in small collec¬ 
tive discussion and projects contributed greatly to the pragmatic process of teaching 
and learning. Written examinations were virtually abrogated. In some cases there 
might be graduation projects to take its place. Graduation was basically decided by 
evaluation of academic and moral behavior among students and between students and 
teachers. 
The educational policies and practice to carry out these policies were revolu¬ 
tionary innovation in the history of Chinese education. Of all its features, the most 
outstanding was the integration of education with practical needs. Taking China’s 
politics into consideration, the Yan’an system and its practice demonstrated the 
manner of the Chinese Communists and their advocate to "Sinicize Marx-Leninism" or 
"to integrate Marx-Leninist theory with practice in reality of China". Regarding 
educational policies, the Yan’an style was intended to apply Marxist theory, the 
experience in the Soviet Union and some influence of the Western countries to the 
task of education establishment and reform. This integration was of important 
significance. It was far beyond the educational achievements as Pepper states: 
This integration proved an important step in the growing status of the 
antiestablishment critique. ... With the 1944 Yan’an experience,... the 
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antiestablishment critique acquired a stronger foundation. Its adherents 
managed to win enough backing to create a policy-making precedent 
within an new political establishment that was in turn about to win 
national power. (Pepper, 1990, p. 35) 
Overall Educational Structure And The Educational Situation in 1949 
When the Communists came into power and the People’s Republic of China 
was founded in 1949, they inherited a small, fragmented and inefficient educational 
system, which was semi-colonial and semi-feudal. The Confucian morale and ritual in 
classic canon in text and tutoring and clan school in institutional structure were still in 
dominance in the country. It was an urgent task to build up a new educational system 
to meet the nation’s need. There was a serious shortage of manpower at all levels for 
the nation’s reconstruction after decades of wars, while the illiteracy was as high as 85 
percent. It was estimated that less than 70 million people, out of 540 million of the 
whole population at the time, had received no more than a full primary education, with 
the corresponding figures for secondary and higher education at four million and 
185,000, respectively. The enrollment ratio was under 5 percent in primary education 
with 24 million students in the country versus the population of 540 million. The 
situation in secondary and tertiary education was even worse. The numbers of 
students in the secondary and tertiary education were 1.3 million and 0.12 million 
respectively. Ratios were 3 percent and 0.3 percent of the relevant age groups 
(WorldBank, 1983, p. 129). In such predicament, education could play a critical role 
as a steering force in the nation’s development. 
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Socio-economic Parameters of The Country for 
A Commitment of Educational Development 
In restructuring economy in the early 1950, there were two changes worth-noti¬ 
ng. The first was a reform of the economy in rural areas by redistributing land and 
reorganizing production, which is known in China’s modern history as land reform. 
The other was formulation of the urban economic infrastructure by transformation of 
the urban economy and building up national industry. 
Ideology Background of Economic Strategy 
The Chinese Communists with Mao Zedong as their representative considered 
themselves devoted Marx-Leninists. However, Maoist strategy of revolution, social 
transformation and economic development were primarily derived from two heritages 
rather than orthodox Marxism. First was Leninist revolutionism, and the other was 
agrarian revolt which had long root in China’s history. Mao’s theory of revolution 
and social transformation was a combination of the two heritages. 
In Marx’s theory, the forces or conditions of production are the fundamental 
determinant of social structures, which in turn breed attitudes, actions and civilization. 
The forces of production have a logic of their own, changing according to necessities 
inherent in them so as to produce their successors. These economic forces inevitably 
re-shape society, creating the proletariat that ultimately generates the socialist revolu¬ 
tion. Thus, according to Marxist theory, capitalist (bourgeois) social institutions are 
necessary prerequisites that sharpen the conflict between proletariat and bourgeoisie 
that must inevitably lead to socialism. To Marx, peasantry plays no significance in 
socialism revolution, because it does not represent revolutionary class in the relation of 
advanced production. Although Marx and Engels laid down the foundation of 
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Marxism, neither of them had the opportunity to lead the revolution. That task was 
undertaken by Lenin (1870-1924), and Lenin’s primary contribution to communism 
was in revolutionism and organization to carry out the revolution rather than the 
ideology (Cheng, C., 1982, pp. 30-1). 
In Russia’s condition of 1917 when the revolution took place, Lenin amended 
Marxism by contending that in countries where communists became predominant, and 
where the agriculture was still major mode of production, the peasant masses must be 
taken into account in strategy of revolution, and they could be led to socialism without 
passing through capitalist stage of development. In Russia in 1917, the revolution 
primarily depended on the proletariat instead of peasantry because by the time the 
revolution broke out in 1917, the working class in the modern sector had already 
became quite mature and able to lead an independent revolution against capitalism. 
China presented a different situation in the 20s century. 
In the early 20s century, workers in modem industry represented less than 
one percent of the whole Chinese population. Therefore, logically Mao thought that 
the peasantry constituted the major force in the revolution launched in the late 1920s 
and the early 1930s. According to Mao, the best tactic for China’s revolution proved 
to be that peasantry should be the major force of revolution. China’s strategy of 
proletariat revolution was primarily agrarian and engaged in a protracted struggle in 
the remote and rural areas and gradually engulfed and captured the cities in the period 
from 1927 to early 1949 in what was essentially a peasant-based guerrilla war. Mao 
did not get the chance to develop an economic thought during the wartime except that 
communists needed to promote agricultural production so as to feed the people as well 
as the army, especially under the Nationalist government blockades. The educational 
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thoughts and policies carried out during the wartime symboled as Yan’an style, which 
demonstrated some characteristics of guerrilla war during this time as described above, 
was generated and developed under this circumstances. 
Although the emphasis of ideology and class struggle over economic develop¬ 
ment had a strong impact on China’s economic life since the founding of the People’s 
Republic of China, two major events happened in the 1950s which played remarkable 
roles in the formulation of economic infrastructure: land reform in rural areas and the 
industrialization campaign to build up new state industries with the Soviet’s assistance. 
Socialist transformation also played a remarkable role in formation of China’s 
economic infrastructure. 
Land Reform And Agricultural Collectivization 
The crux of China’s economic problems is its growing agrarian population 
coupled with a scarcity of arable land. Of China’s 9.6 million square kilometers of 
territory, only 15 percent is arable. Since 80 percent of the population depends on 
agriculture as its livelihood, per capita landholding is meager. Redistributing land and 
organizing agricultural production became the first steps towards transformation to a 
socialist economy. During the Land Reform, policies were based on the division of 
class and four principles of class struggle: (1) relying on the poor peasants; (2) to 
uniting with the middle peasants; (3) neutralizing the rich peasants; and (4) eliminating 
the landlord class. The government first proclaimed that the purpose of land reform 
was not to nationalize the land but to transfer the land of the landlords to peasant 
ownership. The basic law governing land reform adopted on June 30, 1950, stipulated 
in Article 1 that "the system of peasant landownership shall be carried into effect" 
(Cheng, C., 1982, p. 63). At the same time the government accepted the middle 
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peasants as allies in order to isolate the landlord class. Meanwhile the government 
made policy adjustments towards the rich peasants: that only the rented land would be 
requisitioned, and the remaining land should be untouched. 
After Land Reform, it was felt that peasants needed to be organized to upgrade 
production. Agricultural production remained stagnant in some areas for a period of 
time owing to: lack of hands, tools, and capital in some households. The very 
primitive accumulation of capital in rural areas was to organize the scattered farmers, 
each of whom held too limited capital, to advance production. Early in 1948, Mao 
emphasized that "in order to develop agricultural production, we must advise the 
peasants to organize, voluntarily and step by step, the various types of producers’ and 
consumers’ co-operatives based on private ownership" (Mao, 1966, p. 238). So 
starting from 1953, in a swift succession, collective farming expanded from mutual aid 
teams that consisted of four or five households in 1954 to primary cooperative in 
1955, and to advanced cooperative of hundreds of households in 1956. By 1958, 
finally, people’s communes were mushrooming all over the country which contained 
tens, even hundreds of cooperatives. 
The hasty of collectivization was rationalized by the following arguments: First, 
industrialization could not be carried out in isolation, separate from agricultural 
collectivization. Within a period of roughly three five-year plans, China would have 
to solve the problem of agricultural collectivization by jumping from small-scale 
farming with animal-drawn farm implements to large scale farming with machines. If 
it failed to do so, the contradiction between a rising demand for marketable grain (and 
industrial raw materials) and a slower rate of growth in agricultural production would 
make it impossible for the country to achieve its industrialization goals. Secondly, in 
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China’s situation, much of the capital needed for industrialization would have to come 
from agriculture and from light industry. But no large scale expansion of light 
industry was feasible within a small peasant economy. The growth of light industry 
would require large-scale farming, which could be achieved basically through collec¬ 
tive agriculture. Thirdly, the disparity of the rich and the poor was increasing after the 
Land Reform. If the tendency went unchecked the polarization would be worsened. 
Collectivization was the way to prevent such polarization. 
Within the short span of eight years, the Chinese countryside had undergone a 
fundamental change from a traditional farm economy, based on individual ownership 
and labor, to a collective system. The collectivization movement proceeded with 
extraordinary and unexpected speed. Its merits and flaws can be evaluated through an 
examination of its social and economic consequences. 
Compared to the collectivization drive in the Soviet Union, the Chinese 
movement appeared successful. It encountered no organized peasant resistance and 
had fewer adverse effects in agricultural production. Soviet land reform followed the 
1917 revolution, and for more than a decade afterward small, private, peasant farming 
had prevailed. In late 1929, however, the ruthless drive for forced collectivization 
began, and by 1936 about 90 percent of Soviet peasant households had been collectiv¬ 
ized. An immediate consequence of that forced collectivization was the loss of 
millions of lives, a severe disruption of agricultural output and a precipitant decline in 
livestock. By 1932, the number of cattle in the Soviet Union had declined by 40 
percent, pigs by 55 percent, sheep by 64 percent. It was not until the mid-1950s that 
herds were restored to their 1928 level. Learning from the Soviet lesson, the Chinese 
leaders pursued a step-by-step approach, from land reform through mutual aid teams to 
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elementary cooperatives and then collectives. The step-by-step transition in China 
helped to avoid a feeling of suddenness and shock among the peasants. 
The Chinese communists had several advantages in pursuing agricultural 
collectivization which their Soviet counterparts did not have. First, the communists 
had engaged in protracted agrarian revolution in remote rural areas, luring the majority 
of peasants who had little or no land to work on before the Land Reform. Secondly, 
unlike the collectivization in the Soviet Union in the 1920s which was realized by 
force, the collectivization of China’s agricultural production took place through 
persuading the peasants to participate "voluntarily" in the form of mass movement. 
Finally, the mass movement of collectivization accompanied many other campaigns 
and minor movements in the early 1950s. The peasants were convinced to believe 
these were in their benefit, such as literacy campaign and a patriotic hygiene and 
sanitation movement. 
Urban Economy in the 1950s 
Unlike in the Soviet Union during the post revolution years, when all modem 
industry was nationalized, in China dual systems existed long after the communists 
came into power in 1949. In the early years, the government adopted measures to 
protect national capitalist industry from erosion and annexation of foreign capital. 
Thus China’s socialist structure of industrial production was formed through socialist 
transformation of private sectors in the urban economy and through building up new 
industrial enterprises in heavy, energy and military industries. These laid the founda¬ 
tion for the modern sector of the industry with Soviet assistance. As the fundamental 
elements in the modem sector of the economy were under government control, the 
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private sector were transformed into cooperatives and joint-venture between the state 
and the original owners step by step, and gradually put into the state plan. 
Although economic policies have since fluctuated drastically, and Mao attempt¬ 
ed to challenge the Stalinist model of economic development, the Chinese economic 
infrastructure remained intact over more than two decades, for two possible reasons. 
The first reason lies in the perception of the Chinese leadership of economic rationali¬ 
ty that it was superior to concentrate resources and productive activities in the places 
when they were thought most profitable. The second was the perception of the leader¬ 
ship, particularly in Mao’s era, that national security should emphasize heavy and 
defense industry. 
Thus, the features of this system have been described in literature as: high 
centralization, in which relationships between enterprises were not guided by compara¬ 
tive advantage, but were determined by the hierarchical structure of supervising 
ministries and tended to be vertical bureaucratic in nature. Under China’s political 
and economic system, the central government exercised substantial control over 
virtually all sectors of the economy through regulation, policies and state ownership. 
Owing to the perceived foreign threat, great emphasis had been placed on heavy and 
defense industries rather than light industry and agriculture in terms of investment 
(Goodman, p. 2). The modern sector which had been mostly under the state owner¬ 
ship and government control was concentrated in urban areas. 
Agriculture had been emphasized in policies promoting self-sufficiency in order 
to feed the huge population. Historically China’s agriculture had long been scattered, 
small scale, labor-intensive production, controlled by the state through politicization of 
economic activities instead of investment. This was usually realized by exploiting 
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current political need and inherited political culture that China’s economic life had 
always been involved in the state administrative hierarchy. 
Central Planning Mechanism 
State intervention in the economy through politicization of economic activities 
has a long history. Central planning in economic activities had been introduced by the 
Chinese Nationalist government as early as 1930. But implementation had been 
impossible owing to the split of the country, endless wars among warlords, and the 
Japanese invasion. The Communist Party victory against the Nationalist government 
on the mainland and the party’s success in transformation of private sectors in the 
urban areas and collectivization of agriculture had provided an institutional framework 
for a central planning system. Planned economy was conceived to have advantages 
both in economic and social perspectives. In a planned system, the economy develops 
in accordance with plan and thus facilitates maximum economy and effective use of 
the material, human, and financial resources of the society. As a consequence, the 
state can facilitate maximum welfare systems equally throughout the disadvantaged 
population. Since 1949, Chinese leadership has been firmly committed to the Soviet 
practice of centralized plans, rather than the operation of an economic free market. 
Administratively centralized, China’s vast economy had been vertically controlled by 
the government, with relatively few horizontal sectorial or geographical linkages 
(WorldBank, p. 47, Socialist Economic Development, 1983). 
Soviet Model in Education in The Early 1950s ~ Policies in Retrospect 
In the early 1950s, using the Soviet pattern of economic and social develop¬ 
ment, which emphasized the modem sector to the neglect of the agricultural and other 
sectors, the government considered modernization as "marshalling of all efforts and 
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resources for an industrialized state and a modernized national defense." Development 
of other sectors was only semantically mentioned. During this period, the rationales 
and objectives of emphasizing industrialization can be summarized as follow: 
1. Establishment of a comprehensive industrial base capable of producing machinery 
and equipment for industrial development; 
2. Provision of military goods for national defense; 
3. Building a technological base to catch up with advanced countries; 
4. Production of machinery and equipment for agricultural mechanization. 
Although these tasks had shifted from one to another during a period, emphasis on 
industry, especially heavy and defence industries was apparent. 
Accordingly, high quality education was prevailingly emphasized over mass 
education. Just as there were two layers of the education system during the Yan’an 
days, mass education and education for the cadres, the education system after the 
Communists came into power was under pressure to satisfy two separate demands: to 
provide basic education to the broader masses of workers and peasants, and to train 
highly skilled manpower and qualified specialists for the country’s industrialization 
program. All educational systems attempt to operate schools in two separate layers, 
but only socialist society is expected to equally arrive at the goals in both social 
equality and economic effectiveness. This has proven to be too high an expectation 
for the socialist government to meet, primarily due to limited resources for education. 
Eventually painful choices between these two demands drove the Chinese system to 
upheavals and painful oscillations. 
Work on the First Five-Year Plan began in 1951 and was completed in 1954. 
It was formally adopted by the Second Session of the First National People’s Congress 
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in 1955. The plan estimated that within five years a total of about one million college 
and secondary school graduates of all kinds would be needed to reinforce the various 
departments of the national economy and governmental organizations. Another one 
million skilled workers should replenish the central industrial, transport, and agricultur¬ 
al and forestry departments. To meet this need and to prepare the necessary condi¬ 
tions for the Second Five-Year Plan, the country planned to readjust, expand, and open 
all kinds of specialized schools at college and secondary levels. The priority in higher 
education was to develop engineering colleges and schools, and the science depart¬ 
ments of comprehensive universities. In setting up and developing specialties, the 
priorities were machine building, civil architecture, geological prospecting, mining, 
dynamics, and metallurgy. The priority in specialized secondary education was put on 
training industrial technical personnel and managerial personnel. 
In 1953, the first year of the First Five-Year Plan, Xi Zhongxun, then vice 
chairman of the Cultural and Educational Commission under the Government Admin¬ 
istration Council, remarked in a report that "the priority in education was still higher 
education. The main thing was to train large numbers of qualified technical people for 
the industrial enterprises, mines and transport undertakings" (Rosen, pp. 15-6, 1986). 
This was pursued through the next five years. 
As a consequence, senior secondary and tertiary education was increasingly 
specialized in terms of curriculum. At the secondary level the school system largely 
served urban areas and prepared students for the enormously increased intakes of 
higher education. The whole formal education system developed a competitive and 
achievement oriented approach which fitted easily with the traditional examination- 
oriented educational system. With the industrialization goal before and during the 
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First Five-Year Plan, the educational budget favored higher education over mass 
education and basic education, schools in the urban areas over the rural schools. The 
system did, however, make efforts to draw upon the principles developed during the 
Yan’an days to build a supplementary system with large numbers of rural schools and 
part-time schools linked to production and rural life, and it launched a dedicated 
struggle against illiteracy. 
One remarkable change in higher education between 1952-53 was institutional 
reorganization, in which the system was divided into distinct kinds of institutions each 
with its own specialized function. American-style liberal arts colleges were abolished, 
with arts and science faculties being split off from the larger universities to form the 
core of Soviet-style comprehensive universities. In each administrative region that 
was surrounded by a cluster of polytechnical, normal and monotechnical institutions, 
one comprehensive university was ideally devoted to pure theoretical studies in the 
arts and sciences (Hayhoe, 1984, p. 43). These institutions were reorganized into 
separate technical colleges or merged with existing specialized institutes. In these 
institutions the curricula emphasized the applied sciences needed for the rapidly 
expanding socialist economy. 
From the First Five Year Plan up to the end of 1970s, universities and colleges 
were also divided into two categories under planned economy, according to their 
administrative subordination and financial channels. Universities and colleges were 
usually financed and operated by either central government or provinces. The 
categories in which universities and colleges were divided depended on their special¬ 
ization: the first was those under the Ministry of Education, others were respectively 
under other ministries. For example, the Ministry of Forestry supervised all the 
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institutions of forestry, and the Ministry of Construction overlooked the institutions of 
civil engineering. Provincial institutions were considered local in terms of adminis¬ 
trative operation and financial support. They were also included in the national plan 
but were under provincial administration and financed through the provincial budget. 
Curricula were nationally standardized in both categories of institutions of higher 
education. Personnel were recruited in plan in to the national government payroll, 
faculty and staff were employed by government, national and provincial institutions 
alike. Student admissions and employment were subject to the national economic 
development plan and manpower demands. 
During this period, investment in education, especially at the post-secondary 
level, emphasized scientific and technological training directed at the needs of an 
industrializing society. For example, in 1949 China had 180 institutions of higher 
education enrolling 80,000 students (Pepper, September, 1978). By 1957 enrollment 
had jumped to 440,000 (Henze, 1984, p. 97). The Chinese Academy of Sciences, the 
national organization primarily responsible for the training of research scientists, had 
thirty-one research institutes in 1952 and a hundred and seventy in 1958 (Orleans, L. 
1960, p. 111). 
Financing of primary and secondary education basically depended upon 
community and local government revenues but was included in the overall economic 
plan and under government administrative control. 
China’s educational policies in the 1950s and 60s can be summarized as: (1) 
concentration of human and natural resources to strengthen secondary and higher 
education. In order to rehabilitate the national economy after decades of war, the 
policies of education stressed planned, specialized schools at secondary and tertiary 
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levels. The priority in higher education was put on developing engineering colleges 
and schools, and science departments in comprehensive universities. In the 1950s, the 
boom of higher education reflected the nation’s ambition for industrialization: the 
economy squeezed the agriculture and consumer goods in favor of heavy and defense 
industries. In basic education, even though only a small percentage of graduates could 
be absorbed by higher education, the great majority of students were put in academic 
track classes, to prepare high quality students for universities (Rosen, 1984, pp. 65-92). 
(2) rhetorical emphasis in basic education for workers and peasants, to mobilize local 
community involvement and to popularize basic education and literacy campaign; 
(3) policy of walking on two legs, which is defined as: 
on the one hand, the government should set up public elementary 
schools in a planned way, and on the other, the people should be 
permitted, on an entirely voluntary basis, to conditionally finance and 
develop their own primary schools. (Rosen, 1986, p. 13) 
This policy of walking on two legs in this period of time was intended to concentrate 
on the priority of higher education and indicate that basic education should depend 
primarily on local resources. 
Despite some policy and structural differences between the Chinese and Soviet 
educational systems, the Soviet influence during the early 1950s was obvious, e.g. 
"regularization," aiming at training specialists for the country’s industrialization 
project. There were a number of rationales for Chinese leadership to embark on the 
Soviet model for their industrialization. The primary reason was the serious shortage 
of high-tech personnel. There was little modem industry in China before the People’s 
Republic of China was founded. By the time the new government started its industri- 
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alization project, there were few personnel who had been regularly trained in high-tech 
fields to meet the demands for modernization programs. The second reason was that 
the Chinese modem sector in the post-liberation years was established by means of aid 
from Stalin and the Soviet Union, which enforced the Chinese copy of the Soviet 
system in many ways, the economic infrastructure in particular. 
For decades the Soviet Union and Russian Revolution had exercised a spiritual 
and ideological influence on the Chinese, especially the educated youths. Even since 
the early 1920s, the revolutionary Republicans were influenced by the Leninist 
revolution in respect to ideas, institutions, methods, and organizations. In the early 
1920s, Dr. Sun Yeh-san formed an international ally with the Soviet Union against the 
foreign threat and meantime proposed a united front with the Communists against 
warlords backed by the Western powers and Japan. Russia had ever since been a 
dominant influence on Chinese thought concerning the social, political, economic, and 
cultural problems of the country for decades. Socialism had been taken for granted as 
the future form of Chinese society by young Chinese. The role of the Soviet Union 
for them was most potent as a living example, and ideal that bred hope and faith. 
This faith and belief had been as openly glorified in the areas under the nationalist 
control as in the Communist areas. 
This phenomenon can not be explained, as it always has been, by asserting 
authoritarian imposition. In fact, glorification of socialism was suppressed in China as 
well as elsewhere in the world, as Edgar Snow, in his prominent report on China’s 
revolution, Red Star over China, remarks: 
And all this is quite remarkable for one reason especially. This is that, 
while America, England, France, Germany, Japan, Italy, and other 
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capitalist or imperialist powers have sent thousands of political, cultural, 
economic, or missionary workers into China, actively to propagandize 
the Chinese masses with credos of their own States, yet for many years 
the Russians have not had a single school, church, or even a debating 
society in China where Marx-Leninist doctrines could legally be 
preached. Their influence, except, in the Soviet districts, has been 
largely indirect. Moreover, it has been aggressively opposed every¬ 
where by the Koumintang. Yet few who have been in China... and 
conscious of the society..., will dispute the contention that Marxism, the 
Russian Revolution, and triumphs of the Soviet Union, are influences 
which have perhaps made more profound spiritual impressions on the 
Chinese people than all bourgeois Christian influences... (Snow, 1973, 
pp. 369-70) 
Moreover, international politics exerted a strong influence on many aspects of China’s 
policies. Since the People’s Republic of China was established in 1949, China had 
been isolated politically as well as blockaded by Western countries, reinforcing the 
Chinese defiance and practice of "lean-to-one-side" policies. 
The Great Leap Forward and Educational Reform in 1958 
The educational experiment during the Great Leap Forward from 1958 to 59 is 
controversial in China’s modem educational history. It is understood that the efforts 
to change education in this period were of great significance as part of the continuous 
struggle for establishing a socialist order and as consistent with changes made in 
educational policies during the Cultural Revolution. A review of changes made in this 
period should provide us with a better understanding of recent educational develop¬ 
ments. 
It is correctly understood that the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural 
Revolution were turnouts of Mao’s ideological fantasy of two line struggle within the 
Party leadership. The former, however, focused on increasing capacity of production 
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with limited resources by determination and enthusiasm, and the latter focused on 
class struggle. During the GLP, Mao once said: 
China’s 600 million people have two remarkable peculiarities: they are, 
first of all, poor, and secondly, blank. That may seem like a bad thing, 
but it is really a good thing. Poor people want change, want to do 
things, want revolution. A clean sheet of paper has no blotches, and so 
the newest and most beautiful words can be written on it, the newest 
and most beautiful picture can be painted on it. (quoted in Chena, 
1982, C. p. 34) 
The belief that revolution can change everything, coupled with the will to take 
advantage of China’s poverty and "blankness" in order to build a new society that 
ultimately would enable the Chinese people to live better than the imperialist coun¬ 
tries, has permeated most major economic policy decisions in China since 1949. In 
1958, Mao proclaimed policies that mobilized 100 million people to develop an 
irrigation system and another 60 million to build primitive blast furnaces in order to 
increase the country’s iron production. He apparently assumed that labor and capital 
were interchangeable and that ideological indoctrination and mass mobilization could 
take the place of capital, equipment and technological expertise (Cheng, C. 1982, p. 
34). 
Mass movement swung into a high surge in all spheres in 1958. The feature of 
this period was the mobilization of the masses and stimulation of enthusiasm of the 
lower level authorities. The party and government enthusiasm and ambition were also 
illustrated in a joint "Directive on Educational Work" issued jointly by the Communist 
Party Central Committee and the State Council in September of 1958: 
(W)e must mobilize all positive factors, which include the enthusiasm of 
the central authorities, the enthusiasm of the local authorities, and that 
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of the factories, mines, enterprises, agricultural cooperatives, schools 
and the broad masses. Toward this end, we must adopt the principles 
of combining unification with diversity, popularization with elevation, 
and overall planning with local determination. (Rosen, 1986, p. 28) 
During the Great Leap Forward, priority was switched to programs that aimed 
at achieving mass literacy, providing local initiative, expanding rural opportunities, and 
encouraging curricular and structural innovations. The outcome of these programs can 
be illustrated in the growth of basic education. The enrollment in primary schools 
increased from 51,000,000 in 1952 to 64,000,000 in 1957, and then the number was 
almost doubled by 1965, up to 116,000,000. This figure represents 84 percent of 
school age children. In the same period, middle school enrollment grew from 3,100, 
000 in 1952 to 7,000,000 in 1957 then to 14,400,000 in 1965 (Saywell, 1980, pp. 2, 
3). 
The Great Leap Forward was the first time the Chinese challenged the Soviet 
model. Mao thought the emphasis of higher education would create a bourgeois 
technocratic elite class. It was an attempt to sharply accelerate development through¬ 
out the economy, largely through local initiatives and mass mobilization. Therefore, 
there were two educational objectives. To Mao, the education system of the new 
China should be entrusted with the task of producing a generation of "red and expert" 
intellectuals committed to the welfare of the working class and who identify with the 
proletariat, not a separate or elite intelligentsia (Kwong, 1979, p.444). The first attrib¬ 
ute of these working-class intellectuals, "redness," referred to their communist 
ideological position. They were to be authentic communists, ready to devote them¬ 
selves to socialist reconstruction and to contribute wherever and whenever their 
presence was required. Expertise, on the other hand, referred to the knowledge and 
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skills possessed by this new breed of intellectuals -- abilities evaluated ultimately in 
relation to their contribution to the socialist economy. To perform this task effective¬ 
ly, the educational system had to be changed. The objectives of the educational 
policies of the Great Leap Forward in 1958 were illustrated in the following statement 
issued by the Party Central Committee and State Council. 
One of the great historical tasks now confronting the whole party and 
people is to train tens of millions of red and expert intellectuals of the 
working class by giving correct leadership in educational work, but 
firmly adhering to the party line in educational development... Education 
is one of the powerful tools for transforming the old and building up the 
society...to serve the socialist revolution, the building of socialism and 
the communist society which seeks to eliminate the remnants of all 
exploiting classes and systems of exploitation, the difference between 
mental and physical labor. (People’s Daily, September 19, 1958) 
It indicates that the immediate priorities of the educational policies were a closer 
alignment of education with party tenets, firm adherence to official policy, wide 
dissemination of technical knowledge, and direct application of all aspects of education 
to economic development — in short, a total restructuring of the traditional model. 
The first step in this direction was to expand educational facilities: This 
calls for the simultaneous promotion of schools run by the state and 
schools run by factories, mines, enterprises, and agricultural coopera¬ 
tives: general education and vocational education; education for the 
adults and education for children, full-time schools and schools which 
divide their time equally between work and study or spare-time schools. 
(People’s Daily, September, 19, 1958) 
These strategic reforms were obviously limited by China’s economic and human 
resources. As Kwong indicates, these constraints led to supplementary and alternative 
approaches to the formal educational system through full-time, part-time, and work- 
study schools (Kwong, 1979, p.446). 
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Plans were made to increase student enrollments quickly, and especially to 
increase the number of students with worker or peasant backgrounds. In order to 
expand the school capacity, many measures were adopted. The major innovation 
consisted of the work-study schools (including the part-time schools), which were 
locally financed and operated, with students dividing their time between work and 
study. Knowledge related to production was not only emphasized in work-study 
schools but also in regular full-time schools. The coupling of education with partici¬ 
pation in labor represented a basic structural change within education. Productive 
work was included and emphasized in the curricula as a means of linking the class¬ 
room to society and theory with practice. Work also provided a source of income for 
the schools, and factories were opened to generate funds for expanding and operating 
the schools. The introduction of the minban gongzhu concept (management by the 
people with the assistance of government) in education was also an important innova¬ 
tion, since it encouraged local authorities to construct schools using their own means 
and to hire teachers from among their own ranks, with minor financial support from 
the central government. 
Part-time schools were expanded and introduced to combat illiteracy and meet 
the training needs of production units. As in other sectors of the economy, however, 
too many demands were placed on limited resources, and the proper balance between 
quantitative and qualitative development was not achieved. 
The result was a famine in 1959 which lasted for three years, partially due to 
natural calamities including serious drought in the North and floods in the South. In 
addition, the central planning failed, exaggeration of achievements ran rampant in the 
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centrally planning system, repeated projects caused wastes. All contributed greatly to 
the famine. 
As China returned more moderate policies, education began to switch away 
from the mass campaign and political orientation to policies that aimed at economic 
development. What the government could do then was to take back the authority 
again. There seemed no alternatives. It was problematic to localize the educational 
system. In the early 1960s, the academic quality dropped dramatically without state 
intervention, and without state financial and technical support. In almost all the party 
and government documents issued during the period from the end of the GLF to the 
beginning of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, the consensus predominantly held that 
the speed should be slowed and readjustments be made (Rosen, p. 33), especially in 
higher education. Enrollments in universities and colleges, specialized secondary 
schools, and senior high schools were sharply reduced (Rosen, p.33). Having learned 
from the failures of the Great Leap Forward and the economic crisis in 1960, the 
policies during this period were intended to maintain academic quality and opportuni¬ 
ties for professional development, and avoiding waste. These policies were character¬ 
ized by cutting down the central government budget and consequently discouraging the 
localities reliance on the center. 
The Cultural Revolution: A Backlash of The Yan’an Style 
Educational System under Socialism 
Although the Cultural Revolution that started in 1966 was also characterized as 
local initiatives and mass mobilization, it was much more politically oriented than 
economic. The Cultural Revolution was the most dramatic event in China’s history. 
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There is a large body of literature on the event and a variety of interpretations. 
Pepper observes it from the perspective of two-line political struggle as Mao had 
insistently claimed the nature of the maelstrom. From an educational perspective 
Hayhoe put it this way: 
It (the Cultural Revolution -- author) might be seen as an attack on the 
whole ‘regular’ schooling system with its American, European and 
Soviet components, ...which fostered values of pure scholarship and 
‘expertise in command’. These had combined with reactionary elements 
of persisting Confucian values such as the separation of mental and 
manual labour... (Hayhoe, 1984, p.43). 
Schools were among the first targets under attack at the beginning of the Cultural 
Revolution. The policies favoring educational quality, and later the whole educational 
system, were severely attacked. 
The Cultural Revolution started in May of 1966 when the schools’ spring 
semester was coming to an end. In June all classes were suspended, and final 
examinations were canceled in order to revise curricula, school structures, teaching 
methods and admission procedures. Initially schools were closed for six months; in 
the end all schools and universities were closed for over two year. Some primary and 
secondary schools re-opened in 1968, but universities and other institutions of higher 
education remained closed until the early 1970s when admission was resumed among 
"workers, peasants and soldiers." Vocational and technical secondary schools were 
completely dismantled and their facilities turned into factories. 
Since universities were closed, students in secondary schools, most of whom 
were in academic tracks, were sent to the countryside and border regions, to be re¬ 
educated by the peasants. This was the movement widely known as "go into the 
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mountains and settle down in the countryside." College students were later sent down 
to state farms or farms belonging to the military. Students from vocational and 
technical secondary schools were assigned jobs in state factories and became the 
working class, glorified as the leading class of the whole society. 
The Ministries of Education and Higher Education were abolished in Septem¬ 
ber 1968. All ministries, except a few such as ministries of foreign affairs, defense 
and public security, stopped functioning. Universities, most of which were under 
different ministries, were delegated to provinces, and secondary schools to communi¬ 
ties. At all educational levels, management of the educational system was decentral¬ 
ized, with local governments and communities playing an important role in decision 
making. 
<*•> 
The character of the educational policies at the primary and middle school 
levels in this period of Cultural Revolution can be summarized as emphasizing mass 
participation and equity over quality. Especially in some remote rural areas, the 
educational policies of the period emphasized equal access to education rather than 
high quality education to the best qualified. In many areas in China, any education 
was better than none. As in many other cases in China’s political and societal 
activities, the government experimented with participation and decentralization as a 
pilot project, then implemented it uniformly throughout the country. Instruction 
originated from the very top of the society. The following were specific measures to 
achieve the objectives: The six-year primary and six-year secondary education was 
shortened to five-five years; curriculum was condensed and simplified; entrance exams 
were abolished, as was grading, so failure was virtually unheard of; factories ran their 
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own schools; and workers and peasants were widely used to serve on school boards 
and in classroom instruction. 
Although academic quality was sacrificed, some substantial progress was 
achieved in universal primary education, and high enrollment of secondary schools, 
particularly in the rural areas. Schools were relocated at the basic production units. 
More schools were established. Attendance rules were made more flexible to corre¬ 
spond with the agricultural productive seasons, especially in rural schools, financial aid 
was given to poorer children, and increased opportunities were created for "irregular" 
or part-time study in sparsely populated and nomadic pastoral areas. As a result, 
primary school enrollment increased by 30 percent, or over 30 million children (World 
Bank, 1983, p. 132). Attendance in secondary schools increased to almost three times 
during the Cultural Revolution decade (World Bank, 1983, p. 132; Saywell, 1980, p. 
5). In 1977, the number reached 58,280,000 (Saywell, 1980, p. 5). 
Although many universities were closed or merged to other universities, the 
policies in higher education aimed at increasing access and mass participation. 
Program length was reduced from the usual four or five years to a uniform three years. 
The academic requirements for admission were lowered from general high school to 
almost elementary levels. But the popularization of higher education and involvement 
of broad masses were restricted to fit the political framework. 
The drastic change in education during the Cultural Revolution period was 
most dramatically reflected by admission policy and procedure. Entrance exams 
usually used uniformly throughout the country were abolished. A new admission 
system was established, which involved four stages: voluntary application, recommen¬ 
dation by the masses, approval by the leadership of the applicants’ working units and 
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re-evaluation by the university authority. All applicants were required to be "tempered 
by labor" for at least two years in the collective farming villages, factories or military 
units. Class background and political "consciousness" (activism) were taken into 
serious consideration as qualification for admission. Those who had non-proletarian 
background were deprived of opportunity even to apply for admission. Meetings were 
held to decide recommendations, but the leadership of the production unit that 
screened all the recommendations and forwarded its choice to the university for the 
final selection. Literally political consciousness was considered to be critical among 
the three criteria in the selection process: physical fitness, academic achievement and 
political consciousness. In practice, personal connections played the most significant 
role in university admission as in all aspects of life in China. The prestige of the 
leadership was jeopardized by power abuse running rampant over the country as high 
rank officials who were in consolidate political stand after purge used their influence 
and connections to bring their children to school from the countryside, and the cadres 
in communes and factories often chose their own relatives or accepted bribes. 
The educational policy of this period emphasized: (1) the need for students to 
engage in productive labor; (2) integration of book knowledge with practice and 
productive labor; (3) mass mobilization in education by inviting factory workers and 
peasants to give lectures in the classrooms, and (4) a requirement of minimum two- 
year experience of productive labor for university admission. In fact, the production 
units were pointed to as the crucial level to write recommendation for those who 
applied for admission to universities. Of course, all this was based on politics rather 
than academic merit and expertise. Therefore, all secondary school graduates were 
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sent to work in the countryside or employed to work in the factories for at least two 
years before they became eligible to apply for university admission. 
The impact of the Cultural Revolution was painfully felt in every aspect of life 
in the society. During the decade of the Cultural Revolution, executive mechanisms 
at all levels of the government were dismantled, and many enterprises eventually 
ceased operation. Scientific research and regular education, especially higher educa¬ 
tion, came to a near standstill, the legal system was abolished, and economic planning 
was severely disrupted. Leading cadres and professional staff at economic agencies 
and institutions were sent to the countryside for manual labor, and many of them were 
severely harassed or even tortured to death. Overt concern for production, economic 
efficiency or profitability was condemned, management was largely taken over by 
"revolutionary committees." Although the administrative allocation of most goods, 
services and factors of production continued, allocation decisions became more and 
more arbitrary and subject to the contingent needs of the political struggle as central 
management was increasingly involved and became increasingly ineffective. 
It (the Cultural Revolution — author) grievously damaged the machinery 
of government. ... Staff were disbanded, material burned and the activity 
of accurate reporting cast into disrepute. It took time to recover these 
wounds. (World Bank, 1990, p. 2) 
Mao’s zealous ideal of overcoming bureaucracy in a traditionally power 
oriented society was applied, in a very much authoritarian way, to a society like 
China. Some radical transformation were realized, and some objectives were achieved, 
such as mass participation and equity in basic education attendance. One point 
worthnoting: the two decentralization attempts were both conducted in an extremely 
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highly centralized manner, with political objectives. This was also true, to some 
extent, of the recent reform in economic infrastructure. 
1976 to 1985 
After Mao’s death and the purge of the Gang of Four, it was apparently felt 
that the gap in economic development between China and the other countries in the 
world, the industrial countries in particular, had been enlarged. The new leadership 
now understood the importance of guiding the country along a course of economic 
development in which pragmatism, not politics, was in command. The government 
spent several years restoring the normal order in every aspect of life before focusing 
on economic development. The task of restoring order and rebuilding the nation was a 
staggering one. In education, as in other areas of national concern, the new leadership 
first sought to remove those who were closely identified with the Gang of Four in 
both policy making and implementation. In order not to repeat the mistakes and 
excesses of the recent past, the new leaders, with the sanction of both the Communist 
Party’s Central Committee and the National People’s Congress, kept the purge within 
stringent limits. The investigation, mass criticism, and punishment of those who rose 
to positions of power for no other reason than their support of the Gang of Four were 
accompanied by the rehabilitation of victims to their former positions (Hu, 1981, 
p. 118). The new leadership, by assuming authority at all levels of society, pursued a 
new set of goals, announced as the program of Four Modernizations—modernization in 
industry, in agriculture, national defense, and science and technology. It was under¬ 
stood that the key to modernization lay in science and technology, while education 
was the key to both. 
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In education, rejection of what immediately preceded the period of restoration 
requires little justification: the Cultural Revolution in effect destroyed the educational 
system and plunged a generation of Chinese youth into an abyss of ignorance. The 
economy was brought to the edge of collapse. The primary objective of education was 
now reaffirmed: to train cultured and technically competent young people to build a 
modem socialist society. During this period of restoration, emphasis shifted back to 
quality of education. The desperate rush to raise quality restored the educational 
structure and many of the policies carried out before the Cultural Revolution. This 
reaffirmation of the importance of scholarship and academic achievement was present¬ 
ed by lengthening the period of education: university from three years back to four or 
five years, elementary school and secondary schools extended from four or five years 
to six years respectively. To meet the urgent need for highly trained personnel in all 
fields and to make up for lost time, graduate programs were reintroduced at some 
major institutions after decades of suspension. To ensure quality of education, 
especially in higher education, entrance examinations were reintroduced. Academic 
performance was again emphasized rather than practical experience from political 
activities and labor. Therefore textbooks, classroom teaching and the role of teachers 
in the learning process was reemphasized. 
New textbooks were compiled by experienced teachers from all geographical 
regions and representing all subject areas at elementary school to university levels, 
were distributed nationwide. The books were not only the copies that had been used 
before the Cultural Revolution, they were combination of the classical knowledge the 
Chinese thought useful for the modernization drive and the knowledge adopted in 
textbooks of other industrialized countries, such as the United States, Britain, Japan, 
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German, Russia and Hong Kong. Practical knowledge and labor were not simply 
disregarded, but they were required only when relevant to the subject areas. Class¬ 
room discipline was also re-introduced into schools. 
As a consequence, shortage of qualified teachers was acutely felt at all levels. 
Now what the government could think of to achieve qualified teachers was examina¬ 
tion, teachers education and teachers training. Despite the government’s efforts, young 
people’s negative attitude towards teaching profession and teachers’ low income, 
especially in primary and secondary schools, prevented them from joining the profes¬ 
sion (Lo, 1984, p. 159). 
In higher education, the following measures were adopted to train highly 
qualified personnel for the modernization programs: (1) The educational establishment 
was allowed to reassert control over itself through the state education bureaucracy. 
Thus, outside political and nonprofessional interference was reduced (Pepper, 1990, p. 
70). The institutions obtained more autonomy in professional activities. (2) Invest¬ 
ment increased in education, especially higher education, so new institutions were 
established along with the reorganization of some old institutions. (3) Along with the 
re-emphasis of book knowledge, centrality and respect of teaching staff, and discipline 
among the students were followed by the introduction of new fields of specialization 
that were essential for the many faceted modernization program. (4) New educational 
ideas and methods adopted in other countries, especially in industrialized countries, 
were allowed for experimentation in a few specially designated universities. The 
government hoped to broaden intellectual horizons and to encourage eclectic borrow¬ 
ing of knowledge (Hu. 1981, p. 121). 
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It is interesting to compare the reversal of educational structure End educational 
policies after the Cultural Revolution with that during the Yan’an era in 1938. 
Psychologically, perhaps the reversal reproduced instinctively a system based on the 
principles they had derived from the conventional educational system (Pepper, 1990, p. 
70). However, although there were similarities between the two reversals: stress being 
placed on academic achievements and surface regularity of education, a few differenc¬ 
es were apparent. 
In the 1930s, young professional educators arrived from the metropolises tried 
to build up a new educational system in the wartime rural border regions where there 
had been little modern education. In the 1970s, on the other hand, the regularization 
was mainly inspired by urgent demands for social, and especially economic, develop¬ 
ment. In the 1930s, in spite of their political beliefs, the educated youth had not had a 
chance to create and experiment with a new system. The educators in the 1970s had 
more experience obtained from their forerunners and themselves. Two facts contribut¬ 
ed to the educational policy restoration in the late 1970s. The first was the fairly 
successful development of education to meet the manpower demand for industri¬ 
alization in the 1950s and 60s. The second was, as a contrast, the failure of the 
educational policies practiced during the Cultural Revolution. After the anarchical 
Cultural Revolution, the need to normalize the educational order from the chaos was 
obviously felt, not just by the professional educators, but also by the whole society. 
In the rural border regions of the wartime 1930s, high quality regular education 
was not only almost impossible, owing to serious shortages of resources, but also 
unnecessary. The formal conventional education which was "the product of peacetime, 
city life, and a high stage of capitalist mechanized production" proved defective in the 
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border regions. The strategy of the post-1976 regularization drive was to assume that 
the regular education would be the primary solution to the urgent need for manpower 
in modern science and high technology. It was not worth a high quality of education 
with limited resources in the wartime rural border region where personnel of high 
technology and classical knowledge were not in need. In contrast, the post-1976 
backlash in education aimed at the new development of the society, particularly in 
economy. 
The link between economic development and educational structure is demon¬ 
strated in the history of the Chinese educational system. This review lays historical 
perspective of the educational structure itself. From the historical materialist point of 
view, education as part of superstructure, is generated and shaped by two major 
factors: (1) economic infrastructure of the current time; and (2) internal structure and 
dynamics inherited from its own history. 
These two major factors may present in harmony or compromise, or confronta¬ 
tion. In the next chapters I am going to analyze the relationship of the major factors 
in the transitional educational structure during the 1980s. 
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CHAPTER IV 
OVERALL ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL REFORMS 
IN THE 1980S 
After Mao’s death and the collapse of the Gang, radical policies in education 
which were in vogue during the Cultural Revolution gave way to developing profes¬ 
sional and technical skills. This objective provoked reintroduction of educational 
structure, educational policies and some of the measures adopted prior to the radical 
Cultural Revolution. The reversal has undergone attacks from two sides, one from 
those concerned that China’s educational system might revert back to the rigidly 
centralized pattern of the 1950s. The other came from those concerned about the 
deterioration of socialist values during transformation into a capitalistic economy. 
Focus on economic change in education is highlighted by the drastic changes in 
China’s economy in the 1980s and the elaboration of educational changes initially 
intended to meet the demand for manpower. Before the late 1970s, the economy had 
been planned rigidly by the central authority, and people were powerless in their own 
economic lives. It was not until after the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central 
Committee of the Communist Party, held in December 1979, that economic life came 
to the fore. The Plenum, which put an end to class struggle, is widely accepted as the 
turning point in favor of Deng Xiaoping’s pragmatic policies that emphasized econom¬ 
ic growth. 
Overview of Economic Structure and Changes 
China’s present economic system can be traced back to the early 1950s. In 
restructuring the economy after decades of wars, there were two changes worth-noting 
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in the early 1950s. The first was the reform of economic structure in agricultural 
production. The other was the foundation of modem industry and transformation of 
urban economy. 
The Chinese agricultural production came under state control in form of 
collectivization. After Land Reform, starting in 1953, planned farming expanded 
swiftly from mutual aid teams to elementary agricultural cooperatives in 1954, then to 
advanced cooperatives in 1955. By 1958, people’s communes swept across the 
country. 
Transformation of the urban economy reflected the Chinese leadership’s 
strategy for industrialization. Unlike in the Soviet Union during the post revolution 
years where all modem industry was nationalized, in China dual systems coexisted for 
a long period of time after the communists came into power in 1949. In the early 
years, the government adopted measures to protect national capitalist industry from 
erosion and annexation by foreign capital. The foundation of the modem sector of 
industry, transportation, and service was laid with Soviet aid and followed the Soviet 
model of state ownership and central planning. 
Although economic policies fluctuated drastically, and Mao attempted to 
challenge the Stalinist model of economic development, the Chinese economic 
infrastructure remained intact for more than two decades, for two major reasons. The 
first reason lies in the government’s perception that it was superior to concentrate 
resources and productive activities in the places when they were thought most 
profitable. The second was the government’s ideal, particularly in Mao’s era, of 
national security that emphasized heavy and defense industries. The main feature of 
this system was high centralization, in which relationships between enterprises were 
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not guided by comparative advantage but determined by vertical hierarchical structure 
of supervising ministries. Under China’s political and economic system, the central 
government exercised substantial control over all sectors of the economy through 
regulation, policies and state ownership. Owing to the perceived foreign threat, state’s 
investment emphasized heavy and defense industries rather than light industry and 
agriculture (Goodman, p. 2). Therefore, the modern sector which had been mostly 
under state ownership and governmental control was concentrated in urban areas. 
Agriculture was emphasized in rhetorical policies only to promote self-suffi¬ 
ciency in production in order to feed the huge population. The state plan of economic 
development in agricultural production was realized through collectivization. Agricul¬ 
tural collectivization was generated more by political initiatives than scientific 
understanding of economic development, which was initiated by the party and 
government. Over more than three decades, collective farming did not contribute 
notably to increasing productivity. China’s agriculture remained as labor-intensive as 
it had been centuries earlier. The state favored collective farming because it contribut¬ 
ed directly to state revenue. Collective farms (communes) acted not only as produc¬ 
tive institutions but as administrative institutions of the government. Collective farms 
were not in the state budget plan and therefore, the state was not responsible for their 
deficits. Finally, the government believed that collective farms were the way to 
equality, despite their meager benefits to everyone. 
China’s educational system of the early 1950s entered a planned development 
strategy in order to meet the needs for economic growth. Under this strategy and 
planned economy, education was planned, financed and administered by the govern¬ 
ment. Before the reform in the 1980s, there were two categories of institutions of 
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higher education in regard to administrative control. Universities and colleges in the 
first category were financed and operated by the Ministry of Education or by other 
ministries under the central government. Those in the second were under provinces as 
I discussed earlier. Curricula were nationally standardized in both categories of 
institutions of higher education. Personnel recruitment was under the government 
plan, and faculty and staff were employed by government, national and provincial 
institutions alike. Student admissions and employment were subject to the economic 
development plan and manpower demands. 
Financing of primary and secondary education depended upon community and 
local government revenues but was included in the overall economic plan as well as 
under government administrative control. 
Need for a Change in Economic Infrastructure 
Under the centrally planned system,, serious problems existed in the economy 
in spite of some achievements. These problems generally are attributed to the 
different pace of development between sectors in economy, such as between accumula¬ 
tion and consumption, between industry and agriculture, and between the two major 
departments of social production, means of production (capital goods) and the means 
of consumption (consumer goods). For example, agriculture lagged far behind indus¬ 
try, energy was in shortage, communication and transportation were not keeping pace 
with the development of production, and commerce and services remained undevel¬ 
oped (Zhou, 1982, pp. 48-58). 
The failure of the planned economy contributed to the need for a structural 
change. The authorities later attributed the problems to the nationalization and over- 
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centralization of such aspects as ownership of the means of production, production 
management, investment and expenditure, material allocation and planning, trade and 
prices, employment, payment and promotion, and so on. Because of the far-reaching 
central control, localities and enterprises had little autonomy in management, finan¬ 
cing and personnel recruitment, and incentives suffered severely (Gao, 1991, pp. 11- 
16). 
The Objective of the Economic Reform 
The main objective of the economic reform in the 1980s was defined by the 
Chinese economists as exploring a rational pattern which might suit China’s econo¬ 
mic development, in order to exert the country’s advantages and avoid the conse¬ 
quences of its disadvantages while increasing its economic effectiveness and efficiency 
(Zhou, 1982, p.58). This objective could be achieved, in the Chinese leadership’s 
view, by two measures of the reform. One was the "open door" policy and the other 
was decentralization. In respect to the "open door" policy, Chinese leaders hoped to 
use the prospect of the huge market and the country’s primary products as well as 
natural and human resources to attract the new technology and managerial know¬ 
ledge it needed for modernization. Decentralization of the economic structure 
included emphasis on regional development in order to stimulate market oriented 
economy through comparative advantage among regions rather than bureaucratic 
control. 
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The Process of Economic Reform 
Economic Reform in Agricultural Production 
Agriculture Reform, known as "decollectivization" in agriculture, started in 
1979 after the Third Plenum of the Eleven CCP central Committee (December 1978). 
The session repudiated Mao’s agricultural policies, and advocated that stress should be 
laid both on agricultural technology and equipment instead of reorganization, and on 
material incentive (Cheng, C. 1982, p. 385). 
De-collectivization started with a variety of forms of "contract," namely "con¬ 
tracting output to the group," "contracting output to the household" and "contracting 
work to the household." In the system, the group or household was given an agreed 
workpoint as a reward for the fulfillment of the contracted task. The excess output 
could be retained by the individual or group (Nolan, 1988, pp. 82, 83, 84). 
By 1983, the trend of splitting up production teams had swept throughout the 
whole country. In the "contract system" all collectively owned farmland was divided 
and allocated to individual farm households. Alongside this massive expansion of 
economic contracts and land division was a tide of selling off "traditional" means of 
production, formerly owned by the collective production teams, to individual peasants. 
This indicated the termination of the era of collective farming in China and the start of 
independent economic planning and decision making in agricultural production. 
Division of means of production was of decisive significance in China’s rural 
development. As many economists have observed, under centralized planning and 
management serious waste of labor force had taken the form of underemployment. 
Possession of the means of production and autonomous planning and decision making 
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made it possible for the peasantry to engage in a variety of agricultural and non- 
agricultural activities under some form of contract arrangement with the collective. 
Those who had some special skills and technique in a narrow range of farm or non¬ 
farm production could concentrate on these production and develop their efficiency in 
these lines. They were encouraged by the state as known "specialized households". 
The specialized households were licensed by the state through state-run test and 
thereby gained access to various benefits. As a consequence, rural private and 
cooperative business developed dramatically in the mid 1980s. The flourishing of 
rural enterprises and business was striking. It had a depth of impact on China’s 
economy in many respects. 
Reforms in Urban Economy 
The urban reform in China’s economy was correctly considered a continuation 
of agricultural reform. The development of the urban reforms in the launching period 
was very much comparable with that of agriculture before 1982. In cities, the 
reformers later felt the process considerably much more sophisticated and formidable. 
Although overall economic reform started in rural areas with changes in agricultural 
production, agricultural reform did not bring direct fundamental changes to China’s 
economic picture. This was because China’s agriculture relied mainly on high labor 
intensity but low technology and low capital, and also because the managerial structure 
was relatively simple and the products were basically the same. Only urban reforms 
brought in a magnitude of fundamental changes in China’s economic structure, 
because the urban economy illustrated the basic economic infrastructure. 
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Therefore, in the process of urban economic reform, many issues related to 
structural change arose such as: revenue and investment planning; ownership and 
enterprises management; labor and employment, and social welfare; prices and wages; 
domestic and foreign trade; and the banking system. 
Just as agricultural reform started with forms of "contracts", urban reforms 
started with decentralization and regionalization. In China’s case of economic reform 
in the 1980s, decentralization referred to the delegation of management powers in the 
administration of economic fields from a superior to a subordinate level within the 
state administrative hierarchy. A major objective of the decentralization process in 
this economic reform amounted to the replacement of bureaucracies as the determinant 
of economic activities by market forces. Decentralization also implied the exercise of 
greater autonomy for each enterprise. In these urban reforms, enterprises were 
encouraged to move away from hierarchically organized channels of command (associ¬ 
ated with the mechanisms of the command economy and "the plan") towards co¬ 
operation within their economically determined regions (Goodman, 1989, p. 21). 
Decentralization of administrative structure in economic activities was first political 
dimension. Following this dimension were some reforms in economic and financial 
dimensions, such as reforms in price, investment, foreign and domestic trade, banking 
system, employment and payment, etc. 
Price Reform 
In hopes that price reform might be the key to further advance in urban 
reforms, the October 1984 Decision of Economic Reform put it at the top of the 
agenda. The urban reform started in 1979 with the expansion of enterprise autonomy 
in terms of enterprises’ retention of profit, free marketing of surplus output and 
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exaction of charge for the use of fixed capital and of interest on circulation capital. 
The problem was that in China, relative profitability still depended on the relation 
between fixed prices of output and input. Owing to regional disparity, equipment 
differences, and many other factors, when prices were all fixed, investment and profit 
were arbitrary. 
In order to solve the problem a profit retention ratio system was introduced 
with some price change. First, enterprises, businesses and factories were permitted to 
use internal transfer prices. Second, a large proportion of output was freed up for 
marketing at negotiated prices. Based on the new price policy, profit retention rates 
were varied according to each enterprise’s profitability. This made it very difficult to 
implement, because every change in price affected rates, and every profit retention rate 
needed to be approved. What was more problematic was that it was actually a soft 
budget constraint. The government investor would use it as a weapon to intervene in 
the affairs of the enterprises, or the enterprises might assume more investment for 
profit but "always found an excuse for losses" (Riskin, p. 345). 
Two tax policies were put to trial. Neither worked effectively. The first, "tax- 
for-profit" system was intended to distinguish high performance enterprises from 
poorly run ones. And in later 1984 a "pure tax policy" was issued. Both failed 
simply because the mandated fixed prices did not reflect the cost of investment. 
Under fixed price control the across board, having given the localities and 
enterprises retention of profit and free marketing surplus of output, the central govern¬ 
ment was still losing its control over investment priorities to crucial sectors like energy 
and transportation, for its modernization strategy. 
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Other systems had been tried before price reform. They all had to be tailored 
to each enterprise’s specific conditions because fixed prices were not able to reflect 
cost or demand. The only way out seemed to be market prices. Constantly negotiat¬ 
ing with the government to adjust their profit retention or adjust tax rate, enterprises 
were allowed to purchase raw materials they needed and sell their products at freely 
negotiated market prices. 
Decentralization of Decision on Investment 
On the basis of market prices, it became possible for the capital investment 
system to convert from free budget grants to interest-bearing bank loans. In the past, 
investment funds took the form of free and non-repayable budget allocations, on which 
enterprises had accordingly felt little impulse to economize. 
A mechanism of marketable prices seemed to be prerequisite for substantial 
decentralization in decision making. Only when negotiated market prices were 
adopted could reform continue. Although there were three tiers of prices in China, as 
used in Hungary, free market pricing played a significant role in China’s later process 
of urban reform. A possible alternative may have been to delegate a larger role to 
banks and investment companies. These could support the investment of rural and 
urban collective enterprises, as well as channelling retained profits from state enter¬ 
prises with low prospective internal rates of return toward better investment opportu¬ 
nities. With the introduction of flexible prices, more integration could be introduced 
into China’s economic activities, such as the responsibility system in which enterprises 
assumed responsibility for their own performances, for their profits and loss, wage and 
labor mobility, foreign trade and joint venture with foreign capital investment, and 
later even private enterprises. 
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Labor Allocation and Migration 
A contract work force could only grow hand in hand with the market price 
system after 1984, although contract workers had existed even before price reform. 
The fixed price of labor, e.g. fixed wages, did not reflect the market equilibrium 
"shadow price" of labor, because state enterprise workers were a relatively privileged 
group, with higher pay, job security and social welfare benefits, such as in-service 
training with full pay, health and even life insurance, and retirement. Benefitting state 
workers before the late 1970s reflected the emphasis by the Chinese leaders on heavy 
and defense industry. The state monopolized labor cost had constrained the growth of 
contract work force. 
The labor allocation system before economic reform in the 1980s presented the 
advantage of limiting unemployment. But its disadvantages were apparent that it 
caused high underemployment, an inefficient use of manpower, the country’s most 
valuable resource. The appearance of a contract labor force broke down the old labor 
allocation system. People, especially technical and skilled people, gained more job 
choices by easing the procedure of transferring from one work unit to another. With 
the growth of private enterprises, manpower in allocation was further freed. At the 
same time, the strict residential registration system was loosened. In some areas, 
because of natural obstacles to income growth, people were allowed to move to other 
land or metropolitan areas and towns to join the contract labor force. As a conse¬ 
quence, the major labor force in some areas, especially the most technical and skilled 
manpower moved away. There appeared a shortage of labor for agricultural produc¬ 
tion, and shortage of technical and skilled workers in some areas and professions. 
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Influence of Economic Reform on Education 
The changes in economic infrastructure had some consequences in education. 
The decentralization of the decision making process in the state’s economic life and 
the trend towards a marketing economy created favorable conditions for the dramatic 
development of tertiary education, not only in terms of quantitative increase, but also 
in terms of curriculum changes, and changes in recruitment of teaching staff and 
student enrollment. When the localities and enterprises were granted autonomy to 
manage their own economic lives, they established new institutions of higher education 
in order to meet the local demands for professionals. This contributed to the universi¬ 
ty boom in the middle 1980s. Conventional universities underwent some expansion in 
knowledge resources and recombination of curriculum. 
State efforts to reform basic education focused on nine-year compulsory 
education and the conversion of academic track education in many general secondary 
schools into vocational education. The increase of rural dropout rates in the middle 
1980s accompanied economic reform and education reform. There are three reasons 
for this: First, after the collective agricultural economy collapsed, rural families both 
in agricultural and non-agricultural production were likely to maintain the young 
laborers to survive the immediate economic competition. Secondly, basic education 
did not provide opportunities for state employment, nor immediate productive skill and 
knowledge. After the collective farm was dismantled, education costs were primarily 
loaded upon individual peasant families in either monetary form or as labor. Opportu¬ 
nity cost was also taken into consideration. Thirdly, financial regionalization and local 
accountability contributed sharp geographical and urban/rural disparity. The state 
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reduced financial support to lower its deficit while schools in some rural areas suffered 
with poor buildings and equipment, and a shortage of qualified teachers owing to 
"brain drain', which was attributed to the opening labor market and easing migration 
restrictions. The nine year compulsory education was to stop the increase of dropouts 
in basic education, especially in rural areas. 
In secondary education, the opening labor market and loosening residential 
restrictions created favorable conditions for converting some conventional academic 
track schools into vocational and technical secondary schools. In China, overwhelm¬ 
ing domination of general secondary education and lack of vocational education in the 
past was attributed to the government’s inappropriate development strategy and the 
employment system. Before the economic reform in the 1980s, China’s full employ¬ 
ment was realized through public sector absorption of high-tech specialists and some 
urban labor force, and through producer cooperatives which employed the rest of the 
urban labor force and contained the rural laborers. Because the high-tech and 
advanced knowledge mostly belonged to the public sector, and cooperative production 
consisted of agricultural and traditional handcraft manufacturing production and was 
technically simple, education was planned to train high-tech specialists and advanced 
professionals for the public sector. The primary task of primary and secondary 
education was to provide students for tertiary education. The secondary special and 
vocational education was eventually neglected. 
In the 1980s, when collective agriculture was terminated and peasants were 
responsible for their own economic activities, and the labor market was opened in 
urban areas, the society felt a urgent demand for middle level skilled workers, 
especially in the service industry. Under these circumstance, some general secondary 
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schools were permitted to change into vocational schools with a variety of specialties, 
such as tailors training, cooking, agricultural, and many other special technical schools. 
Some classes were permitted to transfer into vocational training classes in some other 
regular schools. 
The new policies in education aimed at enhancing social and economic 
development. From the government’s perspective, education reform would accelerate 
the transition in economic infrastructure and economic growth. 
Implementation, however, was more complicated than theory. Financial 
management was decentralized to administrative regions, provinces, autonomous 
regions, and state enterprises. The government suffered from educational budget 
shortage as education was still under government "patronage" while the state revenues 
were shrinking. With increasing deficit, the government investment in education was 
very low. In the 1980s the limited increase of educational investment was written off 
to inflation. 
Unequal allocation of the limited education budget left primary and secondary 
education in an even worse situation compare to tertiary education, which was 
expected to produce professionals and specialists for the nation’s ambitious modern¬ 
ization drive. 
In tertiary and vocational education, finding the appropriate teaching staff 
became problematic after the curricula and institutions were restructured, and some 
new subject areas adopted, such as management, financing and law study. 
Teacher shortages at the primary and secondary levels ultimately lay in the low 
returns of teaching positions, which, in turn, was attributed to the overall low invest¬ 
ment in education. Teachers’ income decreased throughout the 1980s, in comparative 
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value. Teachers’ social status deteriorated and teachers were demoralized; many tried 
desperately to escape from the profession. Education colleges had a hard time 
attracting high quality students. Primary and secondary schools suffered from quality 
dilution since teachers also had to engage second jobs in order to make the ends meet. 
The relationship between the changes in economic reform and in education will 
be discussed further in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER V 
SCHEME OF THE EDUCATION REFORM 
IN CHINA DURING THE 1980S 
In the tide of the social and economic transformation in the middle of the 
1980s, the Communist Party Central committee issued a statement, named "Decision 
of the CCP Central Committee on the Reform of the Education System" on May 27, 
1985. The statement referred to as the Central document is intended to promote a 
nationwide drive to improve the nation’s education system to serve the nation’s 
ambitious modernization. The Central document explicitly states that "education must 
serve socialist construction, which must, in turn, depend on education" (Appendix I). 
The education reform aimed at exploring all available resources to train "millions upon 
millions of specialists and professionals" (Appendix I) to meet the demands for 
China’s modernization, for China entering the world community in terms of economic 
growth and for the development in the 1990s and into next century. 
To fulfill the task of training specialists and professionals, the party and 
government conceived three major problems in educational structure to be solved 
before the reform. The first problem focused on rigid centralization in terms of power 
structure. In the traditional power structure, government exercised too much control 
over educational institutions of their activities, not only in administrative and financial 
control, but also in personnel management, student recruitment, graduation and job 
assignment, and even pedagogical activities, such as curriculum combination and 
textbooks. 
The second problem lay in the imbalanced combination of institutional 
structure, which could not satisfy the "needs of economic construction" (Appendix I). 
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In the 1980s some fields and disciplines such as, finance and economics, law and 
management were seriously short or underdeveloped according to demands for social 
and economic development. General comprehensive institutions were outnumbered 
over specialized colleges, which were in urgent need at the tertiary level. At the 
secondary level, there was a serious shortage of vocational and technical schools. 
General secondary school students that were in academic track outnumbered what 
tertiary education could absorb by 100:4 around 1980. Elementary education generally 
suffered from shortages in number of schools, poor equipment and quality of teachers, 
due to lack of financial support. 
The third problem was more technical than political and managerial, including 
outdated textbooks, formalistic teaching method, lack of practical training and inability 
to apply book knowledge in practical situations. 
To solve these problems, government education reform set a number of 
objectives on an urgent agenda. Some problems and issues are mentioned in the 
document, but only a few are highlighted as most important and urgent, such as (1) 
"simplify administration and delegate powers to lower levels by granting schools more 
decision"; (2) "implement nine-year compulsory basic education"; (3) "effective 
measures should be taken to change this situation and great efforts should be made to 
considerably boost vocational and technical education." (Appendix I); (4) "the key to 
success in the reform of the higher educational system is to expand the power of 
decision-making of the institutions of higher education in school management"; and 
(5) "implement a three-level school-running system-namely, at the central, provincial 
(autonomous regional and municipal) and major city levels" (Appendix I). 
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The central document on education reform demonstrates the government 
emphasis on education for accelerating the development of its high-tech and modem 
sciences. The government’s bias and declination were obvious that lower levels were 
neglected in favor of higher levels, and general education neglected in favor of 
vocational and specialized education. The development of general secondary educa¬ 
tion is virtually undiscussed in the central document. 
Decentralization in Educational Management 
Local and institutional autonomy was the general characteristic of China’s 
reform in education, as in other urban reforms. Two major exercises brought about an 
overhaul of the educational structure. The first one was an attempt to transfer 
administrative power to the localities and schools. In the central document published 
in Renmin Ribao (People's Daily), the Communist Party Central Committee organ, a 
decision was made to reform the educational structure: 
Jurisdiction over basic (elementary and secondary education — author) 
lies with the local authorities. ... (T)he local authorities have the respon¬ 
sibility and power to formulate, and implement, specific policies, mles, 
regulations, and plans, as well as supervise, manage, and inspect 
schools. (Appendix I) 
Meanwhile the local people’s congresses were entrusted with the power to make 
decisions as described in the same document. 
In higher education, the major characteristic was to devolve autonomy to the 
institutions of higher learning 
The key to success in reform of the higher education system, for the purpose of 
attaining this objective, is to change the management system of excessive 
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government control over the institutions of higher education, expand decision¬ 
making in the institutions of higher education in school management... (Ap¬ 
pendix I) 
To devolve autonomy to the localities and the individual institutions has been a 
popular topic for decades. But autonomy in what, how much autonomy and to what 
level of localities to devolve autonomy has never been a simple issue. 
After several years practice of the Soviet model in the early ’50s, the govern¬ 
ment proposed decentralization of planning and administration in the educational 
system, saying "walking on two legs" in 1958. "Two legs" refers to coexistence of 
two systems, one run by government and the other by community or individuals, or by 
joint efforts of the central government and localities. In the past decades, this practice 
was repeatedly tried without success. The reason was that both school systems were 
operated under the traditional culture of authoritarianism and centrally planned 
economy. Under such a system, the government retained the authority and power to 
intervene in the planning and administration of schools even if they were out of the 
public sector. The recent reform was under more favorable conditions than in the 
past, thanks to the economic reform in the 1980s and the inevitable trend towards 
democratization. Even so, there remained problems to be tackled, which will be 
further discussed later in this paper. 
Reform in Basic Education 
The objective of free and compulsory education was the main contributor to the 
high enrollment of China’s elementary education. Official statistics revealed an 
enrollment ratio of 95 percent in the six-year primary schools in 1984, and 75 percent 
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in the three-year junior middle schools in 1983. This ratio was used by the Chinese 
education authority to refer to the percentage of the children of school age who 
attended school. Because it is only in very remote areas that the dropout rate was 
significant, the official statistics took attendance with the survival rate to present the 
whole picture. The World Bank revealed the different but still high enrollment rate of 
77% in 1983 and 1984 (Cheng, K., 1986, p. 257; Saywell, 1980, p. 10; World Bank, 
1983, p.147, 1985, p. 6). 
Along with the authority and power decentralization, financing and staffing 
mechanisms were also transferred to localities and individuals. New problems arose as 
regional disparity and faculty and staffing shortage. In turn, closing down some 
schools owing to financial and staffing problem brought out issues like equity, and 
shortage of qualified faculty in some areas brought out quality issue. Increase of 
dropout rate in the middle 1980s was not necessarily an unhealthy phenomenon. It is 
believed that it was a retreat from the unrealistic target of general middle school 
attendance which had been set by the government. General secondary education, 
however, was virtually undiscussed in the document. 
Development of Vocational and Specialized Education 
Although vocational education was less uncertain than that of compulsory basic 
education, it had a dramatic growth in the 1980s, especially the emergence and rapid • 
growth of agricultural high schools very well illustrated the impact of economic 
reform on education. 
The vocational high schools which emerged in the 1980s were different from 
those in 1950s and 60s. In 1950s and 60s, vocational schools were set up, aiming at 
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training skilled workers and basic technicians for the heavy and military industries, 
which had just been built up with the Soviet assistance. All those schools were run 
and financed by the state. Because those schools were aiming at high tech industry, 
vocational education then was high cost. All these schools were tuition free, students 
enjoyed all kinds of benefits, including, free meals, housing and allowance. Graduates 
from those schools were guaranteed job allocation as state employees, who were a 
relatively privileged group in China’s economy, with higher pay after they graduated, 
job security and all kinds of social welfare benefits, such as extraordinarily inexpen¬ 
sive housing, health insurance and retirement. As a contrast, the vocational schools 
established during the 1980s came into being under different conditions. 
Table 1 Number of Senior Secondary Schools by Type 
1984 (000s) % of All 83/84 Growth 
specialized 811 7.7 17.8 
teaching training 511 4.8 12.4 
craft schools 639 6.0 21.7 
agricultural senior 1745 16.5 43.0 
subtotal 3706 35.0 28.3 
general senior 6898 65.0 9.7 
Source: Jiaoyu Bu (Ministry of Education), 1985, pp. 21-22 
In contrast, two factors in the transitional economy in the 1980ss were major 
contributors to the new vocational training: One was youth unemployment, and the 
other was emergence of magnitude of private enterprises. The youth unemployment 
problem started in the later 1970s and the change of economic infrastructure had 
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changed employment policies and concept of staff deployment. The rise of private 
enterprises and autonomy of individual enterprises and institutions in employment 
created needs for various education, especially vocational education. Then these 
vocational schools created a relatively "free labor market". In turn, all these reforms 
had become a catalyst for economic reform as a whole. In the end, the economic 
infrastructure had been significantly transformed (Cheng, K., 1986, p. 266). Under 
these circumstances vocational training started with classes in some general high 
schools. Those classes became attractive not only to students, but also to employers 
who found they could get tailor-made manpower among those graduates from voca¬ 
tional classes. 
The state enterprises were still predominant in China’s economy. Although 
they were only one fifth of all the enterprises and business in number in the early 
1980s, they were the main employers to absorb the labor force. Such dependence was 
very well remarked by the former Vice-Premier Wan Li, 
There are numerous reasons for the slow progress in vocational and technical 
education. One of the important reasons is the irrational employment system. 
If that employment system is not reformed, it will be impossible to reform the 
structure of existing secondary school education and develop vocational and 
technical education. Even if we succeeded in running many vocational and 
technical schools, it would be very hard to give their graduates job assign¬ 
ments. That does not mean that they are not needed, but the existing employ¬ 
ment system makes it impossible for the units that need them urgently to 
accept them, because the job slots have already been filled by people who have 
never received vocational or technical education. (Wan, 1985, p.3) 
The decentralization of vocational education was much dependent upon the further 
reform in China’s economy. The development of vocational and specialized schools 
will be further discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Development of Higher Education 
Reform in higher education in the 1980s was more closely related to the 
economic reform than basic education (Cheng, K., p. 262). The major aspect in the 
reform of higher education was an increase of institutional local autonomy. An 
apparent demonstration of the autonomy in decision making was that provincial cities 
were also allowed to operate their own universities and colleges. Before the reform in 
1980s, there had been only two categories of institutions of higher education in regard 
to administrative subordination and financial support. Universities and colleges had 
usually been financed and operated by either central or provincial governments. The 
first category of universities and colleges were respectively under the Ministry of 
Education and other ministries concerning, for example, all institutions of forestry 
were under the control of Ministry of Forestry. Provincial universities and colleges 
were considered as local institutions. However, they were operated by provincial 
governments actually only in terms of administrative management. They were 
financed by the provincial government, whose expenses were also under the national 
budget. The whole picture of higher education before the reform in 1980s was fairly 
simple which can be illustrated in the follow table: 
Table 2 Higher Education Institutions by Administration, 1984 
Ministry of Education 38 
other ministries 226 
provincial 440 
total 704 
Source: Zhonggou Jiaoyu Nianjian (China Education Yearbook), 1984, p.237 
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The central institutions were located all over the country and recruited students 
from all over according to their performance in the national entrance tests instead of 
the needs of the communities where they came from. The quota of students recruit¬ 
ment allocated to each province changed every year. And quotas varied from province 
to province. Graduates were allocated across the country according to the national 
development plan. The enrollment and allocation of the provincial institutions were in 
the same manner within respective provinces. The most obvious fallacy of such high 
centralization was neglect of local needs, simply because the center could hardly be 
well informed about the problems existing at the local level. In such a big country 
with huge population and under-developed communication, it was natural that there 
was some absence of communication between the center and localities. When the 
center rigidly controlled everything and the localities felt powerless, they lost their 
initiative to utilize their own resources to meet local needs. 
The new policy that cities were authorized to run their own universities and 
colleges is reasonably considered a consequence of the economic reform. The 
economic reform in the early 1980s created a local economy and therefore created a 
local labor market. Neither the national nor the provincial institutions of higher 
education could meet the immediate needs of the local labor market. Consequently a 
number of cities set up their own local universities with the central government’s tacit 
consent but not formal recognition. These universities were financed and fully 
controlled by their respective cities. A few rich communities started operating their 
own universities, but no private university has yet been heard of. 
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The economic autonomy created a favorable condition for the establishment of 
local universities. Thus local universities boomed in the early 1980s. From 1983 to 
1985 more than 200 new universities were established, bringing the total number of 
universities up to 1017 by the end of 1985. (Cheng, K. 1986, p. 293) 
All types of non-formal higher education emerged in 1980s, among which the 
radio and television university (something like Open University) was the most popular. 
The others included staff and workers’ universities run by separate enterprises; evening 
and correspondence divisions of regular universities; correspondence colleges; 
independent-study higher education examinations institutions; education institutes for 
in-service teachers; training institutes for administrators; peasants’ universities; and 
periodical/magazine universities. 
The increasing of numbers of new institutions of higher education in 1980s led 
to a consequent question as to how these new institutions would solve the problem of 
a teaching staff shortage. In 1979, Jiaotong University in Shanghai experimented with 
a system named the accountability system which was implemented in all institutions of 
higher education soon later. Accountability was institutionalized by giving sub-units a 
high degree of autonomy and having them be responsible for their own efficiency and 
quality. Both the sub-units and individuals obtained more autonomy in staff appoint¬ 
ment and in resource allocation. Staff members were appointed on contract instead of 
staff appointment. Breach of contract might lead to dismissal from the department and 
performance of the members were assessed on a regular basis to which their salary 
was linked. Under this system, faculty and staff members had more incentive as well 
as autonomy, because as long as they fulfill their tasks in their own original insti¬ 
tutions they were allowed to have a part time job at other institutions. The need for 
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teaching staff of the new universities and colleges was mostly solved this way. These 
part-time faculty members were usually highly qualified and they were glad to receive 
some extra income derived from part time jobs. The initiatives and efficiency of the 
staff and faculty members exerted in the new system also reflected the low efficiency 
of the old system. 
Now that faculty members and staff could keep two or more jobs in separate 
institutions, institutions began to work cooperatively offering common courses. There 
appeared some packages of such cooperation between institutions like joint-courses, 
accredited courses and independent study. 
Another prominent feature from the student perspective was the reform in 
non-allocated enrollment. The traditional practice in enrollment and allocation had 
been highly centralized, based on the state plan for manpower demands. Non-alloc¬ 
ated enrollment came into being in the 1980s in two practices, commissioned enroll¬ 
ment and enrollment of self-supporting students. The new policy in enrollment 
brought about greater autonomy and flexibility for the local government. Under the 
commissioned enrollment system, some universities signed contracts with local 
governments or even enterprises that sent a certain number of students to study in the 
universities. These students were not under the national plan. They were totally 
sponsored by the local governments or enterprises. The contract would define the 
responsibility of the university as to what expertise these students should be trained in 
and what degrees they would obtain. These students were supposed to return where 
they had come from on graduation. 
Another kind of commissioned admission was that the local governments or 
enterprises, as clients, would book graduates in specific areas for future employment 
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from some university, instead of sending students to be trained. The university would 
accept extra numbers of students that were out of the national plan. These extra 
students might not be conscious of their status. Upon graduation the same number 
would be employed by the contracted clients instead of allocated by the state plan. 
The income derived from the tuition of these extra student belonged to the university. 
Although the non-allocated admission was not in the mainstream in Chinese 
practice of enrollment in the ’80s reform, as a new variation it broke the ice of 
traditionally planned system. The reform from highly centralized system to decentral¬ 
ization in education coincided with the economic reform. All the reforms in educa¬ 
tion: appearance of city universities, flexibility for faculty and staff to have more than 
one jobs and non-allocated enrollment, depend on the market sector in the economy, 
depend on the needs of the economy (Cheng, K. 1986, p. 265). What direction the 
reform took depended on how the economy structure changed. The Chinese educa¬ 
tional system is not decentralized by Western standards. However, it has been 
changing towards decentralization within references to its own traditions. 
A Brief Summary 
Education, as superstructure, was planned to develop in concurrence with the 
changes in economic infrastructure, simply because the economic reform had been in 
general a top-down reform under the party and government ideological guideline and 
within the policy framework, and the education policies were formulated and adopted 
in the same layout. 
The influences of the changes in party’s economic policies onto education 
policies illustrate the relationship between economic base and ideological superstruc- 
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ture. However, one must be careful that the party’s policies of education is not all of 
education, and the changes in education policies can not necessarily reflect the 
complete picture of educational reality. The educational policies reflect the decision 
makers perception and understanding of the relationship between the educational 
reality and the development of the economic base, and their understanding of the 
objective conditions in which the policies could be carried out. The actual relationship 
can be exposed only when the policies were implemented. 
Educational policy making and implementation are usually conducted by 
groups who represent different ideologies, which, in turn, reflect economic interests, 
and a sum total of different economic infrastructures. The process from policy making 
to implementation can demonstrate the relationship between ideological superstructure 
and economic base by exploring conceptions of reforms and the possibility of educa¬ 
tional reform to meet the objective conditions. The following chapters will discuss 
how the reform was carried out in practice. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EDUCATIONAL FINANCING IN THE 1980S: 
A PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Chapter V discussed the government perception of the problems in education 
and its official agenda in reform of the educational system. This chapter will focus 
on the implementation of the reforms. As the Central document covered all the major 
concerns and proposed appropriate measures to deal with the issues concerning the 
education reform, we need to test these perceptions and measures by analyzing how 
they were carried out in practice. 
In practical terms, educational financing is interesting for the following reasons. 
First, though policies were adopted and measures were taken to improve education, 
implementation was constrained by budget problems which existed through the 1980s. 
Secondly, educational finance is most directly linked to the economic development of 
a society. In economics of education, it has been widely proved in almost all coun¬ 
tries that increases in outlays on education tend to rise as economy improves, e.g. the 
National Income per capita, rises, because increase in total expenditure is positively 
associated with economic development (Vaizey, pp. 137-148). And finally investment 
to education is crucial to development of any educational practice. 
Educational investment expenditure is not only a monetary issue but also a 
political issue. The obvious distinction lies in whether government takes direct role in 
education. Then the questions can be asked such as: How much should government 
be involved? And regarding financial consideration, what is expected with the 
government involvement? 
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During the 1980s, affected by the overall transition in economic infrastructure 
from orthodox state planning to market economy, the changes in educational financing 
which was still dominated by state mechanism became a decisive factor in education 
reform. Therefore, this chapter will discuss the following topics: (1) traditional 
financial structure; (2) educational expenditure and financial allocation in the tradition¬ 
al structure; (3) changes in financing education; relationship between policies and 
implementation, which reflects relationship between different social groups; (4) further 
discussion on the relationship between policies and implementation, and between 
economic base and education superstructure - problems pertaining to the changes in 
educational financing mechanism. 
Traditional Financial Structure 
China’s educational finance mechanism was set up correspondingly with the 
establishment of the educational system. Except the period from 1950, a year after the 
communists’ victory over nationalists, to 1954, educational finance had been absolute¬ 
ly under control through its Ministry of Finance. 
All through over 40 years the central government had virtually control of 
economic life in respect to revenue and expenditure although different potential 
financial resources and support had been developed. Regarding managerial structure, 
the budgetary and financial responsibility for education was divided among the 
governments at the central, provincial, municipal, county levels and at the productive 
unit. The structure was well illustrated in the joint "Circular on the Procedure of 
Applying for Funds" issued by the ministries of Education and Finance on September 
14, 1954, as follow: 
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To implement the principle of "unified control and multilevel manage¬ 
ment" in the future all provincial (municipal) education offices (bureaus) 
that find themselves with insufficient funds must first report to the 
provincial government for overall consideration. Should the provincial 
government find it hard to solve the problem, it should put the problem 
to the Government Administration Council of the People’s Government 
for consideration. The education office (bureau) concerned must not put 
its problems vertically to the higher levels. (Rosen, 1986, p. 52) 
This principle demonstrates the characteristics of the economic structure in education, 
in which the national budget consisted of the budget controlled by the central govern¬ 
ment and that controlled at local level. In this practice, departments of the govern¬ 
ments at various levels were responsible to the governments of the level accordingly. 
They no longer gave instruction to the lower level nor asked for instruction or funds 
from the corresponding departments of the higher level. 
Traditionally, finance for formal education can be summarized as coming from 
several common sources such as (1) the central government organ through ministry of 
Finance; (2) local government, provincial, county and district government, organs, 
correspondingly through local financial bureaus and offices; (3) enterprises; (4) rural 
communes and production brigades; (5) tuition and fees paid by students’ parents. 
Some recurrent expenses for formal education at all levels were paid by the central 
government on per capita basis for each school. In fact, student tuition and fees 
played insignificant role in contribution to educational finance. For decades there had 
been no tuition for students at tertiary level, and almost none for lower levels. 
This illustrates the extent of central government control. Even though various 
types of expenditure were their apparent responsibility, local governments were subject 
to various administrative checks by central government before they could actually 
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spend the money. So were the enterprises, whether they were run by the central 
authority or localities. 
This high centralization practice in educational financing, as in other economic 
activity, proved problematic. Before the reforms in the 1980s, neither in economic nor 
political structure, the local governments, had their own revenue reservoir, not to speak 
of establishing a relationship between the overall income and revenue targets. In 
financial terms, the local governments thus had no direct interest whether they ran a 
surplus or a deficit. Balancing fiscal income and expenditure was out of their concern 
and was handed up as the central government’s matter alone. 
Over-centralization had been boosted by the central authority but jeopardized 
the central authority function in practice. The central government had to bear all 
kinds of financial obligations and burdens even though it was in deficit. This was 
exactly the case in the 1980s when decentralization and institutional autonomy was a 
prevailing tendency in the transition of economic infrastructure from central planning 
to market economy in China. The problem that the central government had been 
overburdened with deficits from handed up from provinces was best illustrated by the 
enormous spending on food subsidies. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the subsidy 
of the urban prices for food and natural fabric cost state Treasure 4.6 billion yuan rmb 
- 2.6 billion yuan in procurement prices for agricultural goods, and 2 billion yuan to 
subsidize the urban selling prices for food. Large proportion of the Central 
Government’s income was spent in the government budgetary expenditure. 
After thirty years of central control, more provinces expected more subsidy 
from the Central government in the early 1980s. Increase of local governments’ 
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shares of state expenditure in a period of 30 years is well illustrated in the following 
table: 
Table 3 Relative Shares of State Expenditure Attributed to Central and Local 
Governments (%) (Local governments’ shares of state expenditure had increased) 
1955 1959 1965 1971 1976 1984 
centre 78.1 47.6 62.2 59.5 46.8 46.6 
local 21.9 52.4 37.8 40.5 53.2 53.4 
Sources: Goodman, p.39, 1989 
In the 1950s only four provinces were net recipients of aid from the central govern¬ 
ment. By 1980s the number of provinces running deficits had reached eighteen. 
Among all thirty provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the 
central government administration, only two were paying higher proportion of their 
income to the central government in 1982 than in 1956. The rest paid less. In 
another word, surpluses the central government could draw upon from provinces had 
been shrinking. In 1978, the central government drew upon provincial surpluses of 
approximately 32. 1 billion yuan RMB, while by 1985 the surpluses shrank to roughly 
half. 
Educational Expenditure and Financial Allocation 
in the Traditional Structure 
Low Educational Budget in the Planned Economy 
In the highly centrally planned system, the educational institutions had little 
contribution to central government revenue. Education was basically an enormous 
consumption. This put education in a very passive position in haggling with the 
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authority for financial support. The division of state budget income between the 
central government and provinces, and between various ministries of the central 
government was not based upon any firm set of rules, "but rather upon ad hoc 
arrangements which had formed into a pattern over a certain period of years" (Good¬ 
man, 1989, p. 39). Especially under the condition when the central government was in 
deficit, it was logic to give priority to more productive ministries regarding budgetary 
allocation. 
The Chinese state investment on education was very low by any standard. In 
terms of per capita expenditure in education China was ranked 149th among 151 
countries in the world in the late 1970s (Qian, 1984, p. 12) \ only a quarter of the 
average for less developed countries in the late the 1980s. Compared to the developed 
countries, it was farther behind (State Statistic Bureau, 1989, p.27; Robinson, 1991, p. 
178). The total expenditure on education as a percentage of the national income 
(GNP) was estimated at two percent in 1981, while the median percentage was 3.9 
percent among 82 developing countries, and 5.67 percent for developed countries 
(Qian, 1984, p. 12). In 1983 the total educational spending of the national income 
increased to 3.1 percent according to World Bank report, but it was still far below 
average (World Bank, p. 183). The World Bank found in 1980 that educational 
expenditure counted for only 6.6 percent against the total state budget in China, which 
was less than half the average of both the industrialized countries and developing 
countries, which were 15.1 percent and 15.6 percent respectively. The imbalanced 
spending in education aroused dissatisfaction among the Chinese educators and in 
l. Rosen notes that China ranked 148th out of 151 countries in 1983 (Rosen, p. 86, 1984) 
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society at large, to compete with the other sectors for a large share from the state 
budget (Han, Li, S. Li, Y., et al., 1984, pp. 3). As a consequence, the Seventh Five- 
Year Plan for the development from 1986 to 90 projected an increase of state expendi¬ 
ture on education to 10.4 percent of the total budget. 10.4 percent on education was 
still very low compared to other countries. Unfortunately, the moderate increase of 
educational spending in growing tight state budget was mostly written off to rising 
cost. 
From the perspective of education, appealing for more budget for education 
was part of the process of bargaining between competing ministries and departments 
on the issue of whether investments in education was productive or not. The central 
planners’ neglect of education as a productive force was the major contributor to 
failure of imbalanced investment in education in state budget, and to failure of 
unproportionate financial allocation between urban and rural schools, between higher 
education and basic education. 
Imbalanced Allocation of Education Budget between Urban and Rural Schools 
Except during the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), the Chinese education in the 
past thirty years had basically maintained a two track system, which had made efforts 
to create a technocrat elite group to serve the technology progress while making the 
common people literate and numerate, as the Yanan system had done during the 
wartime. If the central authority must allocate limited state budget to fixed asset 
investment, the education officials at the national level as well as provincial and local 
levels must somehow redistribute small amount of money for both investment and 
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expenditure. Even if education suffered from overall low financial support from the 
state, the rural schools procured even fewer funds than urban schools. 
As in most developing countries, regarding educational finance, the weak link 
in education remains in the countryside, primarily at the primary and secondary levels 
in China. Before the reforms in the 1980s, the all-important budgetary allocation 
came down the bureaucratic chain from the central government educational or 
financial agencies through the provinces and counties, which apportioned funds for 
their commune elementary, and sometimes, secondary schools. Only city schools were 
fully state-financed. Most elementary schools and some secondary schools were under 
the management of communes, which were the grassroots governments, or even under 
productive brigades. The state budget apportioned to the commune and brigades’ 
schools could only cover most of schools’ construction costs and salaries for a small 
number of the teachers who were on the state payroll. It was the responsibility of the 
communes and productive brigades to make up the remaining costs. The maintenance 
of the school buildings and equipments mainly depended upon the productive brigades 
and rural communes. Except the teachers in the government payroll, the other teacher 
were hired locally who were paid in workpoints the same as the peasants, plus a small 
monthly stipend drawn from the state budget, ranging from 4 yuan to 6 yuan, (approx¬ 
imately 6 yuan rmb equaled $1), per month in the early 1970s. 
Imbalanced Allocation of Educational Budget between 
the Basic and Tertiary Education 
The problem of imbalanced finance between urban and rural schools was 
compounded by enormous gap between higher education and basic education. Here 
basic education refers a combination of primary and secondary education, mainly 
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because they were in most cases under the same administration in China. The 
experiences of developing countries have shown that top priority should be given to 
primary education (Psacharopoulos, 1987, p. 354). Psacharopoulos, as an educa¬ 
tional economist, in a study of 22 countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America, arrived 
at a conclusion that the social rate of return is higher for lower level education 
than higher level, reading 27 percent for primary, 16 percent for secondary and 13 
percent for higher education respectively (Psacharopoulos, 1987, p.333). World Bank 
data for 1979 showed China’s spending proportionally low for primary and secondary 
education and high at the tertiary level by comparison with other countries. 
Compared to the student body of primary and secondary schools, tertiary 
education consumed a high proportion of budgetary spending in China, shown in the 
following table: 
Table 4 Percentage Distribution of Educational Expenditures, By Level of Education 
China (%) other LDCs (%) OECD countries (%) 
Primary Education 34 45 37 
Secondary Education 36 32 39 
Tertiary Education 30 23 24 
Sources: Unesco, World Bank Education Policy Paper and the Ministry of Education 
2 
2. Data of China is for 1979 and of the other countries is for 1975. Pepper in her study of China’s 
education reform in the 1980s provides a more striking contrast between percentages of expenditure of 
different levels of education stated as 43 percent for elementary schools versus 13 percent for higher 
education in Japan, 50 versus 10 in Western European countries and 31 versus 33 in China in 1979 
(Pepper, 1990, p. 144). 
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A statistic study by Chinese scholars shows an even larger gap between primary and 
tertiary education in China, in which spending in higher education took up to 40 
percent while primary education was as low as 20 percent (Chinese Education, p. 64). 
The percentage of expenditure in tertiary education indicates a phenomenal contrast of 
unit costs between tertiary education and primary education in China. The unit cost 
(recurrent and capital) in higher education was about $1,150 in 1979 or about $870 in 
1975 prices, while in primary and secondary schools the corresponding figure in 1979 
was estimated at $37 equivalent, which corresponded to $28 in 1975 prices (World 
Bank, 1983, pp. 182-3). 
Table 5 Unit Cost of Education at Different Levels, As a Percentage of GNP/Capita 
China (%) other LDCs (%) advanced Countries(%) 
Primary Education 8 15 16 
Secondary Eduction 19 52 21 
Tertiary Education 442 362 55 
Sources: UNESCO, World Bank Education Policy Paper and the Ministry of Education 
The reason for the high unit cost in China’s higher education was believed to be the 
student boarding system, inefficient use of facilities, relatively high benefits for faculty 
and staff and students, and a low student/teacher ratio. For example, in 1983 the 
average faculty/student ratio was 1:4, which was in sharp contrast to the rate in 
American public institutions of 1:20. The low rate was also compounded by a large 
faculty pool who had no teaching tasks. In 1983, 27.6 percent of full professors, 14.3 
percent of associates and 12.2 percent of assistant professors had no students (Robin¬ 
son, 1992, p. 182). This was not a unique situation. Chinese universities had under- 
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gone low student/faculty ratio before the Cultural Revolution. Besides that period, 
since the end of the 10 years of suspension of tertiary education, Chinese universities 
had seen significant and promising changes regarding efficiency, by 1983. With the 
encouragement of the modernization drive, the student body had been tremendously 
expanded. 
There is hardly any persuadable rationale of China’s less spending on primary 
and secondary education than higher education, or than the other countries. One 
possible major argument for the low cost in primary and secondary education is that 
staff were underpaid. But all staff and faculty were underpaid, not only those at 
primary and secondary education. Equipment, facilities and buildings were a signifi¬ 
cant contributing factor to the difference between primary and secondary education, 
and higher education, regarding unit cost. Another important factor was the striking 
contrast between student/faculty ratio of higher education and that of basic education. 
Teaching and other staff in higher education enjoyed better benefits than at primary 
and secondary education, in many aspects, such as housing, education of the children 
of the faculty and staff members, and so on. Benefit for student body, for example 
tuition exemption, free boarding principle and health insurance, had also been an 
important contributor to the high cost of tertiary education. It was widely thought that 
in China quantitative improvement could be achieved through better and efficient use 
of utilities, and particularly of staff and faculty without devoting a larger share of 
GNP to education at tertiary level. The imbalanced allocation of educational budget 
reflected the government priority in its dual education system. 
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Financing Education in the Context of Transformation 
of the Overall Economic Infrastructure 
The financing mechanism in education was also affected by two policy trends 
in the 1980s: decentralization in administrative apparatus and market oriented transfor¬ 
mation in economic infrastructure. 
Regarding the government policy in education financing, the power of explor¬ 
ing resources for education investment and management was delegated to localities 
along with overall administrative power in basic education. The decision of the CCP 
Central Committee on Reform of the Education System promulgated on the May 27th 
of 1985 delegated the administrative power in basic education, which refers to 
elementary and secondary education, to the localities. Regarding educational funding, 
the decision states: 
To guarantee local educational development, in addition to state appreci¬ 
ations, an appreciate proportion of the local reserve financial resources 
should be used on education. Township financial revenues should be 
used mainly on education. Local authorities may collect additional 
educational fees. This money will first be used to improve teaching 
facilities for basic education, not for other purposes. The local authori¬ 
ties should encourage and instruct state-run enterprises, social organiza¬ 
tions and individual to run schools. They should encourage units, 
collectives, and individuals to voluntarily donate funds to educational 
undertakings (Appendix I). 
These are very vague words. Although the document also committed that the govern¬ 
ment organs, both at the central and local levels, to its support of education, it does 
not indicate how much was the "appreciate proportion" of the financial revenue and 
how the local government could collect the revenue. 
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Education reform was intended to follow up with changes in economic 
infrastructure. Guidelines were formulated and policies were adopted. But the gap 
between policy guideline, which was in favor of changes, and financing system, which 
intended to remain the status quo, was outstanding. The problem in implementation 
sectarian of education financing indicated the differences between the decision makers 
and implementers at a lower stratum, say administrators and executors at various 
levels, who represent different ideological and interest group in the superstructure, the 
education system. 
Despite the rhetoric reform policies, financing remained a problem all through 
the 1980s. From the state’s perspective, the reform in the educational finance system 
was merely redistribution of government investment, or even state budget re-allocation 
in the framework of planned economic structure. At the primary level, except for 
some overseas and social donations to education, the funding resources basically 
stayed intact, and so did the structure. City schools were almost all fully funded by 
the state. Apart from overseas and domestic public donations, the rural schools 
primarily depended upon two funding sources: the state and the masses. Before the 
dismantlement of agricultural communes, primary schools had depended upon state 
educational budgetary allocation and local resources, which would be collected through 
commune and production brigades’ revenue, to make up the difference between the 
limited state funds and total expenditure of the school. In China’s rural schools, the 
state funds were of decisive significance, no matter what proportion of the cost they 
covered because (1) they covered the decisive factors, such as the buildings construc¬ 
tion costs, and salaries of the teachers who were in state payroll. Those teachers who 
were in state payroll were formally educated and formally educated people enjoyed 
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more respect and prestige, in terms of knowledge and moral, among villagers; (2) state 
funds not only valued a monetary value it also showed state support. In China’s 
culture, both politically and psychologically, state mandate should not only be 
amenable but also be taken as important; (3) the local make-up sources usually took a 
form of combination of local agricultural products and local labor power, and the 
agricultural products and labor power were cheap before the 1980s. Financial 
resources for general secondary schools were similar to those for primary schools. 
Urban schools were all under the state patronage of financial support, while rural 
schools mainly depended on local collective resources with limited state assistance. 
While the state funding to the urban schools and assistance to the rural schools 
was problematic, exploring local resources became somewhat difficult after decentral¬ 
ization in power structure and regionalization and privatization in economy. If local 
resources were collected through collective farms, communes and productive brigades, 
before the agricultural reform in the early 1980s, it became very difficult to collect 
local resources from the individual farmers after the decollectivization. After disman¬ 
tlement of the collective farms in the early 1980s, school funding from the local 
communities were collected in variety of forms, such as levy on household contract 
income, or on community enterprises. Whereas neither the household sources nor 
community-run enterprises sources was reliable, educational costs might be divided 
among all the households in the community or only among those families with school 
age children. These practices aroused acute controversy and dissatisfaction. In the 
new household responsibility agricultural system, the community school teachers, 
especially those minban teachers who were not in the state payroll, had to collect 
money door to door, which was humiliating for the educated in Chinese culture. In 
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the latter case, the dropout rates increased sharply simply because not all families with 
school age children could afford higher recurrent costs plus consideration of foregone 
earnings. 
There occurred wide demands for more state supports during this period in 
which economic transition in the rural areas was under way. Meanwhile, the state 
economic and administrative structures were also in a process of decentralization and 
regionalization. The trend of decentralization and enterprise autonomy diminished 
state revenue and budget, which decreased the state ability to take over more of that 
responsibility. The inability of the government and lack of revenue to support rural 
schools brought down the number of overall basic education. The decline of rural 
schools and enrollment brought down the overall elementary population by 1 million 
from post Cultural Revolution years to the early 1980s. By 1987, two years after the 
issue of the Party’s decision to reform the educational system and one year after the 
compulsory education act, the number declined by 22 million (Pepper, 1990, p. 79). 
Although the central government kept its commitment not to reduce the budget 
for basic education, especially in the rural areas, the expenditure increased faster in the 
overall economic growth, thus the proportion of central government funding still 
decreased in comparison to other industries. Due to panic inflation the value of funds 
for basic education were reduced. This was severely felt in the rural areas. The 
central authority acknowledged the difficulty by issuing a few documents appealing for 
the local efforts for realization of universal elementary education by 1990. In the 
milestone document, the Decision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
on the education reform, it proposed that "an appropriate proportion of the local 
reserve financial resources should be used on education" (Appendix I). But these were 
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ambiguous words. It did not clarify how much was "the appropriate proportion of the 
local reserve financial resources", and how the local official should collect educational 
fees and explore a local reserve financial resources on education and, meanwhile, 
lessen the peasants’s burden for unremunerated labor or levies. 
The Law of Compulsory Education promulgated a year later repeated the same 
goal of universal nine-year basic education (six years for primary and three years for 
lower secondary) by the end of 1980s, by providing free education and strictly 
preventing organizations and individuals from employing school age children under 16 
(Appendix II). Despite the controversy of the attendance rates3, the fact that severely 
sabotaged the intent for universal nine year education was that owing to insufficient 
financial supply and shortage of qualified teachers, especially in the remote rural areas, 
most elementary schools could not revert to six year format as before the Cultural 
Revolution and number of schools dropped. 
\ 
The changes in the structure of secondary education and expansion of second¬ 
ary vocational and technical schools had a significant contribution to the new funding 
resources, and also changed the financing structure of secondary education. The 
secondary school structure was balanced by expanding vocational secondary schools 
and shrinking the regular, academic track group. In 1982, fully 96.3 percent of all 
secondary school students were in regular secondary schools, 9 percent of whom were 
in priority schools. In the early 1980s, the rate of upper high school graduates 
entering tertiary education was around 4 percent. It was only these priority schools 
that could provide students with the highest opportunity of entering the universities 
3. About the different data obtained from different sources, see p. 89 in Pepper’s China's Education 
Reform in the 1980s. 
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(Rosen, 1984, p. 72). Enormous numbers of secondary graduates were temporarily 
unemployable, because most of them had not trained with proper knowledge or skills 
that could promptly meet the needs of employers. The youth unemployment was 
compounded with the majority of the 17 million youths who had graduated from 
secondary schools during the Cultural Revolution and had gone to the countryside in 
the 1960s and returned in the mid 70s. These old youths were given priority in job 
placement as compensation. 
The changes of secondary school structure and the expansion of vocational 
schools were based on two assumptions. The first assumption was that there would be 
a open labor market where trained laborers could compete with non-trained on the 
basis of productive skills. The second assumption was that vocational and specialized 
schools could meet the social demands for skilled manpower. Vocational or special¬ 
ized education refers to a variety of formal and non-formal educational institutions, 
such as secondary specialized schools, workers training schools, vocational and 
agricultural secondary schools, and vocational training classes in regular secondary 
school system. Most of the vocational schools were administered by government 
organs at various levels. A few were under social organizations like trade unions or 
women’s federations. 
Schools with joint sponsorship had long been practiced. For instance a school 
in forestry could be under the administration of the provincial government, and mean¬ 
while under the financial and technical direction of the Ministry of Forestry. It was 
not unusual that responsibilities were overlapping and partners got involved into 
conflict for unidentified obligations and rights. In the 1980s, two new categories of 
schools occurred pertaining to financing patterns: Schools under joint names, and 
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individual donated schools. The new type of a joint venture schools were mostly run 
jointly by a productive unit and an educational institution as joint venture, which was 
different from the old type of joint-name schools that were under the control of two or 
more administrations. Most donation for education was made by individual overseas 
Chinese through the government. 
The sources for funding the vocational and specialized schools corresponded 
well with the managerial structure. Most vocational and specialized secondary schools 
were basically under the control of government organs at various levels, and also 
financed by them, although the government budget became tightened. Seven sources 
coexisted for the secondary vocational and specialized schools in the late 1980s, as 
Henze summarizes: (1) central government organs; (2) local government; (3) joint 
responsibility for funding; (4) commissioned training; (5) self-financing; (6) donation; 
and (7) loans. 
There had not really existed self-financed schools in the sense of regular, 
academic tracked established schools by the end of 1980s. Institutions classified as 
"self-financed" [category (5)] generally refer to short term training classes, mostly for 
training skilled craftsmanship like hairdressers and tailors and so on, in order to meet 
growing demand of the market in the opening economy. Schools supported with 
donative funds were most likely to occur in the coastal belt where there happened to 
be access to capital from the overseas Chinese, because for historical and geographical 
reasons, these areas have more connections with these rich compatriots. In the 
Chinese cultural tradition and heritage, it is glorious for the rich to donate to some 
public projects, and education is considered the most significant. Even though schools 
financed with donation like those may be considered as independent, regarding funding 
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sources, donation was realized and schools were managed through government 
educational agencies. This group of schools was very small in number. In general, 
there were no independent schools in sight in the 1980s. 
The focus of the reform of higher education was procedural and administrative 
rather than aimed at a political development for new types of decision making in 
financial matters. Before this, finance for higher education primarily depended on 
state funds through central government and provincial budgetary allocation, although 
three other sources (cf. p. 132) have also been explored. 
After the education reform in 1985, a number of tertiary schools were set up by 
municipalities, which were budgeted out of state plan. The occurrence of these 
municipal universities contributed to new major category of institutions that were 
financed through non- traditional sources (cf. Chapter V). In the late 1980s, a few 
other schools were founded with the funds of private individuals from overseas. 
Commissioned training, which had been introduced on a trial basis during the reform 
in the 1980s refers to bilateral agreements between schools and educational administra¬ 
tions on one side, and enterprises on the other side, in training students to meet the 
demands of the enterprises. Students were generally selected among employees of, 
and sponsored by the enterprises, who were committed to work for the enterprises 
upon graduation. The concept and practice of commissioned training became general¬ 
ly accepted as a complement to regular enrollment under state plan. Nevertheless, 
within the conventional formal education framework higher education was still the 
level with the highest rate of expansion that had absorbed the largest amount of 
investment of state budget in the 1980s (Henze, in Hayhoe, pp. 125-26, 1992). 
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Changes in China’s Distribution System 
and Immediate Outcome of Education 
In addition to the overall state revenue reduction and therefore educational 
budget constriction all through the 1980s, changes in the distribution system exerted 
some impacts on educational expenditure at large, and consequently, academic income, 
and teaching profession, etc. In spite the efforts to improve the education system, the 
difficulty to carry out the reform scheme lay in lack of effective mechanism for 
educational investment. The problems in financing education became outstanding in 
the changes of China’s distribution system. 
In the context of economic reforms in the 1980s, changes in the distribution 
system exerted impact on educational spending and academic income, and consequent¬ 
ly, recruitment of teachers and teacher education. From the beginning of the 1980s, 
when China began its urban reform some measures were adopted to decentralize the 
rigid state control such as: allowing greater leeway to local governments, enterprises 
and other organizations to set prices of their products, retain profits, initiate investment 
projects, or even engage in foreign trade. The immediate consequent problems was 
lack of efficient economic mechanisms to depend on for its implementation of indirect 
macroeconomic intervention. These mechanisms, such as taxes, subsidies and macro- 
economic policy, are usually realized through specialized economic institutions of the 
government, banking and other financial institutions. In market economies, these 
banking and financial institutions have developed through a long period of time, which 
in China were weak or nonexistent in the early 1980s. 
Owing to lack of these economic mechanism in the 1980s, two striking 
phenomena appeared in China’s economic life during this period which had severely 
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negative impacts on education: expansion of consumption and a large rise in invest¬ 
ment flows. In the process of economic reform in urban enterprises, the establishment 
of profit retention system was a major step towards more autonomy of enterprises and 
decentralization, so that the interests of the producer could be linked to profits. In a 
study of 429 enterprises, the ratio of retained profits to gross profits rose to 21.59 
percent in 1984 against 19.36 percent in 1983, and the ratio of bonus payments to 
retained profits went up from 25.43 percent to 36.70 percent. In the early 1980s, 
establishment and implementation of the profit retention system and various contract 
responsibility systems touched off a wave of change in distribution system which took 
different form in each enterprise. The old wage system based on egalitarianism was 
beginning to collapse. In enterprises, the proportion of regular wage in total income 
of the employees dropped and the extra part, such as bonuses, subsidies and many 
nameless income, rose dramatically. 
The establishment of enterprise profit retention and the rise of retained profit 
forged a better link between profit and workers’s income, and therefore, its workers’ 
motivation could be initiated. But it caused serious, but not irrational criticism, the 
major of which was that there was an extreme inequality in operation conditions 
between enterprises. For example, capital per capita had been unequally allocated 
among enterprises in the planned structure. After the enterprise’s profit retention and 
floating price became allowed, many of the external conditions imposed in the old 
system still remained in which increase of labor productivity did not ensure growth of 
profit, if the per capita load of expenses for the retired workers differed from one 
enterprise to another, for example. There were lots of this kind of factors that might 
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affect enterprises profit ratio. Remember, not all the professions made profits as these 
enterprises. 
The new distribution system not only created inequality, but also a more 
serious problem in economic sense: consumption expansion: The growth rate of 
consumption funds increased steadily since 1979. In the period from the end of 1979 
to the mid-1980s, the consumption funds ran rampant. In 1984, for instance, labor 
productivity increased by 7.8 percent; the national income increase by 12 percent; 
while the wage earnings of the income of city and town dwellers swelled by 22.3 
percent. The nominal income of the entire people, including the rural population, 
increased by 25.3 percent. In terms of consumption funds by social units, there was 
an increase of 38 percent in administrative expense. A prominent feature of the 
consumption expansion lay in irrational distribution, in another word, outside system 
distribution, which took various forms, such as excessive bonuses, reckless payments 
in kind, increase subsidies, expansion of floating wage scales and wage increased, etc. 
Constant efforts were made to put the consumption fund expansion under 
control. Party policies, government rules and regulations were released. But they 
were not effective as expected. Consumption funds continued to expand, but in 
disguised ways and through underground channels, such as the so called off-the-books 
leakage. A study counted some forty to fifty forms of these illegal conducts that were 
widely practiced as open secrets in China in the 1980s4. China’s labor system, 
4. Practice of the off-the-books leakage is quoted in a study conducted by Xia Xiaoxun 
and Li Jun as: "Underground channels of distribution grow. The principal forms of "off-the- 
books" payments are: fraudulent drawing of cash; private-account deposit of public funds; 
unmerited drawing of income; turning bonuses into wages; using "labor service" companies as 
"mini-treasuries"; workshops contracting for outside projects and dividing the proceeds among 
individuals; distributing management expenses to staff and workers for personal consumption; 
(continued...) 
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which combined employment, welfare and social security (medicare, retirement and so 
on) into one, contributed to a great extent, to the hidden consumption fund expansion. 
If wages were under a rigid control, the budgetary constraints on welfare and social 
security were given a leeway to manoeuver. Income of the staff and workers in state 
enterprises increased through welfare and social security doubled the wage increase 
during the period 1979 to 1984. 
The drastic expansion of consumption caused other economic consequences. 
The overall surplus purchasing power increased that contributed to massive import of 
expensive consumer durables from overseas, especially from Japan, and expansion of 
share of consumption-oriented investment. The result was a serious macroeconomic 
imbalance, directly due to sharp increase of imports, especially consumer durable and 
some of the most advanced and fashion producer goods, and a drastic growth of 
investment flows. These pressures led panic price inflation in the early 1980s. In 
1985 only, prices rose between 12 to 18 percent (Reynolds, p. 87). By 1988 inflation 
was officially estimated at 20 percent. The impact of the expansion of consumption 
and inflation led to immediate effects in education: (1) Due to price hike, the real 
value of budgets on education and incomes of the educators had actually declined; (2) 
devaluation of knowledge, which was demonstrated by low financial return to the 
teaching profession; (3) remuneration for complicated mental and simple labor 
4(...continued) 
expansion of the self-marketed share of output above allowed levels to earn profit from price 
differentials; raising product prices to make false profits and enlarge the wage base; using 
production development funds for bonuses; selling shares to individuals with secured principal 
and high dividends; and barter exchange of goods in short supply for consumer products, as a 
way to evade taxes." (Xia & Li, p. 91) In addition to all above, distribution also takes the 
form of subsidies or allowances under many new names. 
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reversed, which caused demoralization of the teachers, and therefore, teaching profession. 
Financial Problems and the Teachers Crisis 
Shortage of qualified teachers is a multi-dimensional problem. The primary 
reason for this teachers crisis accounted for poor economic condition, and deteriorated 
social status of teachers thereafter. In quantitative terms the country was estimated to 
be in short of 3.45 million elementary and secondary school teachers. Another 
estimate in the mid-1980s predicted that over two million or more primary and 
secondary school teachers would be needed by the end of the 1980s. Besides the 
absolute shortage of teachers, shortages in particular fields and at particular levels 
began to be felt in the mid-1980s after a few years of vigorous teacher training 
campaign. Vocational and technical education was in serious shortage of teachers as 
well as some subjects in regular schools, such as foreign languages and history. In 
qualitative terms, the teacher crisis was illustrated, at the end of the 1980s, by a set of 
statistic figures the Chinese State Statistic Bureau provides that "11 percent of college 
teachers, 58.66 percent of senior middle school teachers, 64.39 percent of junior 
middle school teachers and 31.87 percent of primary school teachers were under 
qualified" (State Statistical Bureau, July 17, 1989, p. 27). 
While rural and urban economies enjoyed their successful reforms, the Party 
and government’s proposition to reform the educational infrastructure suffered from 
lack of revenue for education. State budgetary priority and social investment in 
education had been discussed in a massive way through mass media and in many 
occasions. It proved, by the end of the 1980s, to be more rhetoric and fantasy then 
reality. Relative small budget to education had kept education in a low profile despite 
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the rhetorical emphasis. The problem of low spending on education was compounded 
by record breaking inflation that had actually devalued some of state budget and 
investment and written off the limited budgetary increase, as well as the two 10 
percent increases of the teachers income in early and mid- 1980s respectively. 
Naturally, as consequence, there occurred a heightened sense of demoralization on the 
disappointing prospects of educators (or the intellectuals at large) in an economy 
where the "remuneration for mental and manual labor has been reversed" (Pepper, 
1990, p, 125). A low financial return to the teaching profession not only made it 
suffer from loss of qualified teachers but also actually prevented best secondary school 
graduates from entering teacher education institutions at all levels. In turn, poor 
qualification of teachers deteriorated teachers’ image and prestige of teaching profes¬ 
sion. Low profile of teaching profession was determined by factors from two major 
perspectives: Externally, from a socio-economic perspective, low financial remuner¬ 
ation to the profession had shaped the low profile of education. On the other hand 
low quality of teachers themselves (or lack of qualified teachers) created a poor image 
of teachers and low prestige of teaching profession. All these problems formed a 
vicious circle on which little had been improved all through the 1980s, in spite of the 
state’s rhetorical and actual efforts. 
Changes in Teachers’ Income 
Despite promising economic growth and inflation, the wage scale of the 
educators in the 1980s remained intact, constrained by the system which had been 
formed in the mid-1950s and has been implemented across the nation thereafter. The 
differentiation between the wage scales of the secondary and tertiary teaching staff 
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was very moderate. In terms of wages, the secondary school teachers were compara¬ 
ble to the assistant teaching staff in higher education. They had nearly no promotion 
nor wage raise for over two decades until the late 1979 when the reforms started. The 
wages of the educators in the 1950s and 1960s were competitive with those in any 
other professions. For over 30 years, up to late 1980s, teachers had received their 
financial returns primarily based upon these wage scales that had been made up by the 
central government in the 1950s in spite of the mandated salary raise for teachers 
during the mid-1980s. Teachers’ income was still basically from state salary, with 
limited outside earnings, including bonus from their own institutions and other sources. 
If it was said that teachers of Qinghua University in Beijing, China’s top engineer 
cradle, earned 120 rmb (yuan) per month as the average teachers’ salary, teachers of 
other institutions throughout the country did not earn more if not less as their monthly 
salary, except moderate regional adjustments. The earning difference mainly lay in 
their own money making endeavors, while lack of other skills and over-load of the 
work, teachers had little channels to make extra money. 
In 1988, the average salary of the university in Beijing was figured as 120 rmb 
(yuan) per month (Pepper, 1990, p.150). The secondary school teachers should make 
the similar amount as their monthly salary, if they received the same amount of 
education. The average salary of the primary teachers was absolutely lower because 
nearly no primary school teachers in China had received same amount of education. 
The average income of a primary school teacher with ten to twenty years of teaching 
experience was 40 to 50 yuan (Lo, 1984, p. 159) in the early 1980s. It was believed 
that this was even lower than the earnings of his counterpart in 1956. The average 
income of teachers was declined not only in comparative value due to the price 
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inflation, but also in absolute amount. 60-70 yuan was probably correct as average 
monthly bonus supplementing income to regular salary of 120 yuan for university 
teacher in 1988 5. That made a little lower than 200 yuan per month. In sharp 
contrast, a paddler with almost no education could easily make 300 yuan rmb. A hair 
dresser with his or her own shop could easily make over 500 yuan. An engineer 
working in a joint venture with foreign investment could earn a monthly salary as high 
as 1,000 yuan rmb. And lawyers could easily earn 1,000 yuan per month. Compared 
to the earnings of the employees in other professions who had the equivalent qualifica¬ 
tion and number of years of equivalent experience, the low financial return became a 
critical problem to the teaching profession (Lo. 1984, p. 159). 
Teacher Education in the Economic Transition 
Policies were adopted to ameliorate the shortage of qualified teachers education 
opportunities, by establishing television teacher education college and expanding and 
reorganizing an extensive teacher education network for training new teachers and 
primarily refreshing in-service teachers at elementary and secondary levels. 
In regard to institutional structure, China’s teacher education was loomed in 
three levels: (1) higher teacher-training institution; (2) two or three year teacher¬ 
training school of higher education; (3) secondary teacher training schools. Higher 
teacher-training institutes offered a four-year curriculum to intending upper secondary 
school teachers. Teacher-training schools offered a three-year curriculum to intending 
5. Pepper observes that Qinghua University provided figures claiming 120 yuan rmb per 
month as the average teacher salary, plus an average 66 yuan monthly bonus supplement. The 
Beijing University provided an average annual bonus supplement of 600 rmb (yuan). The 
actual amount varies from department to department, ranging from 200 to over 1,000 rmb in 
the year of 1987. (Pepper, 1990, p. 150) 
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lower secondary school teachers. Both types of training institutions recruited students 
from upper secondary schools, and schools for training kindergarten teachers recruited 
their students from lower secondary school graduates. The period of training was 
generally three or four years. Some secondary teacher-training schools also enrolled 
upper secondary school graduates and gave them training for one to two years. 
A description of teacher education in China must also take into account a 
proliferation of in-service training courses offered in the above-mentioned training 
institutions as well as institutions established for the purpose. The large number of 
unqualified teachers teaching in schools made it imperative to provide in-service 
training to improve their knowledge and skill. In-service training was mostly provided 
on a part-time basis. A small proportion of teachers, however, were given one to two 
years to study full time with pay. Special kinds of training institutions known as 
colleges of education and schools for teacher refresher courses were established to 
provide in-service training to teachers. In 1980, there were 30 national-level colleges 
of education (almost one in each province or municipality directly under the central 
administration), and 2,000 county-level schools of education. Report in the mid-1980s 
cites a figure of 4,000 such colleges and schools at provincial, prefectural and county 
levels providing training for on-the-job teachers. In comparison, the total number of 
existing regular teacher-training institutes was quoted as 1,189. The number of 
colleges and schools of education established to provide in-service training was more 
than three times the number of pre-service training institutes. In the 1980s, efforts 
were made to ensure high status to these colleges and schools of education. It was 
officially announced that all colleges of education at provincial level had an equal 
status as regular higher teacher-training institutes; all colleges of education at regional 
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level equal statue with pre-service teacher training schools; and all schools of eduction 
at prefectural level were given the same status as the pre-service secondary teacher¬ 
training schools. 
Two networks of nationwide scale were also established during the 1980s: 
Television teacher education college was established to prepare and improve elementa¬ 
ry teachers, and correspondence programs were expanded for teachers preparation and 
refreshment. 
In addition to establishment of institutions for educational purpose, more 
measures were taken to improve teacher’s image, such as setting up a national 
Teacher’s Day to advocate the respect of teachers, and promise to raise teachers’ 
salaries. 
Achievements And Problems in Transformation of 
Educational Financing System 
There were objectives achieved during this period in light of changes in the 
educational financing mechanism, which had evolved in response to the reorientation 
of economic policies and the political and social transformation. 
These changes in financing mechanism reinforced the decentralization efforts of 
the central authority in administrative and planning structures, to stimulate the local 
enterprises initiatives. 
The localities and community would take more responsibility in training 
manpower that was most needed and appropriate to local development. In addition to 
state funding and local government revenues, new resources were developed such as 
commissioned training and commissioned research. Consequently reform in curricu- 
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lum and even school structure followed in the transformation process of the overall 
economic and political structures, so that they could meet the need for the local 
development. Meanwhile, educated youths should be well prepared for employment at 
the local manpower market. With increase of the initiatives of the localities and 
communities regarding educational financing, more opportunities would be open to the 
local youth. 
The development of local revenue resources released the state from budget 
crisis. Emphasis on local revenue resources would adjust inappropriate state budget 
distribution and unbalanced allocation of educational budget to different levels and 
different kinds of education. 
But it was controversial whether the achievements of the changes in education¬ 
al finance were paying off the costs of the transition. Four sets of problems surfaced 
in the process of education reform during the 1980s. The first set of problems were a 
lack of educational attainment owing to the state’s failure to prioritize educational 
undertakings. The second set of problems can subsequently be cluster around equality 
in regard to economic consideration. The third set of problems focuses on program and 
curricular discrepancy between state modernization ambition and social demands, and 
also between political intervention and education that was economic oriented and less 
political sensitive. The fourth set of problems concern the teacher crisis which was 
worsened owing to low pay, falling status and meager benefits (Robinson, 1991, pp. 
178-186). 
Regarding education attainment, while lack of funding to education was a 
perennial problem, the lack of means of proportionate distribution of educational funds 
made the problem more acute. Rural schools, compared to their urban counterparts, 
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which had been in a disadvantaged position, generally were not able to compete with 
urban institutions in attracting external funds, fell farther behind. 
The gap between urban and rural schools was enlarged in and after the 
economic transition officially started in 1979, and the education reform afterwards by 
a trend that number of schools and enrollment increased in the urban areas while 
decreased in the rural areas. The decline of elementary and secondary schools and 
students, especially in the rural areas, can be explained by citing the success in birth 
control. However, the birth control campaign was not as successful in the rural areas 
as in the urban areas for the reasons that the rural population were more likely to 
believe it was important to have boys to keep the family name, and they became more 
dependent on their own manpower after the agricultural decollectivization. If the 
decline of numbers of schools and students in cities could be accounted for by birth 
control, the decline of rural schools and students were attributed to the agricultural 
policies and the education that was needed in family centered production after the 
collective farm collapsed. Education could not contribute to immediate improvement 
of productivity nor direct income. 
The government’s stint spending on education compared to other sectors 
belittled education of no importance, and rural schools received even less financial 
support and their quality worsened. Before the agricultural reform in the early 1980s, 
in some rural areas dropout rate was high and enrollment was low. The dropout rate 
was generally higher in rural areas than in urban areas, primarily because of poverty. 
Owing to restrictive residency regulations, high academic achievements at the upper 
high school was the only way to higher education, and therefore, "to escape from the 
countryside". The rest of the rural students saw secondary education as terminal, who 
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merely took the chance to screw around for two years until returning to their villages 
and taking part in labor (Rosen, 1984, pp. 84; Robinson, 1991, p. 180). After the 
agricultural reform, especially the reform in employment, the immigration regulation 
was lifted. But as the market economy developed, it might make economic sense 
from the state perspective to put money into key schools rather than poor quality rural 
education, which made the rural students less able to compete their urban peers in 
strict entrance examinations to higher education and then in future job search. After 
the reforms, the Chinese rural population still thought the education could offer them 
little chance either to attain higher education or for a job rather than farming at their 
villages, in spite of a freer migration policy. 
In the 1980s the state was constantly trying to reduce its financial contribution, 
and the financial pressure was switched to the schools through the introduction of 
education taxes and various fees on the local population. Under the household 
responsibility system after the collective farm was dismantled, the costs of rural 
schools were mainly loaded upon individual peasants’s households in either monetary 
form or labor. Meanwhile, as agriculture prospering under the household responsibili¬ 
ty system, the opportunity costs of the rural children were taken into serious consider¬ 
ation. 
In regard to equality to access to educational investment, the difficulty in local 
elementary and secondary education budget was coupled by discontinuing school run 
farms and workshops which had contributed to educational revenues. Many schools, 
particularly in the rural areas, were shut down or emerged into other schools simply 
owing to poor quality and unqualified teachers. 
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Transition of economic infrastructure from planning to market oriented 
economy and decentralization in educational financing contributed to urban/rural 
disparity. Regional differences had been strengthened with economic considerations, 
although the state had promised to keep provision of financial aids to some poor areas. 
The state once attempted to withdraw state funds from rural schools, so that limited 
state education budget could be concentrated on keypoint schools, to leave the rural 
elementary and secondary schools on their own. Although rural local schools had not 
totally been out of state payroll, they had mainly depended on their own resources. 
Compared to the sharp decline of rural elementary and secondary education 
which had brought down the total number of schools and students in elementary and 
secondary education, the tertiary education experienced the highest expansion. Parallel 
to the sharp urban/rural disparity which shows the investment tendency of the state as 
well as the society in favor of urban education, the new funding system promoted 
vertical differentiation between all levels of education and the hierarchical structure 
within each level of education. The upper level in each layer of the educational 
hierarchy enjoyed a higher priority than the lower level, in the reforms. For instance, 
the upper secondary schools in the academic stream enjoyed more priority than lower 
classes, for it was widely considered that higher classes of education could bring back 
the outlays more easily and faster than the lower level classes. 
To the state, giving priority to development of tertiary education, at least in a 
short term, could provide professional personnel that was in urgent need, and could 
increase the opportunity for upper secondary school graduates to enter the next higher 
level of school system. This likelihood was largely restricted to graduates of key- 
point schools, most of which were located in urban districts which were mostly 
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inhabited by Party or government officials and prominent intellectuals, and where 
institutions of higher education and institutions of research were located. 
The third problems was the gap between mainstream academic education and 
vocational education. To promote economic development, reform of secondary 
education aiming at a more diversified structure, mainly in favor of vocational 
technical education, took place at the upper level of secondary education. This transi¬ 
tion was conducted in two ways. The first was to integrate vocational education into 
general secondary curricula, and the second was to transform general secondary 
schools into vocational and technical schools. The two patterns of transformation were 
most likely to take place in non-keypoint secondary schools. These changes were 
driven by market forces with diversified financial resources, with little state mandated 
allocation of funds. In the process of transformation of secondary schools, differentia¬ 
tion between the two tracks of education was further enforced. Owing to the state’s 
preference and influence of tradition, these keypoint schools, whose curricula were 
closely related to college entrance examination, enjoyed high prestige and all kinds of 
privileges, including access to various financial resources. The academic track 
continued to be dominant over the vocational education among upper secondary 
schools, only a tiny proportion of whose graduates could succeed in entering tertiary 
education. 
Vocational education and technical education were merely encouraged in 
rhetoric. Little financial support, or technical advice could be provided by the state. 
In towns and cities of the 1980s, it would be very difficult for schools to attain high 
quality education and provide very interesting courses without state support. In spite 
of rhetorical urge for vocational education, the differences between the mainstream and 
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vocational education were easily felt. The non-priority schools also felt neglected, and 
so did the junior sector and the lower classes of the priority schools in the keypoint 
stream. Students’ and teachers’ morale in these schools was generally very low, for 
their students saw scarce chance to go on to college or find a good job. The teachers 
felt lesser respected, because they were thought failure and disqualified among all the 
teachers whose status had already fallen. 
Consequently the teacher crisis remained the fourth part of the multi-dimen¬ 
sional problem that can be related to historical analysis, current economic develop¬ 
ment, and the demographic and political situation. The crisis of teacher shortages can 
be explained by negative social attitudes towards the teaching profession, especially at 
the primary and secondary level, low financial return to the teaching profession, poor 
working conditions, over-load teaching tasks, and meager benefits. 
The negative social attitude has a historical explanation. The teacher crisis 
primarily accounted for low state budget proportion and lack of mechanism to 
stimulate revenue for educational resources. Education in the 1980s did not benefit 
from the changes in distribution system. In terms of investment, education was not 
really considered production institution and did not receive proper investment from the 
government in the first place. Therefore, the establishment of a profit retention system 
for enterprises did not bring benefits to education, for schools did not create immedi¬ 
ate profit to be retained that would elevate the income of the its employees as in 
enterprises. In the 1980s, the average wage for teachers was far lower than in the 
other occupations and since then, the gap has constantly increased. The rural school 
teachers received even less pay. The mandated 10 percent raise of salary in 1987 for 
those who were in state payroll had little positive effect for teacher status as a whole 
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because it did not affect rural school teachers who were paid by communities and only 
received minimal amount of state subsidy. Besides, this 10 percent raise was delayed 
until late 1988, and lost to record breaking inflation. 
In order to catch up with the expansion of consumption and make up the losses 
to inflation in the 1980s, educators were encouraged to set up mechanisms of initia¬ 
tives in pursuit of profit after decentralization of the source allocation process in the 
changing market oriented economy. What the teachers could do best was to engage in 
teaching, research and consulting activities in addition to their main teaching job on 
campus. Despite the controversy caused by the money oriented second jobs, budgets 
had not increased proportionately with inflation. Neither had the income of individual 
teachers, especially that of the primary and secondary school teachers. The inflation¬ 
ary erosion of educational budget and educators’ salaries in the government’s market 
oriented economic reforms also aroused wide resentment for an actual decrease of 
financial return to educational profession. 
Moreover, the so called "remuneration for mental and manual labor has been 
reversed" in the economic reforms further devaluated teachers and teaching profession, 
and therefore, heightened the sense of demoralization. In the mid-1980s, the remuner¬ 
ation reversion was a popular topic and therefore widely spread a jingle saying that an 
atom bomb engineer was not as valuable as an egg peddler in terms of earnings, or a 
surgery doctor as valuable as barber. This sounds exaggerative, but it was partially 
true. A secondary school graduate working as a waiter in foreign venture hotel 
restaurant could have a bonus as high as 200 yuan rmb (yuan) per month which was 5 
times of his basic wage. This surpassed the average income of the faculty members in 
Beijing University. 
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Deteriorated with falling financial conditions was teachers traditional social 
status. Except for a few symbolic cases, there was scarcely opportunity for mobility, 
whether politically, economically, or socially, for teachers. Teaching became almost 
the least attractive profession. Despite the efforts to train and keep qualified teachers, 
increasing numbers of people made every possible effort to avoid teaching or to leave 
their teaching position. Institutions of education at all levels had the same problem to 
recruit high quality students. Rarely did any of the best students apply for normal 
education over its alternatives. This was a phenomenal problem, especially for the 
elementary and secondary school teachers who remained in such low regard that 
teaching in elementary and secondary schools was typically the last option of even the 
normal schools graduates. Neither were the normal universities able to attract top 
students. One extreme but not isolated example was a provincial teachers’ college that 
anticipated admitting 147 students had only one applicant (Delany & Paine, p. 30). A 
good number of people attempted either to avoid the occupation or to escape from the 
teaching position as rural youth had attempted to escape from the countryside a few 
years earlier. 
The difficulty continued even once young people were officially committed to 
teaching. Teacher education college students in the 1980s managed to "escape" from 
being assigned to "frontline" jobs in classrooms. As for teachers on the frontline, 
many desert their posts. The later 1970s and early 1980s witnessed an increase in 
teacher attrition by either going back to school for graduate degrees or transferring to 
other professions. Many of the departing teachers were the best qualified. Teacher 
quality was understandably effected by financial insecurity and this brain drain. 
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Delayed Educational Financing 
-- A Theoretical Dispute 
In regard to the classic base/superstructure relationship, the transformation of 
economic infrastructure had obvious impacts on education in two phases: policies and 
implementation. In the first phase, policies were made and ideological guidelines were 
adopted to meet certain objectives according to economic growth, and many achieve¬ 
ments were made, such as institutional re-organization, improvement of curriculum 
combination, decentralization of administration, and so on. In return, reform in 
education system also made some contributions to economic growth in the 1980s. 
In policy analysis, reforms in economic structure and in education developed 
concurrently. Having learned from its failure of the in strictly planned economy and 
revolutionary phantasm, in the 1980s the Chinese party and government adopted a 
more practical approach to China’s social and economic development. Polices were 
formulated and adopted to improve the education system to meet the demands for 
professionals and well trained work force for economic growth. The policies in both 
economic and education reforms were adopted under the same ideological guideline 
and in the same policy framework. Although the party and government policies of 
education reform came up as direct consequence of the changes in economic infra¬ 
structure, which played a determining role in re-formatting education policies, the 
relationship between two reform decisions in both education system and economic 
infrastructure was eventually something happening in the decision making process, in 
political field with ideological beliefs. Because the two reforms in chronological 
sequence were both the party and government decisions, the relationship between the 
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two decisions can not fully reveal the actual relationship between education super¬ 
structure and development of a economic base. 
The relationship was fully demonstrated in the process from policy formulation 
to implementation. In process of implementing, decisions made by the hegemonic 
group can be challenged by other ideological groups in the same social and economic 
structure by simply delaying implementing these decisions. An ideologically and 
politically predominant group may make policies and provide ideological guideline, 
but not necessarily provide work force for executive and administrative workers to 
implement the policies. These workers usually come from other ideological groups, 
especially in hierarchical societies, which represent different economic interests or 
different modes of production. The co-existence and combination of different 
ideological groups representing different social and economic forces become outstand¬ 
ing especially in transitional period of a society. In the 1980s decisions were made in 
order to reform the educational system according to the demands of economic 
development. The party’s policies represented the orientation of changes in economic 
infrastructure. They represented the tendency of development of incoming structure. 
Meanwhile, in the executive and administrative levels, even in the top echelon, there 
were not fundamental changes in educational financing system, the legacy of which 
reflected the remnants of outgoing economic system in education. The differences 
between policies and implementation reveals a theoretical dispute that had long been 
discussed in economic of education: whether education should be regarded as con¬ 
sumption goods or as investment goods. In most cases, for national accounting and 
budget planning purposes at the executive level, educational finance had been treated 
as consumption goods regardless of the party’s theoretical advocate that it should be 
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regarded as investment which would be added to capital stock in order to enable re¬ 
production at some future period. 
Difficulties existed in objective conditions in economic structure which also 
confined the progress in the educational financing system. Losing control of conven¬ 
tional revenue after economic management was transferred to local governments and 
enterprises diminished the state’s efforts to keep the education budget. And the panic 
inflation in the economic reform exacerbated the financial difficulties. The difficulty 
in the implementation process also reveals the gap between education superstructure 
and actual conditions of the economic base. 
In the 1980s, the major problem still lay in the difference between policies in 
favor of a change in educational financing system and tendency to maintain the 
traditional system and delay the changes at the high level of administration. Transfor¬ 
mation was successfully accomplished and improvements were achieved in many 
systems, such as curriculum depoliticization, expansion of vocational education, 
student admission and employment systems. But the educational funding system 
lingered far behind, which became the bottleneck to block further reform in education. 
Although educational financing lagged in education reform, and therefore 
delayed the educational reforms, the slow progress of the educational financing system 
did not go counter to the trend of reform in education policies. Discrepancy and 
incongruity between the policies and actual progress in specific sections, educational 
financing for instance. But the inconcurrence did not turn into agonistic confrontation 
as during the Cultural Revolution, when differences between factions within the party 
had turned into brutal struggles and political purge. The compromise between the 
policies and implementation can have the following explanations: From the policy 
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making perspective in spite of successful reform in economic areas, agricultural 
decoliectivization and decentralization in enterprise management, state owned enter¬ 
prises were still in domination. And the leadership understood that although change 
was inevitable, it would be a long way to go to accomplish transformation of state 
economy, and different modes of production and ownership co-exited and would co¬ 
exist. Therefore, different ideologies also would co-exist simultaneously. Having 
learned from the past, the leadership repudiated the ideas of class struggle and 
struggles within the party, and tried to adhere to persuasive means to solve the 
disputes in the party and government. 
In practical terms, the reform in the 1980s took place in such a society and it 
was such a drastic transition that hardly had anybody had experience of it nor could 
anybody provide a complete theory or specific scheme for its implementation. The 
leadership was aware of its own incapability of providing specific directions for 
reform in all sections, including educational financing. 
From the implementation perspective, whatever ideology the implementers 
might hold, they did not go counter to the overall reform. Reluctant to follow up with 
policies in the reform for whatever motivation and reason, the delay of change in 
implementation never turned into agnostic confrontation and violent resistance against 
the policies of reform during the 1980s. This made it a striking contrast with the 
earlier years of the regime. In the 1950s and 60s the leadership was respected for the 
heroic history, but not necessarily accepted for its ideology. Although transformation 
of ownership of means of production did not meet direct resistance as that in the 
Soviet Union during the 1930s, to diminish the class of previous owners of school 
system and the differences in ideological superstructure turned into violent upheavals 
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all through the Cultural Revolution. As a contrast, in the 1980s the need for a reform 
in every aspect of the Chinese life was felt after the ten years turmoil. The policies in 
favor of education reform prevailed over the implemented, administrators at various 
levels of government, teachers, and masses. 
Regarding educational financing, the inclination of administration at various 
levels towards cooperation rather than confrontation was first of all attributed to the 
successful reforms in economic substructure and dramatic economic growth, which 
created a need for reform in school structure. And in turn, under the transitional 
school structure, the economic system in education, financing education to be more 
specific, must be changed in accordance. 
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CHAPTER VII 
EDUCATION PLANNING AND EMPLOYMENT IN TRANSITION 
The education policies evolved above all in response to the social and econom¬ 
ic changes in China starting in 1979. As Henze remarks that regarding correlation of 
economic and educational reforms, the link existed "primarily at the macroeconomic 
level between measures to reform the employment system and those intended to 
reorganize labor-force planning" (Henze, 1992, p.lll). 
The economic growth and transition of economic structure inspired a need for 
the economy to change its employment system at the beginning of 1980s. In the 
process of economic reform and readjustment of the urban economy, the employment 
system was apparently inappropriate to economic structural development. In the 1980s 
the staffing imbalance in business was severely felt, reflected in redundant personnel 
in some enterprises and fields and personnel shortages in others, redundancy in some 
geographical areas and shortages in others. Some enterprises and businesses were 
overstaffed with non-professionals and non-skilled workers, but lacking professionals 
while other enterprises were overstaffed with professionals. A survey estimates that in 
the urban economy in the mid-1980s fifteen to twenty percent of the urban work force 
was redundant, which made up 15 million urban workers across the country 
(Reynolds, 1987, p. 149). China was in serious need of skilled labor and profession¬ 
als, as personnel in position was generally under qualified (Hawkridge & McCormick, 
1983, p. 162). 
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Education in Full Employment 
The existing employment system before the reform corresponded with the 
planned economy, which was intended to meet economic, ideological and political 
objectives. Economically, the unified employment system started along with the 
magnitude reconstruction campaign during the First Five Year Plan in the early 1950s. 
In the 1950s, the establishment of state industry, confiscation of capitalist enterprises 
and capital previously owned by the nationalist government, and collectivization of 
private business in the urban areas, made it possible for the state to have full control 
of not only production and marketing, but also of labor allocation and employment, 
and relate it with social welfare system. 
Ideological Background 
Ideologically, full employment is eventually a variant of capitalist economy 
which can be traced back to the Marxian theory of political economy. Employment in 
capitalist economy reflects the class relations in production and ownership of the 
material substances of production. The relationship between classes, ideology of 
different classes, technology and job structure in the labor market are, in turn, 
influenced by the behavior of these classes and groups. The existence of class and the 
relationship between the classes form a dialectical circle: the development of the 
institutional parameter itself is the result of interactions and relationships between 
classes with different interests. The radical theories argue that 
a full-employment policy would require all labour gaining political 
power at the expense of owners of capital in order to change hiring 
practices and the hiring/firing prerogatives of management, as well as 
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the kinds of technology that are adopted to produce goods (Carnoy, 
1977, p. 37). 
It is to the benefit of the capitalists that workers are thrown into the reserve army of 
the unemployed in order to keep the wages low. In Marxian political economics, the 
productive relations are determined by the development of productive forces in human 
history. But once a type of productive relationship is formed, it may in turn react on 
productive forces. In capitalist economy the development of production is constrained 
not by the productivity, nor by education level of workers, but by the need to produce 
the existing social relations of production. Thus, employment policy is determined by 
the labor market, not by the characteristics of workers in the markets. 
In orthodox theory, unemployment results, when a competitive equilibrium is 
interfered with in product markets or labor market, so that the prices of factor input 
are distorted. Government policy sometimes is the factor of intervention. Contrary to 
the orthodox theory, the radical theory asserts that the state is a powerful force in 
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aiding capitalists to maintain profits. Therefore, employment (and unemployment) is 
not a technological problem, nor a problem of human capital characteristics of 
workers, rather it is a political issue, a problem of the economic infrastructure and of 
ownership, who owns not only the products, but also the means of production. 
Therefore, public ownership is the solution to unemployment and social inequality, and 
a full employment economy is a variant of capitalist economy, which involves severe 
government intervention and planning. 
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Economic Background 
China’s full employment system developed alongside industrial nationalization 
and collectivization of the urban and business in the 1950s. The state began expan¬ 
ding job appointments with college graduates, then secondary vocational school gradu¬ 
ates, and later, demobilized military personnel. After socialist transformation of 
private enterprises and businesses in 1956, the state took over all the responsibility of 
assigning jobs to those employees of the former private enterprises. Subsequently, self 
employment and job search by one’s own efforts was replaced by planned placement 
and unified job assignment. In 1957, a government regulation emphasized that 
working units should make every effort to settle their extra employees. Since then, no 
working unit was allowed to lay off its permanent employees (in contrast to provision¬ 
al workers) before they were fully prepared to leave. This was the beginning of 
employment system that was practiced for decades before the reforms in the 1980s. In 
this system, state enterprises and government agencies, as well as the collectives were 
prohibited from laying off their extra employees. All enterprises and institutions were 
encouraged to employ permanent workers rather than provisional workers as well. 
These rules created a full employment system, which was cynically named "iron rice 
bowl.” 
In addition to employment security, the system boasted high consumption by 
offering state and collective employees many welfare benefits including health insur¬ 
ance and retirement pensions. Most state enterprises provided housing to their 
employees with extremely low rent. In-service training and education were provided 
with no charge. Most large enterprises ran a few elementary and secondary schools 
for the children of their employees with better quality school buildings and equipment. 
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The enjoyable benefits resulted in a swelling state expenditure over decades. A 
study estimated that in 1984 the urban workers wages accounted for 63 percent with 
various benefits accounting for 37 percent, of the total income. This was fairly high 
compared to other countries. And the state expenditure on various welfare programs 
and subsidies of wages were increasing (Huang & Yang, 1987, p. 148). 
China’s Two-track Education in Its Full Employment System 
Education was shaped in this condition according to manpower planning in a 
full employment economy. Manpower planning was explored for setting employment 
and labor policies, for recruitment, and for labor allocation. In China as in all socialist 
countries education was centrally planned to fit into centrally planned employment, 
and in turn, into the planned economy. 
China’s full employment system was implemented in two ways. The first was 
public sector direct employment, state direct employment, and the second, the public 
financing cooperatives employment. In the first category, employment was directly 
under the state plan and financial support of education was directly linked with state 
employment. Therefore, a great proportion of the government investment went to 
public sector. It was an advantage of socialist economy that the central government 
had control over the economy as a whole, and the state’s direct personnel control 
supposedly could provide jobs effectively and quickly. Education and training were 
directly linked with employment. Because the greatest portion of the economy 
belonged to the public sector and was controlled by the central government, the state 
was more likely to give priority to education and training programs for public sector 
needs. 
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The other category of employment was public financing of producers coopera¬ 
tives as a subsidy and a means of creating employment. In China’s economy, 
producers co-operatives did not really depend on state financing, but rather relied on 
themselves. Public financing took place almost only when financial support is in 
critical need or in certain areas such as sending technicians to where they were 
seriously needed, who had received better education or training and who were on the 
state payroll as some of the teachers I mentioned in the previous chapter. In many 
under-developed socialist countries producers cooperatives in agriculture consisted of 
the great majority of the population, and contributed to great proportion of the national 
economy, in terms that it absorbed a great proportion of employment in the whole 
economy. But, because this sector was primarily traditional agricultural and handcraft 
manufacturing in the rural areas, it absorbed limited educated employees. Also 
because the productive structure was relatively simple, there were fewer high tech and 
academic education and training programs in this sector, and it likely had a tendency 
to be neglected in education. 
China is a society with two diametrically contradictory traditions. One is the 
hierarchical culture developed through a long history. The other is the pro-egalitarian¬ 
ism in defiance of the mainstream social order. In China’s political, social and 
economic contexts of the past decade, educational development strategy was likely to 
face a dilemma: A shortage of skilled manpower created the need for two-track educa¬ 
tion, which was to produce a prestigious intellectual class and to make the masses 
literate. But this was repudiated by two sides. On one hand, people were traditionally 
biased against vocational education in favor of higher education because vocational 
secondary education could only provide skilled workers and craftsmen while higher 
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education provided official intellectuals who enjoyed more benefits in terms of social 
status, security, career opportunities, and even study abroad besides higher income. 
On the other hand, pro-egalitarianism in the planned economy and uniform educational 
system made the inequality between the two educational packages irrational. The 
Chinese society as a whole had been reluctant to accept an educational structure 
consisting of two separate and mutually exclusive streams. But the irrational develop¬ 
ment of academic track education led to inequality between elite schools and disadvan¬ 
taged schools. 
Both the two-track educational structure and two-kind-labor-system formula 
were attacked by the radicals in China’s educational history by simply terminating the 
structure. The radical solution during the Cultural Revolution in an extreme example, 
was a uniform education that emphasized practice over academic knowledge and 
offered some variation on the practical work-study theme for everyone with the 
structure of general education. The attempt to solve the inequality between the two 
education streams, or, as criticized during the Cultural Revolution, two-kind-of- 
education, was a political solution, which was to proletarianize the whole education 
system as well as anything else, instead of improve the system. The proletarianization 
of education system failed in terms of training the needed personnel. The graduates 
had difficulty integrating into the employment system due to lack of vocational 
qualification. The educational policies and practice in the past created a predicament 
in which the society did not feel the need for a vocational education since there had 
not been an economy that was in urgent need of vocational training, meanwhile, the 
radical variation of vocational and technical training first during the Great Leap years 
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and then the Cultural Revolution was more based on political motivation than econom¬ 
ics. 
Need for A Change in Employment System 
Two trends in the 1980s’ reform contributed to the changes in the employment 
system: decentralization in administrative control and privatization in economic 
infrastructure. But the correlation between economic changes and educational policies 
was not "deterministically a one-way dictation" (Cheng, K., 1986, p.226). The efforts 
made to reform the educational system also became a catalyst for changes in economic 
structure. The limits also posed constraints for economic reform. This section is 
intended to discuss the correlation between the changes in employment system and the 
reform in education for labor force. 
It was the economic growth which started in early 1980s that created a need 
for expertise. A national census for skilled manpower, long term projections and 
regional studies only confirmed what had been suspected earlier. China had an overall 
shortage of skilled manpower, and personnel in position were in general under 
qualified (Henze, 1992, p.137). When the country began devoting itself to economic 
and technological development in the late 1970s and early 1980s, there was a vacuum 
of expertise in various fields of knowledge and skills. The large deficit below the 
higher-education level and a gap between the age group of specialists were painfully 
felt, especially in the fields of management, business, law and many others. In 1983, 
of 1,200,000 persons in financial and economic management structure, only 100, 000 
had ever been trained in universities since 1949. It was estimated that by 1990, 
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3,000,000 persons would be needed in these fields (Hawkridge & McCormick, 1983, 
p.162). 
In the context of China’s attempt to develop its economy, the society not only 
felt an urgent need for skilled manpower and expertise, but also the decentralization 
and regionalization in planning and investment, entrustment of autonomy to enterprises 
in employment, and development of township and village non-agriculture enterprises 
created a possibility to drastic growth of vocational education in the 1980s. 
Development of Vocational Education in The Transition 
The diversification of educational structure mainly took place in secondary 
schools in the cities by introducing vocational education into general curriculum. 
Later, some upper secondary schools were transformed into vocational secondary 
schools, agricultural schools and vocational technical schools from general secondary 
schools. Generally speaking, these transformed schools were dis-privileged academic 
track schools with very low percentage of their graduates entering higher level of 
education. Being transformed into vocational technical schools, these new vocational 
schools were distinct from the traditional technical and specialized schools under the 
related ministries which had been established during the 1950s and restored after the 
Cultural revolution. The major characteristics that made the new schools different 
from the old ones can be summarized as follow: (1) The new vocational schools were 
not directly under the state plan, or even out of local development plan of vocational 
or technical education. They still kept their status as general secondary schools; (2) 
They were financed by the state only as general secondary schools. They had to find 
extra budget to make up the difference for running as vocational/technical schools; (3) 
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The curricula were mainly decided by the schools according to social demands with 
advice and guidance of local government education agencies; (4) The graduates of 
these vocational technical schools were not assigned to jobs by state organs. Instead, 
they could be recommended for jobs. But the state organs did not have any responsi¬ 
bility for their job security. 
In the 1980s, vocational/technical education was used to denote a variety of 
formal and non formal educational institutions primarily on the secondary level and 
few of adult education. All these institutions can be classified into four main catego¬ 
ries: (1) specialized schools, (2) worker training schools, (3) vocational and agricultur¬ 
al schools, (4) training centers for vocational technical education. 
Specialized schools comprised secondary technical schools and secondary 
normal schools, which were to train intermediate level specialists to work in fields of 
importance for national economy. This group of schools were basically established 
during the pre-Cultural Revolution years under the state construction plan. During the 
10 years of Cultural Revolution they all stopped operating. Since 1976, some of them 
had been restored, and some had joined other schools or higher technical institutions. 
Whether established before or after the Cultural Revolution, this category of special¬ 
ized technical schools operated under the state plan in the framework of technical 
education model set up during the First Five Year plans in the 1950s and 60s, with the 
Soviet aid. 
Up to the 1980s, this group of specialized schools enjoyed the most privileges 
among all the secondary vocational/technical schools in a number of aspects. First, 
most of them were directly operated and financed by related specialized ministries 
under the State Council (central government) or through their regional (often provin- 
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cial) bureaus. They enjoyed more budgetary advantages than did the vocational 
schools in the other categories and general secondary schools. Thanks to budgetary 
advantage these schools were better equipped and the faculty was generally stronger in 
terms of quality and quantity. In the 1980s these schools were authorized to confer 
associate professorship to their teaching staff. Students were accepted on the basis of 
regionally administered entrance examinations, usually shortly after the national 
uniform university entrance examination. A few of these schools recruited their 
students on the basis of applicants’ scores in university entrance examination. 
Therefore, a good number of these schools had been regarded as precollegiate schools. 
Thirdly, graduates from these schools had job security. They were assigned jobs in 
the 1980s as their alumni of earlier classes before the Cultural Revolution had been, 
according to state plans. They were employed as cadres in state enterprises and 
specialized administrations or as junior technicians, doing almost the same work as 
most of the college graduates except that they received a little lower salary than those 
college graduates and they had fewer chances than their colleagues assigned from 
colleges in promotion. 
Just as the specialized schools were responsible for training intermediate 
specialists, workers training schools were supposed to train skilled workers in the 
1980s. In the 1950s and 60s, workers training schools, also similar to the specialized 
schools, were established for training skilled manpower for the modern industrial 
sector built up with the Soviet aids, particularly in heavy industry and military 
industry. Because they were strictly in the state’s hands, the state also controlled job 
assignment of students, upon graduation. 
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In the process of urban reforms, localities and enterprises acquired more 
autonomy in administration, investment, production, employment and salary of the 
workers. State administrations (usually through related specialized ministries and 
provincial bureaus) were no longer responsible for job assignment of students from 
these schools. The responsibility was now in the hands of localities who were more 
informed about local demand for manpower. Graduates were responsible for them¬ 
selves in job placement, with assistance and consults from labor organizations. 
Along with the changes in industrial management, in production in the tradi¬ 
tional industries, and also job placement of the graduates from workers training 
schools, were curricular reform in these schools. In the past curriculum was designed 
to fit the state industrial development plan. Now it had to meet the specific needs for 
skills and knowledge in labor market. 
As I discussed in the previous chapter, changes happened at the secondary level 
education focused on transformation of general secondary education of both upper and 
lower secondary schools from general education institutions to institutions of mixed 
classes and curricula, and institutions of vocational education, which was the most 
striking reforms at the secondary level education. 
If the reestablishment and expansion of specialized secondary schools and 
workers training schools aimed at releasing tension of middle-level skilled manpower 
shortage (Cheng K., 1986, p. 261) in modem industrial sector (basically public sector 
in China before mid-1980s), occurrence of vocational classes in regular secondary 
schools and later transformation of some of the general secondary schools into 
vocational schools was to quench the thirst for employment mostly in service industry 
that had been irritated with the economic prosperity that started in early 1980s. The 
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transformation was realized with two favorite requisites: First, serious youth unem¬ 
ployment owing to economic stagnation during the Cultural Revolution was exacerbat- 
i 
ed by an older group of young educated coming back to the cities after years of re¬ 
education by the peasants since 1968. Second, the central government allowed 
localities more autonomy in personnel management and opened up labor market, 
including self employment. General secondary schools had some advantages in 
running vocational classes, or to be transferred into vocational schools, to meet social 
demands, which conventional specialized secondary schools and workers training 
schools did not have: (1) General secondary schools had never been related to direct 
employment in the state employment system. They were not constrained by the state’s 
quota of job appointment; (2) There was more maneuver for adjustment both in 
school structure and curriculum to train manpower to fill the job slots in labor market, 
especially in light and service industries where the traditional education under the state 
plan had a high deficit in terms of labor provision. 
Before the reforms, academic track secondary schools outnumbered vocational 
schools by 96 versus 4, and only 4 percent of the graduates from the academic track 
secondary schools could be accepted in universities. Thanks to the social demands, 
society at large welcomed the combination of regular academic track education and 
vocational education in general secondary schools and the transition of general 
secondary schools into vocational schools. Great majority of the secondary school 
graduates would not enjoy the benefits that the university students definitely enjoyed 
in school and after graduation, such as social security, medical care, retirement 
pension, housing subsidy and many others, since China’s social security and the other 
benefits were basically included into the state employment package and was realized 
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through state employment. It was a mixed feeling to be accepted into the new type of 
vocational education. In the traditional school system before reform, students in 
higher education and vocational and specialized secondary schools started to enjoy part 
of these benefit as potential state employees, such as medical insurance and free 
boarding house. Those who were out of the state payroll were not covered, even in 
the urban areas, let alone peasants. In the new category of vocational education, 
students enjoyed none of the benefits nor prestigious social status. 
However, following the changes in economic arena, according to social 
demands for specialists, reforms in school structure and curricular composition also 
took place in higher education accordingly. In the period 1971-76 between 7.4% and 
8.2% of all institutions belonged to the category of general universities; in 1988 this 
was reduced to 4.6%. During the same period the proportion of specialized tertiary 
institutions increased, especially in the formerly neglected areas of economics and 
finance. The latter formed 1.6% of institutions in 1976 and 7.4% in 1988. Teacher 
training institutions increased from 14.8% to 24.8% in the same period, while medical 
schools decreased from 22.7% in 1978 to 11.1% in 1988. (ZGJYTJNJ, 1988, p. 24; 
Henze, 1992, p. 126). 
Opening the labor market and lifting the ban of migration, spurred school 
structural and curricula changes, and in turn, spurred demand for a change in the 
college student job placement, and vice versa. But the verdict on college student job 
placement was not unanimously, nor unreservedly, welcomed. The responses to the 
demand for reform of college graduate job assignment were mixed and contradictory. 
On one hand, state job assignments for college graduates as well as state employment 
was widely disfavored for lack of flexibility and for employment barriers that blocked 
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transfer of personnel between different work units and ownerships, in particular profes¬ 
sional personnel. For most Chinese professionals, employment in a working unit was 
life long. 
In spite of individual interest, the planned professional job placement had been 
problematic in terms of efficient utilization of the talents of these professional 
workers. In a survey of 400 enterprises in the mid-1980s, skilled workers and 
professionals were in severe shortage in many of these enterprises while there was a 
surplus of auxiliary employees. In Chinese enterprise’s terms, auxiliary worker refers 
to all those whose work is not immediately related to the production process of the 
main products of the enterprises, including staff working in administration. Enterpr¬ 
ises’ administration was usually a combination of administrative headquarter and 
business management while often only a very small proportion of the staff members in 
the headquarter had been formally educated with managerial knowledge of modern 
enterprises or business, or technology. Trained specialists were redundant in some 
enterprises and areas, but in others, the needed skilled and professional workers could 
not move in, simply because the slots had been filled. An estimated fifteen million 
workers were needed to switch jobs nationwide (Huang, & Yang, 1987, p. 149). The 
problem had not attracted much attention of the leadership. Complaints were brushed 
aside as personal dissatisfactions. 
Overwhelming favor of reform was put in a state of suspension by fear of 
losing job security and many other benefits from the state employment. A friend told 
me that in a meeting with Li Tieying, head of the State Eduction Commission, in the 
late 1980s, when asked whether there was any one who would rather not to accept 
state job placement and pursue a job by himself, none of hundreds of attendants from 
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Beijing University, China’s top university, raised a hand to respond. Generally 
speaking, it is true that in job market, the freest choices naturally go to the most 
popular and best-paying employers, on the one hand, and to the top students from the 
leading schools on the other. But it was understandable that students from Beijing 
University did not want to try the risk of missing good luck from state job placement, 
because it was also true that the graduates from leading universities would usually be 
assigned to the best positions. 
Another argument lay in the suspicion of the fairness of the job assignment re¬ 
form that society was not really ready for a fair open labor market because there was 
no fair competition in finding employment. In a society and an economy in transition, 
bureaucratic management and traditional social connections played (and still do) a 
significant, if not determinative, role. The best opportunities were still open to those 
who had strong backgrounds either in professional society or in bureaucratic society. 
Discussion was openly held on reform of job assignment of university gradu¬ 
ates along with general employment all through the 1980s. State job assignment for 
university graduates basically remained intact, although some flexible arrangement 
were experimented, such as placement of graduates from the commissioned training 
program I discussed above, which was out of state plan. The most noteworthy change 
in the late 1980s might be so called "two-way selection", in which, at a macro¬ 
planning level, the state plans were still in effect. Most graduates continued to be 
assigned jobs according to these plans. Nevertheless, potential employers were given 
an opportunity to survey the field of prospective qualified college graduates, within the 
parameters fixed by the plan, and select as they preferred. Graduates were also given 
more choices, within certain limits. In this practice, all sides — employer, students, 
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and their schools -- could veto any proposed match. This practice was intended to 
serve as a transition from planned job assignment to open labor market in regard to 
university graduates placement. It is predicted that by the mid 1990s most graduates 
from China’s higher education will have the freedom to choose their jobs. Only a 
minority of its college students necessary for the hard-to-fill occupational quotas will 
be assigned jobs by the state. But it can be easily predicted that some incentives, 
most probably substantial, say, monetary rather than purely spiritual which were most 
depended on in the past, will be employed to fulfill the task. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION 
The development in education reform throughout the 1980s not only arrived at 
a conclusion that the changes in education were related to transformation in economic 
infrastructure, and that the changes in economic infrastructure were decisive in the 
relationship in an ultimate analysis, it also provided insights into how the changes in 
education related to the development in economic infrastructure as well as other social 
and policy factors. 
Unlike in the 1950s, the post revolution years, when reform in the educational 
system was related to transfer of ownership of productive property, the reform of 
education in the 1980s was based on need for training manpower for economic 
growth. In the 1950s and 60s, after radical changes in the political power structure 
and after productive means was transferred from private ownership to state ownership, 
the whole superstructure, including education, needed to be transformed to serve the 
political structure and to serve improving productivity. In the urban areas, private 
schools were, step by step, closed down, or merged, or turned in to joint business with 
the state, as in industry. Meanwhile, with the public sector prevailing in economy, the 
public school system was established and became predominant in educational structure. 
By the middle 1950s, the whole educational system had been put under the control of 
the state. 
The reforms both in the earlier years of the regime and in the 1980s were 
under government control, while in the 1950s and 60s the economic transformation 
initially aimed at changing the relation of production, or the ownership of means of 
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production. In the earlier years, the objective of education was to accelerate and 
reinforce the changes. Education was linked to economic development primarily 
pertaining to the changes of the relations of production and strengthen the new 
relations. The political campaigns, oscillating policies, establishment of new systems, 
and efforts to reinforce the establishment were initiated to liberate the work force from 
the constraints of capitalist relations of production, under the guidance of the ideologiy 
of the communist party, based on the criticism of capitalist economy. 
As a contrast, education reform in the 1980s was directly motivated by the 
demands for improvement of productivity to follow the drastic development in the 
economic infrastructure. In economic reform, the objective was not first to change the 
ownership of production, depriving private owners of their capital and productive 
property and transferring it to the state, as in the 1950s and 60s. In the 1980s the 
changes in economic infrastructure were initiated to increase productivity. 
The education reform during the 1980s was based on the need for specialists 
and professionals in the tide of economic transformation and growth. The need for 
specialists and professionals created an urgent demand for improvement of educational 
efficiency and for a work force. Education policies were adopted to achieve the 
objectives, and measures were taken. All through the 1980s, policies in education 
were developed in order to follow the drastic changes in economic structure, and also 
to be implemented in social and cultural conditions which had developed through 
history. Therefore, the development of education reform was influenced not only by 
economic factors of the 1980s, but also by other factors from the past. Imbalanced 
school allocation in terms of curricula combination owing to traditional bias against 
vocational education was an good example. Stagnation of teachers education in the 
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1980s owing to deteriorating social status throughout the past decades was another 
example. Meanwhile, changes in the educational system also propelled development 
in economic infrastructure conversely in the process of reforms. The freed labor 
market and migration, and growing service industry in the urban areas stimulated a re¬ 
combination of curriculum structure, and vocational and specialized education devel¬ 
oped in general secondary schools rapidly. In return, development of vocational 
education enlarged the labor market and accelerated reform in the employment system. 
As Cheng remarks, the relationship between economic development and education 
reform in the 1980s was "not a one way dictation" and "would become a catalyst for 
economic reform" (Cheng, K, 1986, p. 266). 
The reforms during the 1980s involved a complicated process, with many 
factors inter-related and interwoven with each other. At some point of time in the 
1980s, it would hard to say that economic changes were determining factors which 
affected education structure. Ultimately, however, the education reform of the 1980s 
was influenced by development in economic system. 
Economic Reform And Policy Changes in Education 
Policies in education, as well as in economic reform, were political decisions. 
In the 1980s, they were, to a great extent, determined by the perceptions and objec¬ 
tives of the communist party and the government as in all the political campaigns in 
the past. The education transformation in the 1980s can then also be characterized as 
a top-down reform. In regard to economic reform, it was the communist party and 
government that decided that privatization and open market would increase incentives 
in production, and therefore, productivity. Changes were needed in education to 
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produce an effective work force and professionals to meet the demands for economic 
growth. In the rural areas, collectivization was the party’s decision. Later in the 
reform of urban economy, it was also the party’s decision to decentralize the decision¬ 
making process in managerial aspects and to lift bans on private business in cities. 
After new economic policies were adopted and economic infrastructure 
undertook changes, by the middle of the 1980s, new policies were adopted in educa¬ 
tion accordingly, to transfer power to lower administrative levels or institutions, in 
management, financing, staff recruitment and student enrollment. Meanwhile, 
education was also depoliticized. Curriculum was liberalized, and a compulsory nine- 
year basic education was imposed in policy. 
If watching closely the changes in education policies, during the process of 
reforms in the 1980s, and from a historical context, we arrive at the conclusion that 
the trend of development in education appeared to be more progressive than reaction¬ 
ary. While some policies encountered difficulties and predicaments in the changing 
economy, the problems between the educational policies and economic development 
were mediative rather than confrontative. The educational policies were all primarily 
based on the changes in economic infrastructure, and were economically oriented to 
increase efficiency in the education system; this formed a striking contrast with the 
reforms during the Cultural Revolution. The reforms during the Cultural Revolution 
were motivated with political and ideological objectives instead of economic growth. 
During the Cultural Revolution, the education reform was intended to restruc¬ 
ture the entire education system on the basis of the "irregular" anti-elitist, work- 
oriented norms. Therefore, quantitative growth became the major objective, especially 
in the elementary and secondary education, and in the rural areas. In respect to the 
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institutional structure of basic education, the distinction between the academic track 
and vocational education was diminished. The keypoint schools were abolished and 
transferred to ordinary schools. All children were allowed to attend only the closest 
schools in their community. All schools were mandated to adopt the same practical 
and vocationalized curriculum. 
Since the college entrance examinations were abolished, admission was 
primarily determined by looking at applicants’ class and political background and 
required minimum two years of work experience during the Cultural Revolution. As a 
consequence, academic performance became meaningless. College students during this 
period were admitted from applicants with a considerable range of schooling, from 5 
years, with elementary school diploma, to 12 years. Despite the large range of 
experiences, the differences in knowledge background did not seem to affect class 
study too much, because class teaching and learning were cut by half and tertiary 
education was curtailed from four or five years to universally three years, with two to 
two and half months productive labor each academic year. The knowledge level in the 
curriculum was lowered to high school or even junior high school level. The underly¬ 
ing argument, as Pepper remarks, "was that China, as a Developing country, could not 
afford to acquire the highest achievements of West science and technology, nor were 
these appropriate and necessary for China’s needs" (Pepper, 1990, p. 185). But the 
actual goal of education reform during this period was to train a contingent of 
proletarian intellectuals to replace the bourgeois in the capitalist (Western) and 
revisionist (the Soviet Union) education systems. 
Certain achievements were accumulated in education reform during the Cultural 
Revolution. For example, enrollment in basic education increased significantly thanks 
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to class schedule flexibility, and more school aged children had access to education. 
Classroom teaching and learning were directly related to productive activities. To a 
certain degree, the gap between academic track education and vocational training was 
minimized, and therefore, so was the gap between traditional elite schools and other 
schools. But these achievements were more political and ideological than economical. 
Basic education was expanded during the Cultural Revolution to break the bourgeois 
monopoly over education, especially in urban areas, and to provide rural children 
equal access to education. Emphasis on combining learning and teaching with produc¬ 
tive labor aimed at ideological remolding instead of increasing academic knowledge 
and productive skills. Selection of students directly from the workers and peasants for 
higher education, and using workers and peasants for classroom teaching were primari¬ 
ly for political and ideological purity instead of expertise or increase of labor produc¬ 
tivity. Educational quality, in terms of knowledge and skill acquirement, and econom¬ 
ic development were viewed as incompatible. Therefore, intellectuals were criticized 
and the advocators of education quality in the party and government were purged in 
the name of class struggle. During the Cultural Revolution, education was combined 
with practical production in theory. In fact, it was artificially separated from econom¬ 
ic development for political reasons. Political and ideological purity were achieved by 
sacrificing the quality of education, expertise and skills. 
The policies in the education reform during the Cultural Revolution reflected 
the groundless revolutionary fantasy of the Chinese leadership. These policies during 
that period, with the political campaigns and other factors in the superstructure, jeopar¬ 
dized the economic base, and in turn, the educational system. In contrast, the reform 
in the 1980s repudiated the policies during the Cultural Revolution on almost every 
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point. The key point was to achieve the high standard that had been arrived at by the 
western industrialized countries in science and technology, because it was believed that 
high standards of science and technology were the key to economic superiority and 
modernization. 
To achieve its goal, China, as a poor country, had to re-concentrate its human 
and natural resources on key projects to reconstruct its economy. Understandably, as a 
consequence, education was switched back and restructured to train the most talented 
personnel for the modernization campaign. Emphasis leaned back to higher levels, 
tertiary and college preparatory. In secondary education the keypoint elite school 
system was reintroduced, so the lucky four percent of graduates could be accepted by 
colleges. A new type of vocational education occurred consequently to prepare the 
work force for the market economy from among most of the high school graduates. 
In a society which has a traditional hierarchical structure, as well as an anti¬ 
elitist revolutionary tradition, the attempt to reverse the leftist ideas practiced during 
the Cultural Revolution put the communist regime in the predicament. It aimed at 
reintroducing a division of elite education and mass education and giving emphasis to 
elitist academic streams, while diminishing mass education and reducing budgetary and 
personnel support to basic education. These policies were challenged in two major 
battle fields: political and technical. Politically, they were confronted by political and 
ideological opponents, which "live on in the undercurrent of pressure and criticism that • 
continued throughout the 1980s" (Pepper, 1990, p. 198). 
Technically, comparative emphasis on higher education was balanced out by 
inflation, corruption and many other problems afflicting the economy as a whole. 
Basic education in the rural areas was damaged by the dissolution of the collective 
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economic system to certain extent. If university budgets and income of the teaching 
staff became major topics on campuses, and tertiary education was the favored sector 
in education, throughout the country, it illustrates how serious a problem the eroded 
state educational budget was by the end of the 1980s. Under these circumstances, the 
educational policies were developed and carried out with insistence. 
There are many differences between the policies that were developed during 
the Cultural Revolution and those of the 1980s. The major difference lies in the fact 
that although education was allegedly integrated with productive labor during the 
Cultural Revolution, it was actually politically motivated and consequently damaged 
economic development. With difficult budgetary and other problems in education in 
the 1980s, the policies were developed with the motivation to meet economic growth. 
There may have been differences within the decision making processes in 
education reform. However, the differences did not turn into political confrontation 
and brutal political purges and persecution as during the Cultural Revolution. The 
policies adopted during the 1980s and speeches of important figures were generally 
supportive to education reform as favoring social and economic development. 
Education Policies in Implementation 
Some achievements were obtained by implementing these policies. For 
example, vocational education was developed within the general academic track 
secondary schools to trench the immediate need for service industry growth in the 
1980s. Also, a third layer of tertiary education institutions of provincial major cities 
were established to meet the development of the local economy. 
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But the achievements were accompanied with problems and concerns in the 
structural changes. As Henze remarks, these problems were as "a logical consequence 
of the centrally administered reform" (Henze, 1992, p. 129). These problems and 
concerns can be summarized as follow: reduction of educational funding mainly owing 
to shrinking state revenue after decentralization and regionalization of economic 
management; demoralization of the teaching profession attributed to low economic 
returns compared to other professions, and dilution of academic quality because 
schools had to engage in the marketing business to make the ends meet; enlarged 
regional disparity due to different conditions of economic development. 
These achievements and problems were not isolated events. They were 
products of interaction of several influences, such as social milieu, economic and 
technical conditions, ideology of social groups, influence from cultural heritage, and 
even influence from traditions within the education system itself, the dynamics of 
which are often obtained from a historical process. The education reform in the 1980s 
proceeded under the influences of these interwoven factors. 
Although the advancement and difficulty of arriving at the educational reform 
goals were consequences of all these impacts, the efforts to improve educational 
efficiency did not confront conscious political resistance as it had historically. 
If in the earlier year of the regime, the different political stands between 
decision makers and implementers were the major contributors to the difficulty of 
implementation of educational policies, the difficulty of policy implementation in the 
1980s primarily lay in financial and technical conditions. Kwong concludes that the 
differences between the policies and implementation lay in the leaders’ different 
political positions and ideologies which had originaed with their class background. 
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The policies adopted by the center of the communist party could hardly receive full 
support from the implementers, who were dominated by the traditionally educated elite 
(Kwong, 1979, p. 164). As a comparison, political and ideological differences in the 
1980s played less important part in the problems of implementation of the policies of 
education reform. Instead, financial difficulty was the major contributor to the 
implementation of the policies. Basic education overall was damaged by the dissolu¬ 
tion of the collective economic system in the rural areas, without a new financing 
mechanism. 
Changes in Different Sectors Reflected in 
The Relationship between The Policies and Implementation 
In the previous sections I discussed the relationship between the economic 
changes and the development in education structure, both from policy perspective and 
the perspective of implementation. In most cases, the economy led the change, 
education as part of the superstructure followed. In general, the economic base is 
more active in determining change and the superstructure more passive. But as soon as 
the system is formed in superstructure it obtains its own dynamics and becomes 
independent from the influence of the economic structure, imposing influences back 
upon the economic base. In the process of reforms through the 1980s, changes in the 
educational system impacted development in the economic infrastructure, providing a 
good example of reverse relationship between superstructure and economic base. The 
development of the third level tertiary education independent of state control, such as 
non-allocated enrollment and commissioned admission to the universities, changed the 
whole picture of the employment system. Vocational education’s presence in general 
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secondary schools and expansion of vocational and specialized schools prepared the 
work force for a new service industry and propelled the enlargement of a free labor 
market in the 1980s. The relationship between education reform and economic reform 
was not "a one way dictation." 
Although both policies and implementation were related to the development in 
economic structure, incongruity between the policies and implementation well demon¬ 
strated the incompatibility of sectors in transition. Decentralization and regionalization 
in the economic decision making process was intended to maximize local initiatives 
and institutions developing local education. This policy brought about reduction of 
state financial support of education, especially basic education, the direct result of 
which was regional disparity, and deterioration of academic quality primarily owing to 
schools’ engagement to marketing business. 
The incompatibility of sectors within each structure should be understood in the 
historical context that each sector has its dynamics of development once it is formed. 
The development of the educational institutional structure, curriculum combination, 
school allocation, educational financing, enrollment, employment system and so on 
were interrelated to each other in the process during the 1980s. But they did not 
develop simultaneously. In the drastic transition, compromise is usually needed to 
adjust the relationship between structures and between sectors. Or confrontation may 
happen to jeopardize the whole process. 
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, although the education reform encountered many problems and 
difficulties all through the 1980s, the development of the reform revealed optimistic 
tendencies. The major one was that although there existed incongruities between the 
policies and implementation, and differences between sectors within each structure, 
such as between the development of the management sector and financial sector within 
the education structure, the incongruity and differences were in general mediational 
rather than confrontational. 
In the early 1980s it was felt that reform was needed in the education system 
to meet the demands for qualified manpower for the modernization drive, and also for 
the education system itself to fit into the changing economic infrastructure. At this 
point there already existed a gap between the two structures, the economy as base and 
education as the superstructure. Nevertheless, the gap between the changing economy 
and the existing education system did not turn into conflict and violent confrontation 
as during the Cultural Revolution. The economic structure had been changing so 
drastically that the changes were in doubt, and it was debatable that reform in 
education, as well as the other sectors in the superstructure, could follow. There had 
always been differentials between the two structures. 
Some measures were taken to mediate the discrepancy between structures and 
sectors. Although economy led the reforms in the 1980s while education fell far - 
behind, both policy makers and implementors in education agreed to catch up with the 
economic development by issuing policies and taking practical measures. In tertiary 
education the focus was to increase autonomy at the institutional level in administra- 
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tion, as well as economic and pedagogical activities in order to satisfy the urgent 
needs for professional personnel in the modernization drive. In secondary education, 
reform aimed at the diversity of the "the structure of opportunity through the provision 
of different form of secondary vocational education" (Henze, 1992, p. 109). The 
major objective in primary education was to promote compulsory nine-year basic 
education. 
In the rapid transition from planning to market economy as in China in the 
1980s, many sectors in the superstructure lagged behind the reforms, not because they 
resisted changes but because time was needed to reorganize the structure and make 
some technical preparations. The relations between economic infrastructure and socio¬ 
political changes in the 1980s were examples of classical mediatational relations. And 
so was the position of educational transformation in the process of overall social and 
economic transition. Although there were violent upheavals in socio-economic 
changes, the changes in socio-economic structure and in education were compromis- 
able, which should not be isolated from their past. They were the cumulative products 
of practice over decades, since the beginning of the socialist experimentation period 
and since the start of China’s modem school system. 
During the 1980s, the major problem in the reform of education was economic 
rather than ideological and political. Lack of efficient and effective financing mecha¬ 
nism in education became the bottleneck that delayed the transformation of educational • 
infrastructure. Being controversial, the plan of opening schools to the market has long 
been discussed. Through the 1980s marketing education as a whole seemingly brought 
more negative concerns than positive reactions. In fact, China started pilot experimen¬ 
tation towards the end of the 1980s. Starting from the beginning of the 1990s, some 
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private schools at the basic level and vocational training classes sponsored by a variety 
of financial sources occurred. At the tertiary level, some institutions began tailored 
training, government placement was loosened or improved to have more choices in 
electing graduating students, and students were given more opportunities and choices. 
In the early 1990s, some major institutions began to charge fairly large amounts for 
tuition and fees. If China can find a way for investment in education in a socialist 
economy, as the Chinese define what it is, transformation of education will be more 
optimistic. 
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APPENDIX A. 
DECISION OF THE CCP CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
ON THE REFORM OF THE EDUCATION SYSTEM 
I. THE FUNDAMENTAL PURPOSE OF REFORM OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IS 
TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE NATION, PRODUCE MORE ABLE PEOPLE 
The decision on reform of the economic structure adopted by the third plenary session 
of the 12th CCP Central Committee, has opened a broad avenue for the large-scale develop¬ 
ment of our country’s social productive forces and for a significant uplift to the nation’s 
socialist material and spiritual civilisations. From now on, able people hold the important key 
to the success, or failure, of our cause; and to solve the problem of able people, our education 
must be significantly developed on the basis of economic development. 
Education must serve socialist construction, which must, in turn, depend on education. 
The magnificent task of socialist modernisation requires us, not only to freely use and make an 
effort to improve available talent, but also to significantly heighten the whole Party’s under¬ 
standing of educational work; bear in mind the needs of modernisation, the world and the 
future; and, for the sake of the nation’s economic and social development during the 1990s 
and into the early 21th century, bring up large numbers of proficient personnel who adhere to 
the socialist course. 
Millions upon millions of educated, skilled and professionally competent workers for 
the industrial, agricultural, commercial and various other trades and professions must be 
trained. Millions of factory directors, managers, engineers, agronomists, economic managers, 
accountants, statisticians and other economic and technical personnel, who have exploratory 
capability and who are knowledgeable in modem science, technology and management must 
also be trained. Millions of educators, scientists, doctors, theoreticians, cultural workers, 
journalists editors, publishers, lawyers, diplomates and military experts, as well as all types of 
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Party and government personnel, who can cope with the needs in the development of modem 
science and culture and the new technological revolution must be trained. 
These people ought be imbued with lofty aspirations, be morally sound, well disci¬ 
plined, educated and love the socialist motherland and the socialist cause; they must work 
hard, with a spirit of devotion, to make China prosperous and powerful and improve the well¬ 
being of the people; and they must also be independent thinkers, with the scientific spirit of 
constantly searching for knowledge, seeking truth from facts and being bold in producing new 
ideas. These are great an gigantic tasks for our country’s educational development and reform. 
Since the founding of the republic, our country’s educational development has 
followed a tortuous course. After taking over and reforming the schools of old China shortly 
after liberation, and following the educational reform, focusing on reorganising the institutes 
and departments of various schools of higher education, we turned old China’s semi-colonial 
and semi-feudal educational system into a socialist one. Thanks to the hard work of the broad 
masses of educational workers, conspicuous achievements in education, unprecedented in 
Chinese history, have been registered in the past 30 years and more. Today, the overwhelming 
majority of the broad masses of educational workers and mainstay forces working on all fronts 
in the country are people raised since the founding of the nation. 
Since the late 1950s however, because of the failure to shift the emphasis of the 
Party’s work to economic construction and to the influence of the "leftist" ideology of "taking 
class struggle as the key link", the instead of being regarded as important, was repeatedly and 
at length rebuffed by "Leftist" political movement. Because of the "great cultural revolution", 
such "Leftist" mistakes even developed into radical actions, discrediting knowledge and 
eliminating education. Consequently, the cause of education was seriously harmed, the broad 
masses of educators were severely persecuted, the growth of the whole generation of young 
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people was retarded and the already narrowed gap between China and other developed world 
countries in many areas of education again widened. 
Through eliminating chaos and restoring order in the guiding ideology after the third 
plenary session of the 11th CCP Central Committee was convened, the Party Central Commit¬ 
tee made a series of new judgments and policy decisions on education, thereby revitalisng 
education in our country and enabling it to find a sound footing. However, the erroneous 
thinking of belittling education has not yet been eliminated; the situation in which education is 
not in keeping with the modernisation drive has not been completely changed. China’s 
backward education and defects in the educational system pose serious problems, especially in 
view of opening the country to the outside world, invigorating the domestic economy and 
unfolding economic structural reform in an overall manner. Major problems can be seen in the 
following fields: 
(1) In assigning administrative powers for education, government departments 
concerned have exercised rigid control over schools, particularly over institutes of higher 
learning, which has sapped their vigour, while failing to effectively control matters under their 
jurisdiction. 
(2) In educational structure, we face shortcomings in weak elementary education, 
serious shortages of schools, qualified teachers and necessary facilities, regarded development 
of vocational and technical education to meet pressing needs in economic construction and a 
lack of co-ordination between various departments and levels of higher education. 
(3) In educational guidelines, curricula and methods, the present system has failed to 
train students to live and think independently from childhood, foster the spirit of aspiring to 
dedicate themselves to a strong and prosperous motherland and creatively apply Marxism to 
educating the students. Outdated textbooks, rigid teaching methods, indifference to practical 
training and over-specialisation in certain faculties have also been incompatible with the needs 
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of economic and social development and, in varying degrees, have hampered the development 
of modem science and culture in China. 
The Party Central Committee holds that, in order to radically change the situation, it is 
first necessary to systematically carry out reform in the educational system. While reforming 
the administrative system and strengthening macroscopic management, it is necessary to 
resolutely simplify administration and delegate powers to lower levels by granting schools 
more decision-making powers, as well as readjusting the educational structure and reforming 
the labour and personnel system accordingly. It is also necessary to reform the educational 
guidelines, curricula and methods not in keeping with the socialist modernisation programme. 
Through carry out reform, we must create a new situation, in which elementary education is 
effectively strengthened, vocational and technical education expands rapidly, the potential and 
vigour of institutes of higher learning are brought into full play, both curricular and extra¬ 
curricular activities are given due attention and education at various levels and in various 
forms is capable of positively meeting the many-sided needs of economic and social develop¬ 
ment. 
In promoting education, it is imperative to increase investment. For some time to 
come the increase of educational appropriation by both central and local government must be 
greater than the increase of regular financial revenues and the average educational funds per 
student enrolled in the school must also be gradually increased. Currently, there are always a 
few leading cadres at various levels who, indifferent to serious waste, would rather spend 
money on unnecessary undertakings than even a penny on education. Such a situation must be 
changed. 
However, we must also realise that the government’s investment on education is, after 
all, restricted by the level of its economic development. Therefore, the current financial 
difficulty in running schools and low remuneration for teachers can only be gradually 
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improved. Now the problem is how to use the limited financial and material resources to 
promote education and meet the urgent needs of the socialist modernisation programme. The 
solution to the problem requires us, through carrying out reforms, to more effectively harness 
the enthusiasm of governments at various social quarters to work, with one heart and one 
mind, in seeking more ways and means, and bringing into full play the potential in all fields, 
so that education can advance more wholesomely, year after year. Comrades of the whole 
Party and people throughout the country should strive for this goal, which can be achieved 
through earnest efforts. 
II. VARIOUS LOCALITIES WILL UNDERTAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF DEVE¬ 
LOPING BASIC EDUCATION AND IMPLEMENT NINE-YEAR COMPULSORY EDUCA¬ 
TION IN A SYSTEMATIC WAY 
The principle of implementing nine-year compulsory education and of various 
localities assuming responsibility for developing our country’s educational work and improving 
the educational system. Compulsory education means national education, which all school-age 
children and youths must receive, according to law. It must be guaranteed by the state, society 
and the family. It is a necessity in developing modem production and is required in modem 
social life. It is a symbol of modem civilisation. 
Our country’s basic education is still quite backward. This is in sharp contradiction to 
our people’s urgent desire to build our country into a prosperous, powerful, democratic and 
civilised modem socialist state. We must not let the situation continue. Now, we definitely 
have the need, and are able, to consider implementation of the nine-year compulsory education 
as something of prime importance in raising the quality of our nation and promoting the 
prosperity of our country an must conspicuously further the task. We must mobilise the entire 
Party an all society and people of all nationalities in our country, to actively an systematically 
implement the task with maximum effort. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate a compulsory 
education law an promulgate it after being examined and approved by the NPC. 
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In view of the vast size of out country and the uneven economic and cultural develop¬ 
ment, the requirement and content of compulsory education must also be diverse, in line with 
local conditions. The whole country can roughly be divided into three categories: 
The first includes cities, economically developed areas in coastal provinces and s small 
number of developed areas in the hinterland, accounting for about a quarter the total popula¬ 
tion of our country. In this category, many places have already popularised junior middle 
schools. The rest should grasp the popularisation of junior middle schools, according to fixed 
quality and quantity and complete the task by about 1990. 
The second category includes towns and villages with medium level development, 
accounting for about half the total population of our country. In those places, it is necessary 
to first grasp the popularisation of primary school education, according to fixed quality and 
quantity. At the same time, those places should make preparations for popularising general, 
vocational and technical education at junior middle school level by about 1995. 
The third category includes economically backward areas, which account for about a 
quarter of the total population of our country. In those areas, it is necessary to adopt various 
forms to popularise basic education at various levels, according to economic development. The 
state will do its best to support the development of education in those areas. 
The state will also assist areas inhabited by minority nationalities to speed up the 
development of educational work. 
The people’s congresses at various levels in various localities are to formulate 
regulations for implementing compulsory education, according to local conditions, and decide 
steps, methods and deadlines for promoting nine-year compulsory education in their respective 
localities. 
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While implementing nine-year compulsory education, it is necessary to make real 
efforts to develop pre-school education and special education for blind, deaf-mute, disabled 
and mentally retarded children. 
Building a stable contingent of qualified teachers in sufficient numbers is fundamental 
in implementing compulsory education and raising the level of basic education. Therefore, it 
is necessary to adopt special measures to raise the social status and living conditions and 
wages of teachers of middle and primary schools and kindergartens, to encourage them to 
make education their life’s work. At the same time, it is necessary to train and examine our 
present teachers in a serious manner. It is necessary to consider development of normal 
education and training of our present teachers as a strategic measure in developing educational 
work. 
We should vigorously advocate and encourage teachers to do self-study and learn from 
each other while teaching. It is necessary to hold correspondence courses and radio and TV 
lecture for on-the-job teachers, effectively run advanced schools for teachers and train teachers 
on a rotational basis, by stages and groups, using the existing facilities. It is also necessary to 
mobilise, select and organise teachers and senior students of schools of higher leaning, 
research personnel from research institutes and cadres of Party and government organisations, 
who have good qualifications, to take part in the work of systematically training middle school 
teachers. In short, it is necessary to qualify the overwhelming majority of teachers within five 
years, or in a slightly longer period. After that, only those with qualified record of formal 
schooling or certificate of examination can teach. 
It is necessary to vigorously develop and strengthen normal education from kindergar¬ 
ten to senior middle school level. Normal schools should adhere to the thinking of serving 
primary and secondary education and all graduates of normal schools should be assigned to 
teaching positions at various schools. Some graduates of schools of higher leaning should also 
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be assigned to teaching positions at various schools. No orgnaisation or unit may transfer 
qualified middle and primary school teachers and assign them to other work. 
Jurisdiction over basic education lies with the local authorities. The central authorities 
will decide on the cardinal principles and policies, as well as on the macroscopic plans, while 
the local authorities have the responsibility and power to formulate and implement specific 
policies, rules, regulations, and plans, as well as supervise, manage and inspect schools. 
Provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities will decide how the administrative responsi¬ 
bilities should be divided among the provincial city (prefectural), county and township levels. 
To guarantee local educational development, in addition to state appropriations, an appropriate 
proportion of the local reserved financial resources should be used on education. Township 
financial revenues should be used mainly on education. Local authorities may collect 
additional educational fees. This money will first be uses to improve teaching facilities for 
basic education, not for other purposes. 
The local authorities should encourage and instruct state-run enterprises, social 
organisations and individuals to run schools. They should encourage units, collectives and 
individuals to voluntarily donate funds to educational undertakings. It is not permitted to 
forcefully apportion contributions. Meanwhile, it is necessary to lessen the schools’ economic 
burdens by strictly limiting all quarter from collecting fees from schools. 
III. READJUST SECONDARY EDUCATION, ENERGETICALLY DEVELOP VOCA¬ 
TIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
The socialist modernisation drive not only needs senior experts in science and 
technology, but also urgently needs tens of millions of intermediate and primary technicians, 
managerial personnel and skilled workers, who have completed sound vocational and technical 
education, as well as other urban and rural workers, who have received sound vocational 
training. Without this mighty contingent of technical workers, advanced science and 
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technology and equipment cannot be turned into practical productive forces. However, 
currently, vocational and technical education is precisely the weakest link in China’s education 
as a whole. Effective measures should be taken to change this situation and great efforts 
should be made to considerably boost vocational and technical education. 
We have stressed the importance of vocational and technical education for years, but 
no significant progress has been made. An important reason is that, over the years, we have 
not adequately demanded that employees be politically, educationally and technically equipped. 
Besides, the decadent idea that vocational and technical education is contemptuously, which is 
left over from history, is deep-rooted. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct education for the 
whole Party and society and foster the idea that any occupation is honorable and capable of 
producing distinguished characters and that those who seek employment should be skilled and 
politically and educationally equipped. 
While reforming the educational system, we should reform the related mles and 
regulations on labour and personnel and follow the principle of "offering jobs after training has 
been completed". When recruiting workers in future, all units should first select the best from 
among graduates of vocational and technical schools. All employees, primarily professionals 
and technicians, should pass tests and obtain certification before being offered jobs, just like a 
driver who should pass a test and receive a driver’s license before he is allowed to drive. The 
department concerned should work out decrees and gradually implement rules and regulations. 
In order to vigorously develop vocational and technical education, Chinese youngsters 
should, in general, be streamed at the middle school stage. Some graduates of junior middle 
schools will enter ordinary senior middle schools, while others will receive vocational and 
technical education at senior middle school level; some graduates of senior middle schools will 
enter ordinary universities, while others will receive college-level vocational and technical 
education. Primary school graduates, who have received vocational and technical education at 
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junior middle school level, may be employed, or they may continue their academic pursuits. 
Students, who have not entered the ordinary senior middle schools, ordinary colleges or 
vocational and technical schools, may be employed after undergoing short-term vocational and 
technical training. 
It is necessary to fully tap the potential of the existing secondary specialised schools 
and skilled workers’ schools, recruiting more students for them. Some ordinary senior middle 
schools should be modified into senior middle schools. Through these measures, and the 
newly-built schools of this type, in the next five years or so, we should strive to make the 
number of students at senior middle vocational and technical schools about the same as that at 
ordinary senior middle schools, and end the present unreasonable situation in the structure of 
secondary education. 
To develop vocational and technical education, it is necessary to focus on the 
secondary level, make secondary specialised schools the mainstay, actively develop college- 
level vocational and technical educational institutions, which will primarily enrol graduates 
from secondary vocational and technical schools in related fields or on-the-job personnel, who 
have practical experience in their specialties and who have qualified by examination. This will 
gradually lead to the establishment of a system for vocational and technical education, 
stretching from primary to senior levels, having proper co-ordination with the related occupa¬ 
tions, being reasonable in structure and capable for linking up with ordinary education. 
Secondary vocational and technical education should be closely oriented to meeting the 
needs of economic and social development. In urban areas, it should meet the needs of raising 
the enterprises’s technical and managerial levels and to develop tertiary industry. In rural 
areas, it should meet the needs of readjusting the production structure and the needs of 
peasants to get rich through hard work. Training in vocational skills should be stressed, but 
the scope of training should not be too narrow. Basic education should also be properly co- 
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ordinated to meet the needs of prolonged and extensive employment, technical innovations and 
advanced studies. Meanwhile, it is necessary to attach importance to education in vocational 
ethics and discipline. 
To develop vocational and technical education, it is necessary to fully arouse the 
enthusiasm of enterprises and establishments, as well as professional departments, and to 
encourage collectives, individuals and other social organisations to run schools. All units and 
departments should be encouraged to independently, or jointly, run vocational and technical 
schools, or they may co-sponsor these schools with the educational departments. In addition 
to training qualified personnel for the sponsoring units and departments, these schools may 
also be entrusted by other units to train qualified personnel and enrol self-financed students. 
The current serious lack of teachers is an outstanding problem in the development of 
secondary vocational and technical education. Schools run by all units and departments should 
first solve the problem of professional and technical teachers themselves. Meanwhile, they 
may hire teachers, scientists and technicians of other units to be part-time teachers, or they 
may invited professional technicians and skilled craftsmen to impart skills. It is necessary to 
establish vocational and technical teachers’s colleges. Colleges, universities and research 
institutes in the related fields should be responsible for training teachers for vocational and 
technical education, so that professional teachers are readily available. Secondary vocational 
and technical education is mainly under the local authorities. Schools in this category, 
sponsored by the central departments, also require co-ordination and co-operation from local 
authorities. 
IV. REFORM THE ENROLMENT PLAN AND GRADUATE-ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM OF 
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION, AND EXPAND THEIR POWER OF DECI¬ 
SION IN MANAGEMENT 
Institutions of higher education are charged with the important tasks of training 
advanced specialised personnel and developing science, technology and culture. The strategic 
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objective of China’s development of higher education is to build a system with adequate 
branches, rational levels and ratios and of a size comparable to China’s economic strength by 
the end of the century; a system which can enable us to train advanced, specialised personnel 
basically at home; and a system which is more helpful to our achieving scientific and 
technological development independently and to our solving major theoretic and practical 
problems in the course of socialist modernisations. 
The key to success in the reform of the higher educational system, for the purpose of 
attaining this objective, is to change the management system for excessive government control 
over the institutions of higher education, expand the power of decision-making of the 
institutions of higher education in school management, under the guidance of unified educa¬ 
tional policies and plans of the state, strengthen the connection of the institutions of higher 
education with production organisations, scientific research organisations and other social 
establishments, and enable the institutions of higher education to have the initiative and ability 
to meet the needs of economic and social development. 
It is necessary to reform the student enrolment and the graduate-assignment systems of 
universities and colleges. Instead of the practice of enrolling college students and placing 
college graduates under unified state plans, we should adopt the following three practices: 
(1) Enrolment according to state plan-should do a good job in formulating an overall 
plan for the development of manpower demands, effectively improve student enrolment 
planning and strive to overcome the lack of co-ordination between the student enrolment plan 
and the present and future needs of the state. After-graduation job placement for students so 
enrolled will be made under a system which takes into account the graduates’ inclinations, the 
recommendations for colleges and the employers’ requirements. A certain number of students 
serving specific needs should be enrolled, in accordance with the state student enrolment plan, 
to ensure that outlying regions and trades and professions with tough working conditions, get a 
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certain number of graduates to work for them. The graduates who are assigned to such 
regions and trades and professions will receive better pay. In order to meet national defence 
needs, a certain number of graduates should be trained for the PLA. 
(2) Enrolment at employers’ request -- in order to encourage schools to tap their 
potential in training more students and satisfy the needs of society for qualified personnel, the 
system of training students by schools at the request of employers, which has proven effective 
in recent years, should be continued and gradually extended, so that it becomes an important 
supplement to the state student enrolment plan. Employers making the requests should pay a 
certain amount of the training fees to the school, according to contract, and the students should 
fulfil contract obligations to work for the employer after graduation. 
(3) A small number of students, who attend schools at their own expense, may be 
enrolled, in addition to the students enrolled under the state plan. Such students are required 
to pay for tuition and other expenses. After graduation, they will seek jobs by themselves, or 
with recommendations for the schools. 
All students must pass entrance examinations administered by the state before they are 
enrolled by the schools. 
It is necessary to reform the people’s financial aid system. Students for teachers’ 
colleges and students who are to work under very tough conditions after graduation, will be 
provided with free board, lodging and tuition by the state. Scholarships will be awarded to 
students with outstanding scholastic achievements. Necessary financial aid will be given to 
students who have financial difficulties. Students who are currently enrolled in colleges will 
continue to be subject to existing provisions. 
It is necessary to expand the power of decision-making of the institutions of higher 
education in management. The institutions of higher education have the following powers, 
provided they implement the policies, decrees and plans for the state: The power to enrol 
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students at the request of employers and students at their own expense, in addition to state 
planned enrolment; the power to readjust the objectives for various disciplines, formulate 
teaching plans and programmes and compose and select teaching material; the power to accept 
projects from, or co-operate with, other social establishments for scientific research and 
technological development, as well as setting up combines involving teaching, scientific 
research and production; the power to suggest appointments and removals of vice presidents 
and other cadres at various levels; the power to dispose of capital construction investment and 
other funds allocated by the state; and the power to develop international educational and 
academic exchanges by using their own funds. 
The state may delegate other powers to certain institutions of higher education 
according to their special conditions. At the same time, the state and its educational adminis¬ 
trative department should improve guidance and management over higher education in the 
whole system. The educational administrative department should organise educational circles, 
intellectual circles and employer organisations to make a periodic appraisal of the performance 
of universities and colleges. Those with good achievements should be encouraged with 
honours and material awards, and those with poor management consolidated, or even closed 
down. 
In order to mobilise the initiative of governments at all levels in running schools, we 
should implement a three-level school-running system-namely, at the central, provincial 
(autonomous regional and municipal)and major city levels. Institutions of higher education, 
run by central departments and local authorities, should first satisfy the needs of training 
personnel for the sponsoring departments and localities. At the same time, they should bring 
into play their potential for training students for other departments and organisations at the 
latter’s request and actively initiate joint efforts between the department and the localities to 
run schools. 
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The structure of higher education should be readjusted and reformed, according to the 
needs of economic construction, social development and scientific and technological progress. 
We should change the irrational ratios of branches and disciplines for higher education, 
accelerate development of weak departments and disciplines, such as finance and economics, 
political science and law and management, and support the growth of new and frontier science 
sources. We should change the irrational ratio between regular and specialised colleges, with 
emphasis on acceleration of the development of specialised colleges. Regular colleges should 
undertake reform, expansion and association of various forms, to bring their potential into full 
play. Generally speaking, we shall not set up additional regular colleges in the near future. 
In accordance with the decision of the Central Committee on the reform of the science 
and technology system, we should give full play to the strong points of the institutions of 
higher education in having comprehensive courses and many teachers, graduates and senior 
year students, and make institutions of higher education contribute more to scientific and 
technological development. In order to enhance our scientific research ability and train 
outstanding specialised personnel, we should improve the training system for graduate 
students. We should set up a number of major courses, in accordance with the principle of 
making appraisals by people of the same specialties, and giving support to well-taught courses. 
A school offering many major courses is bound to become an educational, as well as a 
scientific research centre. 
While reforming the system of higher education, it is an extremely important and 
pressing task to reform the curricula, methods and plans and raise the quality of teaching, in 
accordance with the principle of integrating theory with practice and the guidelines of 
dialectical and historical materialism. It is necessary, in the light of the existing shortcomings, 
to actively try out various reforms, such as improving the situation of over-specialisation in 
certain faculties, refining and updating the curricula, intensifying practical training, reducing 
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the number of required subjects, while adding more effective subjects, instituting a credit and 
double-degree systems, increasing the hours for self and after-school study and unfolding 
work-study programmes in a guided manner. 
In order to raise the teaching and academic standard of the teachers, in schools where 
conditions permit, teachers, at and above the level of associate professor and assuming a 
relatively heavy teaching duty, should be given a year’s leave in every five from now on, 
especially for advanced study, scientific research or academic exchanges. Maximum efforts 
should be made to improve the material conditions of teaching, increase the means of modem 
teaching, and upgrade and replenish laboratories and libraries. 
Reform of logistic services for institutes of higher learning is vital to ensure the 
smooth progress of all educational reforms. The direction of reform is to solicit the local 
community’s involvement in logistic services. Leading Party and government organs of the 
community where the school is located should shoulder responsibility for reform. 
V. STRENGTHEN THE LEADERSHIP AND MOBILISE ALL POSITIVE FACTORS TO 
ENSURE SMOOTH PROGRESS OF REFORM OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
In the course of reforming the educational system, it is necessary to respect the law 
and characteristics for educational work, by persistently seeking truth from facts and proceed¬ 
ing from reality. It is necessary to map out a centralised and unified plan for all major 
guidelines, while allowing flexibility in specific in specific details. Forcibly implementing a 
reform and rushing headlong into mass action are by no means permissible. It is necessary to 
pay keen attention to trying out reform and steadfastly and prudently carry it out. Reform 
measures, involving the overall situation an a wide range of areas, should be approved by 
higher authority. 
In the entire course of reforming the educational system, it is necessary to bear in 
mind that the fundamental goal of reform is to raise the quality of the nation and train more, 
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and better talented people. The basic criterion for evaluating the work of any school is not its 
economic income but, rather, the number and quality of talented people it has trained. By 
firmly bearing this principle in mind, we shall not lose our bearings in the reform. 
In order to strengthen Party and government leadership over educational work, a state 
educational commission is to be set up to take charge of the work of controlling the general 
guidelines, mapping out an overall plan for the complete development of education, co¬ 
ordinating various departments’ work concerning education and making unified arrangements 
and guidance for reform of the educational system. While simplifying the administration and 
delegating powers to lower levels, it is also necessary to step up the work of enacting laws 
concerning education. In view of the greater powers and responsibility for promoting 
education by all localities. Party committees and governments at various levels must, in 
accordance with the policy decision adopted by the 12th CCP National Congress, place 
education in an important strategic position, regarding the development of education as one of 
their main tasks and one of the important aspects in evaluating the performance of lower by 
higher levels. 
It should be especially pointed out that after the introduction of the agricultural 
production responsibility system in rural areas, grassroots Party organisations in the country¬ 
side should devote more energy to ideological and political education, general knowledge and 
technical education among Party members and the masses of people, and strive to promote the 
undertaking of education in each village and township. 
The Party Central Committee holds that the new economic and educational systems 
will enable all localities to bring into full play their economic and cultural potential in 
speeding up the development of education. We must admit the uneven economic and cultural 
development, not only among various provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in the 
country, but also within a province, city and county. Therefore, it is necessary to encourage 
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an area to become developed in education first, while urging the advanced to help backward 
areas to achieve common development in education. 
To reform the educational system, we must arouse the enthusiasm of all quarters, 
particularly that of teachers. The nation today already has a contingent of nearly 10m 
teachers. Over a long period, most of these teachers have steadfastly trusted the Party, loved 
the socialist motherland and remained loyal to the cause of education, no matter how hard 
their lives, or what political storms they have gone through. They really are people of 
exemplary virtue. In reforming the educational system, we must closely rely on teachers, 
earnestly listen to their opinions and give full play to their role. All major reforms within the 
campuses should be fully discussed with teachers. 
Following development of the national economy and the improvement of the state’s 
financial situation, governments and departments concerned at all levels must work earnestly to 
solve teachers’ problems each year. We must energetically encourage and foster the practice 
of respecting teachers at all levels throughout society and make teaching one of the most 
respected professions. In the course of reform, we must also give ample attention to arousing 
the enthusiasm of ideological and political workers, administrators, logistics workers and other 
staff members in schools. They should be given rational pay and due encouragement, 
commensurate to their services and contributions. 
The system, under which principals assume full administrative responsibility, should be 
gradually instituted in all schools. Wherever possible, schools should set up small, authorita¬ 
tive councils, chaired by the principals, to deliberate and approve important matters. To 
intensify democratic management and supervision, a congress of representatives of the teaching 
staff, made up primarily of teachers, should be established and perfected. Party organisations 
in schools should free themselves from the state of monopolising everything and focus their 
attention on strengthening Party building and intensifying ideological and political work. 
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They should unite all teachers and students in support of principals in performing their 
duties and they must see to it that all Party principles and policies, as well as the state’s 
educational programmes, are properly implemented. They must persist in educating teachers 
and students in Marxism, to encourage them to work hard and contribute to building a 
prosperous and strong country. They should also ensure the students’ moral, intellectual and 
physical development, and make schools strong bastions to check the inroads of capitalist and 
other decadent ideas, and to build socialist, spiritual civilization. 
We must mobilise and educate all Party members, and people in society and the 
country as a whole, to care for and support educational reform and develop educational work. 
We should encourage all democratic parties, mass organisations, social establishments, retired 
cadres and intellectuals, collectively-owned economic units and individuals to use various ways 
and means and work actively and voluntarily, to promote educational development in accor¬ 
dance with the principles and policies of the Party and government. 
Reform of the educational system requires us to sum up our historical and practical 
experiences and pay attention to foreign countries positive and negative experiences in 
developing their education. As a new technological revolution has been going on, the 
appearance of a series of new scientific and technological achievements and the opening of 
new scientific and technological spheres, as well as the appearance of new means of informa¬ 
tion transmission and tools of learning, have all significantly influenced education. The 
experiences of developed countries in this respect should be particularly studied. We should 
promote foreign contacts through all possible channels so that our education can be built on 
the foundation of the achievements of contemporary world civilisation. 
This decision deals mainly with reform of our schools’ educational system. Regarding 
adult education for cadres, workers and peasants, and radio and televised education, both of 
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which are important parts of our nation’s educational system, the State Educational Committee 
will draw up a special decision on improving and strengthening operations in this regard. 
Reform of schools under the military department will be decided by the Central 
Military Commission. 
The Central Committee believes that, as long as Party committees and governments at 
all levels strengthen their leadership and adhere to the correct principle, and as long as all 
society and the society and the people of all nationalities throughout the country exert 
concerted efforts, our educational reform will certainly be successful and an unprecedented, 
thriving socialist education, with distinctive Chinese characteristics, will undoubtedly appear, 
giving a powerful impetus to our country’s socialist construction and boosting the nation’s 
cultural and scientific capabilities and spiritual realm to a new level. 
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APPENDIX B. 
THE COMPULSORY EDUCATION LAW OF 
THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
Text, as received, of "the compulsory education law of the PRC (approved by the fourth 
session of the sixth NPC on 12th April 1986): 
Article 1: This law has been drawn up on the basis of the Constitution and the reality 
in China in order to develop primary education and to promote the material and spiritual 
building of socialism. 
Article 2: The state institutes a nine-year compulsory educational system. Each 
province, autonomous region, or municipality should decide on the steps to make the compul¬ 
sory education universal in accordance with the conditions of local economic and cultural 
development. 
Article 3: In introducing compulsory education. It is necessary to adhere to the state 
principles concerning education and strive to improve the quality of education in order to 
enable children and youngsters to develop in an all round manner, morally, intellectually and 
physically, and to lay the foundations for training talented builders of socialism with ideals, 
morality, general knowledge and discipline, thereby improving the quality of the whole nation. 
Article 4: The state, community, school and family should ensure the right of school- 
age children and young people to attend school in accordance with the law. 
Article 5: Children who have reached the age of six should, regardless of sex, 
nationality and race, attend school for the prescribed period of years. In places where 
conditions do not permit, compulsory education may be postponed until children have reached 
the age of seven. 
Article 6: Schools should popularise and use Putonghua, which is commonly use 
throughout the country. 
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Schools that enrol mainly minority nationalities may use the spoken and written 
languages that are popular among minority nationalities. 
Article 7: Compulsory education may be divided into two stages, elementary school 
education and junior middle school education. Work to popularise the latter should be started 
after the former becomes universal. The school system of both stages shall be worked out by 
State Council departments in charge of education. 
Article 8: The undertaking of compulsory education is to be carried out and supervised 
by local governments at different levels under the leadership of the State Council. 
Article 9: Local people’s governments at various levels should set up elementary 
schools and junior middle schools at convenient locations so that children and youngsters can 
attend schools that are nearby. 
Local people’s governments at various levels should set up special schools (classes) for 
the blind, deaf and mute, and mentally retarded children and young people. The state shall 
encourage enterprises, institutions and other quarters of the community to set up various types 
of schools prescribed in this law, in accordance with basic government requirements and under 
the unified supervision of local people’s governments. 
Urban and rural construction and development plans must include appropriate facilities 
for compulsory education. 
Article 10: The state shall exempt from payment the tuition of students in compulsory 
education. 
The state shall offer stipends to students from impoverished households; 
Article 11: Parents or guardians must ensure that their school age children or wards 
attend school on schedule for the prescribed period of years. 
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Parents or guardians of school-age children and youngsters, who need to postpone or 
be exempted from attending school because of illness or other special reasons, should obtain 
the approval from local people’s governments. 
Organisations and individuals are forbidden to employ school-age children and young 
people. 
Article 12: The State Council and local people’s governments at various levels shall be 
responsible for raising funds for operating expenses and capital construction of compulsory 
education. 
The growth rate of the state financial appropriations for compulsory education should 
be higher than those of the regular financial revenues, and the average expenses per student 
enrolled in school should be increased gradually. 
Local people’s governments at various levels should, in accordance with the State 
Council regulations, levy an extra tax for education in cities and towns to be used mainly for 
introducing compulsory education. 
The state shall subsidise economically undeveloped areas so that they may introduce 
compulsory education. 
The state shall encourage various social organisations and individuals to donate funds 
to schools. 
The state shall assist areas inhabited by minority nationalities which have qualified 
teachers and financial resources, to introduce compulsory education. 
Article 13: The state will take measures to improve and develop normal education, 
accelerating the training of qualified teachers and ensuring systematically that all elementary 
school teachers have attained the level of a secondary normal school graduate or better and 
that all junior middle school teachers have attained the level of a normal college graduate or 
better. 
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The state will establish a system to evaluate teachers and will issue certificates to 
qualified teachers. 
Graduates of normal schools and colleges should be engaged in educational work in 
accordance with regulations. The state shall encourage teachers to devote themselves to 
education for a long time. 
Article 14: Society as a whole should respect teachers. The state well protect teacher’s 
legitimate rights and interests, take measures to raise their social status and improve their 
material benefits, and commend outstanding teachers. 
Teachers should dedicate themselves to the socialist educational undertaking, strive to 
raise their ideological consciousness and cultural and professional levels, take care of then- 
students, and be loyal to their duty. 
Article 15: Local people’s governments at various levels should create the conditions 
to enable all school-age children and young people to go to school. Local people’s govern¬ 
ments should criticise and educate parents and guardians of school-age children an young 
people who are not attending school, except for those who are ill or have other special reasons, 
and have the approval of local people’s governments, and should take action to order the 
parents and guardians to send their children and wards to school. 
Organisations or individuals that employ school-age children and young people shall 
be criticised and ordered to put a stop to such employment by local people’s governments. 
Those involved in serious cases shall be given a fine or ordered to suspend their business, or 
have their business licenses revoked. 
Article 16: No organisations and individuals are allowed to seize, retain or divert, for 
other purposes, funds for compulsory education; nor are they allowed to disrupt school order 
and seize, occupy or destroy school grounds, buildings and facilities. 
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Verbal abuses and beatings of teachers and physical punishment of students are 
forbidden. 
Activities obstructing compulsory education in the name of religion are forbidden. 
Disciplinary action or administrative punishment shall be meted out for violations of 
the stipulations in Section 1 and Section 2 according to the degree of seriousness; those who 
have caused damages should pay compensation for the losses; and those involved in serious 
cases that constitute a crime shall be investigated to determine their criminal responsibilities. 
Article 17: State Council departments in charge of education shall work out detailed 
rules and regulations on the basis of this law, and enforce these rules and regulations after 
submitting them to the State Council for approval. 
All provincial, autonomous regional and municipal people’s congresses’ standing 
committees may draw up practical measures for introducing compulsory education on the basis 
of this law and in the light of the actual conditions in each locality. 
Article 18: This law shall come into force on 1st July 1986. 
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